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Abstract
Time resolved polarised fluorescence o f molecular probes is used to study motion and
order in the nematic and isotropic phases o f cyanobiphenyl liquid crystals. Linearly
polarised pulses with a variable polarisation angle create both cylindrically symmetric
and asymmetric degrees o f excited state alignment sensitive to 0 and (j) diffusion. Three
beam and single photon photoselection techniques are combined for the first time in a
study o f highly aligned (oxazine) probe dynamics in 5CB, confirming previous
symmetry-based predictions for alignment relaxation in aligned media to be correct.
Single beam photoselection techniques are substantially refined and new measurements
involving the analysis o f intensity as well as anisotropy decays are developed. This
approach yields information on optical correction factors present in highly anisotropic
systems

without

recourse

to

either

approximation

or

separate

experimental

determination. In addition a separate path to the determination o f the cylindrically
asymmetric alignment relaxation time was also developed. These developments
permitted an extensive and precise study o f probe dynamics in

6

and 7-cyanobiphenyl to

be undertaken.
A combination o f single and two photon photoselection techniques was used to
determine previously ‘hidden’ (K= 6 ) moments o f the ground state probe distribution
function. These experiments provided the first rigorous validation o f well established
theory by which ‘hidden’ moments o f the ground state distribution and hence the full
distribution function is calculated.
Single and two-photon fluorescence anisotropy measurements were also undertaken in
the isotropic phase o f 5,6 and 7CB confirming earlier observations that a domain
structure persists up to 50°C above the nematic-isotropic phase transition. The
temperature dependence o f both the inter and intra-domain probe relaxation times were
in good agreement with the predictions o f recent theory developed for the dynamics of
pure liquid crystals.
Finally a combination o f polarised photoselection techniques with surface wave
excitation was developed and applied to the study o f nematic probe dynamics in the
vicinity o f the cell surface.
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1

Molecular Ordered Systems: Nematic Mesophase o f Liquid
Crystals

1.1 Introduction
Molecules and atoms appear in nature as different states o f matter. The principal
constituents o f bulk assemblies are represented by the three well-known states: solid,
liquid and gas. These matter states are characterised by different degrees o f order: a
solid state (crystalline) in which a “rigid arrangement” o f molecules are defined by their
fixed position and orientation, which can be slightly modified by a little amount o f
variation fi*om molecular vibration. This arrangement (and its resistance to deformation)
is maintained over many lattice spacing by long-range forces. In the liquid phase, the
position and orientation o f molecules is not fixed and they are free to change their
displacement and rotational motion in a random fashion. The attractive forces
responsible for keeping molecules in the solid state allow only a weak interaction in the
liquid state. W ith respect to the solid and liquid phases, the intermolecular forces are
weak and their relative motion entirely random.

The gaseous phase is characterised by a strong separation among the molecules in
comparison with their size and by the widely infrequent collisions that any molecule
suffers with neighbouring ones. In the liquids molecules are packed closer together and
have less translational freedom than in gases, exhibiting short-range translational order
that gives rise to a small regular structure only in the vicinity o f a few molecules. In
comparison, the solid state is characterised by vibrations about almost fixed positions o f
the centre o f mass o f the molecules which order extends many lattice spaces. The
easiest description o f liquid and solid phases is related to orientational and positional
ordering o f the molecules, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Liquid crystals, also called mesophases or mesomorphic phases, appear as an
intermediate state o f matter between a crystalline solid and an amorphous liquid. The
mesophase falls

within into a category where some local orientational and positional order persists over
a few molecular lengths over a given temperature range [1]. Essentially, liquid crystals
possess some properties of both liquids and solids; it is a fluid but is anisotropic in its
optical and electro-magnetic characteristics like a solid.

L iquid C rystal
M eso p h a se s

C rv'staliine
S o lid

Liquid

l\

'i
3 D - L attice

l- ( 2 ) D - L attice

N o L attice

N o L attice

O rien tation

O rien tation

O rien tation

N o O rien tation

S o lid

A n iso tro p ic Fluid

A n iso tro p ic F luid

Isotrop ic Fluid

Figure 1.1: Illustration showing the orientational and positional differences between a crystalline
solid, liquid crystal mesophases and the isotropic liquid phase.

1.2 Classification of Liquid Crystals.
Liquid crystals exist in a variety of mesophases and in an isotropic phase. Depending on
how the phase transitions between these mesophases are produced there is one
classification of mesogenes split into two independent groups. Thermotropic liquid
crystals are characterised by an increase in the temperature as the only simple way to
induce a phase transition. Lyotropic liquid crystals however have phase transitions
mediated via solvent concentration. Within the thermotropic group, sub-groupings occur
due to the various phase orders: nematic, cholesteric (or chiral nematic), smectic and
discotic (these names derived from Greek, were given by George Friedel in 1922; e.g.
nematic refers to the threadlike defects in these phases [2 ]. Lyotropie mesophases are
subdivided into lamellar (or neat phase), cubic (or viscous isotropic), hexagonal (or
middle phase), nematic, gels and undefined intermediate phases. This classification is
shown in Figure 1.2,

C alam itic N em atic (N em atic)
Chiral N em atic (C holesteric)

T herm otropic
Sm ectic
D iscotic N em atic

Liquid Crystal
Phase

Lamellar
H exagonal
Cubic

Lytropic
N em atic
Gel
Intermediate Phase

Figure 1.2: Classification scheme for liquid crystals showing the subclasses of the two groups,
thermotropic (temperature induced phase transitions) and lyotropic (solvent concentration initiated
transitions)

1.2.1 Thermotropic Liquid Crystals
1.2.1.1 Nematic Phase

The nematic phase of a liquid crystal can be described as an aggregation of molecules
exhibiting no positional order (as in isotropic liquids), whilst possessing a long range
order with respect to the orientations o f the constituent molecules (see Figure 1.3.). The
nematogen molecules are characterised by a shape anisotropy o f molecules, an essential
requirement for this phase to exist.

Director n

Figure 1.3: Schematic structure of the nematic liquid crystal phase. There is a correlation between
the orientations of individual molecules, which are randomly positioned

Due to their rod-like shape (calamatic) there is a preferential alignment o f the long-axis
of the molecules. The average resultant direction is described by a unit vector n
(director) as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Their anisotropic properties are due to this
elongated morphology. However, the diffusion properties of these molecules are similar
to isotropic liquids; the average viscosity for nematics is about the same as that for an
isotropic liquid [3]. Although some nematic liquid crystals have two axes o f symmetry,
the majority possess only one (uniaxial symmetry). Moreover, nematics are centrosymmetric having equivalent numbers o f parallel and antiparallel ordered molecules
with respect to the director n (see Figure 1.4).

1

i I

r

iI

Figure 1.4: For molecules with a permanent dipole moment (represented by an arrow) in a nematic
liquid crystal, there are as many dipoles oriented in the n direction as there are in the -n direction.
5CB (4-pentyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl) molecules are represented inside the ellipsoids as an example of a
polar nematic liquid crystal

Domains having fixed directions of the director n are known to be randomly distributed
in absence o f external boundary conditions or applied fields. However, a well-defined
uniform director is essential if the physical properties o f a nematogen sample are to be
measured. In practice, the generation o f homogeneous patterns is governed by minor
forces such as the guiding effect [4] o f the sample walls. Three types of alignment
geometries are present in nematic liquid crystals cells (see Figure 1.5). In a planar or
homogeneous alignment, the director is oriented parallel to the cell walls. Homeotropic
alignment is defined by the director orientation being perpendicular to the boundary
walls. Twisted planar alignment occurs in a homogeneously aligned cell where the
upper wall preferred orientation direction is rotated 90 degrees with respect to the lower
one.

n
n

n

•n

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1.5: Alignment geometries for nematic liquid crystals cells: (a) homogeneous, (b)
homeotropic and (c) twisted planar

Homogeneous samples are obtained by depositing surfactant molecules on the cell
walls. These molecules have long alkylene chains with at least two polar groups; e.g.
surfactants such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [5]. The alkylene chains tend to lie parallel
to the substrate when the cell wall is mechanically rubbed (see Chapter 4).

Surface treatments giving permanent homeotropic alignment are achieved using
different chemical surfactants. SiO] can be deposited on the cell [6 ] and after being
chemically treated silanol groups are formed and liquid crystals with polar head groups
tend to couple due to hydrogen bonds or dipole-dipole interactions. Other surfactants
possessing polar groups interact with the surface forming long aliphatic chains that
couple with the liquid crystal (such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) or
lecithin [7]).

The importance of nematic liquid crystals is due to its reliability in applied devices. A
particular application is in the liquid crystal displays (LCDs) found in watches,
calculators and the flat screens of laptop computers. Initial LCD technology used the
twisted nematic (TN) effect invented by Schadt and Helffich in 1971 [8 ], The
configuration and operating principle o f a twisted nematic cell are shown in Figure 1.6.
The cell consists of two transparent glass plates coated with transparent indium-tinoxide

(ITO)

electrodes,

a polyamide

surfactant being

homogeneously aligned layer. The glass plates are held

6

used

to

achieve

the

to 10 pm apart using spacers

in such a way that the rubbing direction of the polyamide layers are perpendicular each
other. Under these boundary conditions the nematic liquid crystal will become
orientated parallel to the rubbing direction o f the glass plates and the directors
consequently experience a twist of 90° over the layer distance.

polariser

glass

3 V A C.
Liquid Crystal

polariser

Bright

Dark

Figure 1.6: The twisted nematic effect used in liquid crystal displays in which a bright state is
achieved due to the deformation of the molecules. This effect is lost when a weak A C. voltage is
applied due to the tendency of the molecules to align parallel to the electric field.

Polariser sheets are attached to the external surfaces o f the glass plates with their
polarising axis parallel to the rubbing direction. Light passing through the cell is linearly
polarised by the first polariser. Propagation through the twisted liquid crystal structure
causes a 90° rotation of its polarisation axis. In this configuration, referred to as the
white mode (NW), the display appears bright in the unactivated state (no applied
voltage). The application of an electric field aligns the director o f the liquid crystal
towards the layer normal. In this so-called activated state, the polarisation axis of the
light is not rotated and the display appears dark. Inverse switching is obtained with
parallel polarisers, in the so-called black mode (NB).

1.2.1.2 Cholesteric or Chiral Nematic Phase

Cholesteric liquid crystals were the first thermotropic liquid crystal to be discovered [1 0 ]
by Reinitzer. The term cholesteric liquid crystal originally described the chiral nematic
liquid crystals. The structure of the chiral nematic phase can be represented as a
succession o f nematic ordered layers [9], in which each layer has its own director n
slightly rotated with respect to the position of n in the adjacent layers. The director may
process through 360°, the distance over which this occurs is called the pitch length (p) as
shown in Figure 1.7. The addition o f a chiral centre in a nematic liquid crystal

introduces a helical twist distortion in the bulk sample. The energy o f the twist is
approximately o f the order of

1 0 '^

of the total energy associated with parallel alignment

[ 10].

A chiral nematogen rotates the plane of linear polarised light as in any nematic liquid
crystal, however very large values of rotation are observed (c.a. 10^ deg mm'^) [1 1 ]. This
may be associated with the relative phase retardation between right and left-handed
components of the linearly polarised light passing through zones with different
refractive indices, which are linked to the macroscopic helical twist o f the phase.
Rotation of the plane of polarised light normally occurs when the pitch length is much
longer than the wavelength of the incident light. Another optical property in the chiral
nematics is circular dichroism, whereby a circularly polarised component of light is
transmitted and other circular polarised components are reflected. A right-handed helix
will transmit the right handed component whilst reflecting the left handed circularly
polarised component and vice-versa [1 2 ]. The most noted feature o f the chiral nematic
phase is the selective reflection of incident white light. The wavelength or waveband of
reflected light is related to the pitch length by Al=An p [13], where An is the
birefringence of the medium.

\
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Figure 1.7: Structure of the Chiral Nematic phase of a liquid crystal illustrating the spiralling
orientational ordering of the molecules. Each layer is considered a nematic liquid crystal phase with
its own director being slightly rotated with respect to the director of the adjacent layer forming a
helix like pattern. The repeat distance L is half of the pitch length due to the equivalence of n and n.

1.2.1.3 Smectic Phase

Smectic liquid crystals are characterised by having both orientational and positional
order in at least one dimension. Positional order gives rise to a one-molecule thick
layered structure [14] with interlayer interactions and well defined interlayer spacing.

Smectic mesophases are divided into two main categories: according to the interlayer
interactions the phases lacking long range positional order (such as different SmA
phases, SmBhex, SmC, SmF and SmI. SmA and SmC phases) and possessing a liquid
like interlayer arrangement, and the smectics displaying long-range orientational order.
The latter group is formed by the phases that possess long-range positional order, but
the interlayer interactions are not as strong as in the phases of the first group.
Mesophases in this second group are designated using upper case letter: B, E, G, H, J,
K, M and N, denoting that they have 3-dimensional positional order. The molecular
director is, on average, parallel to the layer normal in SmA, SmBhex, B and E phases,
while the rest of the phases show a finite tilt angle between the molecular director and
the layer normal. A schematic diagram of molecular order for some of the most
important smectic phases is displayed in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.8 Schematic illustration of the molecular order in various smectic liquid crystals. The
small dots indicate the two-dimensional hexagonal lattices; the triangles and arrows show
molecular tilt directions. The smectic liquid crystal phase called SmL is not a thermotropic but a
lyotropic phase.

A variety o f smectic phases exists differentiated by their physical properties. For further
information about liquid crystals properties reference [15] is recommended.

1.2.1.4 Discotic Liquid Crystals

Calamitic (rod-like) liquid crystals are the most common shape o f this state of matter.
However, liquid crystal phases are also formed from molecules, which are disk-like.
[ 16 ].

These are usually comprised of flat core molecules based typically on benzene,

triphenylene, or truxene to which four or six chain groups are added. A typical discotic
molecule is shown in Figure 1.9.
C,3H27

o=c
o

C 13 H 2 7

o

O ^ ^ ^ C i 3H27

o o
o

o

c
C13H27

C13H27

Figure 1.9: Typical discotic liquid crystal forming molecule.

The preferred orientation o f molecules in discotic liquid crystals is not defined by the
director but by the short-axis of the molecules. As in the nematic and smectic liquid
crystal phases, the discotic nematic phase displays no positional order, whilst the
smectic equivalent (columnar phase) possesses orientational order as in the nematic
phase together with positional order in directions perpendicular to the director (see
Figure 1.10).

Analogous properties between calamitic and discotic liquid crystals have been found, as
the values of splay and bend Frank constants or the existence of six viscosity
coefficients [1 0 ].
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Figure 1.10: Structure of the nematic and columnar phases formed by discotic molecules.

1.3 . Structure of Nematic Liquid Crystals
The nematic phase of liquid crystals is part of a bigger group, which is related to the
external shape molecules called calamitic liquid crystals. Calamitic assemblies are
characterised by having a rod-like external shape and by the possibility o f tailoring to
get the specific physical and chemical properties [17]. The generation of liquid crystal
phases is limited by both steric and polarity considerations, in that liquid crystals phases
can only be exhibited by materials of specific molecular structures.

R— X
Figure 1.11: General structural template for calamitic liquid crystals

Figure 1.11 shows the general template used to describe the structure o f calamitic liquid
crystals, including the nematic mesogens. A and B are the core units, sometimes bridged
by a linking group (Y). The terminal chains R and R' can be linked to the core unit by
groups X and Z, although usually they are directly attached to the core. The lateral
substituents M and N are often used to modify the mesophase morphology and the
physical properties of the liquid crystals.
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A degree o f rigidity is required to provide the anisotropic molecular structure. This is
achieved by the linearly linked ring systems (A and B), (for example 1,4-phenyl, 2,5pyrimid, 2,6-napthyl), but can also be alycyclic (e.g. ^ra«5 - l, 4 -cyclohexil). The linking
group (Y) maintains the linearity and the polarisability anisotropy (Aa) o f the core (e.g.
-CO 2 -, -C=C-,-CH 2 -CH 2 -) (for examples see [18]). However, the rigid core on its own is
not sufficient to generate liquid crystal phases; flexibility is also necessary to ensure
reasonably low melting points and to stabilise the molecular alignment within the
mesophase structure. The flexibility comes fi’om the terminal substituents R and R' that
are normally straight alkyl [19] or alkoxy chains. However, one terminal unit is often a
small polar substituent [2 0 ] (e.g. CN, F, NCS, NO 2 ). Occasionally, R and R' are
branched and can be either non-polar (CH 3) or polar (e.g. CN, F, CF 3 ). Normally these
extensions are used to introduce chirality into the molecules. Lateral substituents are
sometimes necessary to tailor physical properties to a particular application. Different
types o f lateral substituents have been used (e.g. F, Cl, CN, CH 3 ), although the fluoro
substituent is the most useful because o f its small size and high electronegativity.

The generation o f the nematic phase is facilitated by the use o f relatively short terminal
chains (longer ones tend to stabilise the lamellar arrangement o f molecules, and hence
the creation o f different smectic phases) with a core o f high longitudinal polarisability
achieved by keeping the core short and/or using conjugative linking groups.

1.4 Orientational Distribution Function and Order in Nematic Liquid Crystals
Under normal circumstances molecules in the liquid phase have a random orientation
with equal probability for all angles over the unit sphere. In liquid crystals, in contrast
o f isotropic fluids, there is a preferred alignment in the homogenous nematically
orientated phase. Nematogen molecules tend to be aligned along a preferred direction n
[1 0 ]. Defining the orientational distribution function P(6,(!)), which represents the
probability o f finding a molecule oriented between 6 and dO and between (j) and
polar co-ordinate system is shown in Figure 1.12.

in a
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X

Figure 1.12: Polar coordinate geometry considered for the spherical harmonic expansion of P(0,(j))

The orientational distribution function can be expressed as an expansion o f a set o f
orthonormal basis functions holding the inherent symmetry o f the fluorescence probe
molecule as much as the local restricted environment o f the experimental observables.
The most advantageous functions to define the selection rules and at the same time
express the angular dependence in a compact notation are the spherical harmonics
yKQ{0,(^ [21-23]. Experiments involving the absorption and emission o f light [24], Raman

scattering [25] and non-linear optical interactions [26] have demonstrated the useful
application o f spherical harmonics representation, confers to the study o f molecular
orientation o f anisotropic media. P{6,(^ can be expressed in terms o f a spherical
harmonic expansion

=

CD

where Ykq{0,(^ is a spherical harmonic o f rank K and projection Q (that takes 2AT+1
values in integer steps from +K to -K).

are the expansion coefficients or moments

o f the distribution, their magnitude and sign determine the form o f P{6, (f). The spherical
harmonics are related to an infinite polynomial series called the Legendre polynomials
[27] according to

h K + \{ K -Q )\
KQ

( 1 .2 )

Ati{K-¥Q)\

Since the spherical harmonics constitute an orthogonal set of functions normalised over
the unit sphere, then
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2n2n

jI

4))s i n 0J0J(t) =Ô^^,060'

(1.3)

0 0

where

y ; o (^,« s) =

( - i ) V ^ . q (^,(^)

(1.4)

The moments of the distribution are therefore found from

2n2n
C k q ) =

(1.5)

J h ; c (e ,< |) ) p ( e ,< |)) « n e r f e d (] )

0 0

' 1y
Xx)

k

4 ti)

z

z

'Wz
¥40 = 1^ ^ ^

^ (35 cos'* 0 - 3 0 cos^ 0 + 3)

'231cos" ^ -315cos" 6A
U J

16

105cos^ ^ —5

y

Table 1.1: Angular dependence of axially symmetric ((|)=Ori and axially asymmetric spherical
harmonics ((j)=90”)

The functional forms of the spherical harmonics commonly used in the description of
nematic liquid crystals are given in Table 1.1, together with the graphical forms relevant
to this thesis.
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The probability o f finding a molecule in the unit sphere is necessarily unity as the
spherical harmonics are normalised functions in that volume,
2%71
0 0

If the orientational distribution function P{Q ,^ is written as a spherical harmonic
expansion then,
lit K

I fyKQ(^,<l>)smedec/(i> = i

(i.?)

0 0

which can be rewritten as

2 n 7t

X(Qe)(47i)^ JJy„;(e,(|))y^e(e,(t))imerferf<|) = i

From (1.3) the only non-zero contribution is ( c ^ ) =

(i.s)

<471

The first moment (c # ) is the constant population moment (or monopole) by which all
arrays are characterised, giving rise to an isotropic contribution to the expansion. It is
sometimes convenient to normalise the moments o f the distribution function to (Cw) as
these often correspond to the directly measurable physical properties o f the system,
giving
P {9 4 ) = {C ^)Y {^K e % a {e 4 )

(1.9)

KQ

where

defined as

(Qg)/(Coo)

and

are related to experimental

measurements; evolution in time provides information on the relaxation processes in
liquid crystals.

In order to describe fully P{9,

the number o f order parameters

must be reduced

by considering the inner symmetry o f the system. In the nematic phase o f liquid
crystals, the existence o f axial symmetry with respect to the orientation o f the director n.
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makes the molecular array independent o f the ^ orientation angle {P(6,

is invariant to

rotation about Z). Thus, for a nematic liquid crystal P{6,(^ will only have non-zero
moments for the Q=0 spherical harmonics. Furthermore, nematic liquid crystals are
invariant to inversion o f the director, meaning that P{6, ^ has the same value o f P{n6,

and only moments with K even are present in the expansion o f P{6,

Applying all

the symmetry consideration the orientational function becomes

i^(<9,^) = (Coo)[Too(^,<Zi) + (a2o)^2o(<^»<^) + («4o)^4o(^’<^) + - ]

1

- i

+

(1 10)

S
K>0.(E VEN)

which in terms o f Legendre polynomials P k{0) [3] becomes

( 1. 12)

(2 K + ly

K>0.(EVEN)

As Q=0 there is no (|)-dependence and we can write

1

+

I
K>0.(E VEN)

(1.13)

( 2 Æ + 1 ):

The (a ^ o )/( 2 Â'+l)^ coefficients in the expansion are a representation o f the order
parameters o f the system. In a completely aligned nematic, all molecules are completely
aligned along the director orientation. From equation (1.6) this yields

{ a „ ) = { 4 ^ f Y , , { 0 = O \4 )

The degree o f alignment (a 20 ) o f a fully ordered array is thus ^/5

(1.14)

and the

corresponding order parameter S has a value o f unity.

The order parameter S in a liquid crystal corresponds to the value o f (Pj) that is linked
to the orientational distribution function P{6,(p) via the moment (a 20 )- For the liquid
crystal PAA, S ranges from 0.59 to 0.36 as shown in Figure 1.13.
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Figure 1.13: Order parameter as a function of the relative temperature from the nematic to
isotropic phase transition temperature T^i for PAA. (data taken from [28]).

1.5 Nematic to Isotropic Phase Transition Theories

Phase transitions imply a change in the physical properties that characterise the state of
matter. To analyse the changes of the properties of different phases it is necessary to
choose a variable, which represents the phase transition. Liquid crystal phase transitions
are characterised by the variation in the order parameter o f the system. The order
parameter decreases with increasing temperature as it approaches the nematic-isotropic
phase transition temperature

T

n i-

In the vicinity of T n i the order state parameter S shows

a discontinuity due to the co-existence o f both nematic and isotropic phases and various
models have been developed to explain the phase transition temperature [l]. The Maier
and Saupe approach successfully explains the nematic to isotropic phase transition.
Liquid crystals are treated as rigid rods, which are correlated Coulomb interactions and
described by long-range order parameter using a mean field approximation [29]. For the
isotropic phase, de Gennes used a Landau like phenomenological theory of phase
transitions based on a short-range order parameter [30]

1.5.1 Maier-Saupe Theory
The characteristics o f the molecular macroscopic phases cannot be explained by
considerations o f single molecule statistical mechanics. The Maier-Saupe theory is an
attempt to explain the changes in the order parameter in the vicinity o f the phase
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transition temperature, based on the concept o f a mean field. The mean field
approximation considers all the molecules to be embedded in a set o f many other
molecules, and assumes that any molecule experiences a “mean force” due to its
molecular environment. An expression for the potential energy experienced by each
molecule is [31]:

where 6 is the angle between the long axis o f the molecule and the director n, A is a
temperature independent constant and V is the volume o f the sample. Potential energy
considerations include certain assumptions: firstly, it is assumed that the molecules do
not have permanent dipole moments. Induced dipole moments due to an external field
are transmitted to neighbouring molecules resulting in an attractive dispersion force.
Secondly, cylindrical symmetry along the long axis is assumed for the molecules. For
this reason the potential energy depends only on the angle between the molecules
(expressed as a second order Legendre polynomial). The last approximation concerns
the linearity o f (7(0) with respect to the orientational order parameter S.

For a system in thermodynamic equilibrium, the probability o f a molecule being
orientated at an angle 6 from the director is given by Boltzmann statistics.

exp

r u(e)
TTtnW

P ( g ) = ------

(1.16)

T represents the absolute temperature kg is Boltzmann’s constant, and Z is the partition
function given by:
^xnOdO

(1.17)

KT J

The average o f the orientational order parameter can be calculated if P(Q) is known,
giving
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5 = - ( 3 cos^ 0 - 1) = | ' - ( 3 cos' ^ - 1) P ( 0 ) sin

f e e s '^ exp

sin^rf^
h T

ûv^OdO

jexp -

Using

m = 3>ASllk^TV^

(1.18)

J

and changing the integration variable to %=cos^ the

orientational order parameter becomes:

c

3

f* 2 ,

2w 1

3

az 1

S —— I X exp(—WÎX ^dx — —-------------2Z "k
2 IZ d m 2

(1.19)

Equation (1.19) may be solved numerically to find the values o f S(T) and m(T) for a
given temperature T. Substituting the expression for the potential into equation an
approximately analytical solution is obtained [32],

0.22

1-0.98
V

( 1.20)
NI

Although the Maier-Saupe theory successfully predicts discontinuity in the order
parameter S, it is in poor agreement with the 5CB results [ 1 ] obtained experimentally
illustrated in Figure 1.14. The Maier-Saupe theory is a universal model with no
adjustable parameters unlike the Landau- de Gennes phenomenological model.

5CB

II

T /T NI
Figure 1.14: Temperature dependence of the S order parameter for 5CB. The continuous line
represents the predicted behaviour of S using the Maier-Saupe theory.
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1.5.2 L andau-de Gennes Theory.

The Landau-de Gennes theory is a phenomenological model that describes the nematic
to isotropic phase transition based on Landau’s theory o f phase transitions. Landau
proposed that the order parameter (S) is slow enough in the vicinity o f the phase
transition to expand the free energy in a low order polynomial expression o f S. De
Gennes extended Landau’s theory to satisfactorily describe the first order nematicisotropic phase transition within liquid crystals. The Gibbs free energy per unit volume
near the phase transition temperature

T n i,

can be written as

F (S ,T ) = F,,,

(l. 2 l)

where B and C are constants for the medium and Fjso is the free energy per unit o f
volume for the isotropic phase. The most important term in the expansion is A(T) which
is taken to have the following linear temperature dependence

A(T) = A „ ( T - T ')

( 1 .2 2 )

where Aq and T* are constant. T* is known as the virtual temperature and is very close
but lower than T ni (typically 1-2K [33]). The minimum o f the free energy can be
obtained by evaluating the first derivative with respect to the order parameter S.
Evaluation o f [d F (S ,T )/d S )^ yields two solutions:

- 4 A{T)C
S=0 or S = ------------— ------------

(1.23)

The two solutions correspond to the isotropic and nematic phases respectively. S = 0 is a
minimum representing the isotropic phase. The non-zero solutions for S give a both
maximum and a local minimum. The values for the order parameter at the phase
transition temperature are given by

S n i= 0 or S n i = - —
3C

(1.24)
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A discontinuity appears in the order parameter at the nematic to isotropic critical
temperature, indicating a first order phase transition. Substituting both values o f Sni into
the free energy per unit o f volume, the two expressions must be equal giving

Tm = T +

2

B"

(1.25)

The transition temperature is slightly below T , since B and C must be greater than zero.
T* represents the temperature just under Tni where the isotropic phase becomes
thermodynamically unstable. The system is in the nematic phase at this temperature
since the free energy is lower than in the isotropic phase.

Hence the order parameter discontinuously falls to zero from the value in the nematic
phase. The Landau-de Gennes model o f the order parameter in 5CB with the material
constants is shown in Figure 1.15.
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Figurel.15: Landau-de Gennes prediction of the order parameter shown together with the model
parameters.

1.5.3 Fluctuations in the Isotropic Phase
The order parameter S is zero in the isotropic phase. However S is only a measurement
o f the long-range orientational order. This means that local order persists in the form o f
domains for very short times giving a globally isotropic behaviour for the liquid crystal.
Domains extend over a distance scale Ç(T) known as the correlation length. These sets
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of local order are randomly distributed, as shown in Figure 1.16 and are o f the order of
15 molecular lengths inside the isotropic phase, reaching values for ^ (T) as large as
200Â [32]. In the phase transition, critical temperature free energies of the nematic and
isotropic phases approach the same value allowing the generation o f small regions with
some local or short-range orientational order when the difference between them is of the
order of kgT.

Fluctuations of the order parameter are studied allowing S to vary in space. The model
is simplified by only considering variations of S in the X direction. The expression in
the Landau-de Gennes theory for the free energy must include an additional term in the
derivative of S with respect to X. Thus the free energy per unit of area perpendicular to
the X-axis in the isotropic phase is given by.

dS(x)
dx

>dx

(1.26)

where D is a constant and F q represents the free energy density in the absence of
fluctuations. The A(T) term is the origin o f fluctuation phenomena, since near to the
transition (T-T*)«1K, large fluctuations in S(x) can occur with minimum expense to the
free energy.

Nematic Phase

Isotropic Phase

Figure 1.16: Illustration of the nematic phase in liquid crystals in which orientational order is
experienced over macroscopic distances in contrast to the isotropic phase in which local order
persists over distances ^(T) that are much larger than the molecular size.
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S(x) is expressed through its Fourier transform giving S(q), where (\ = 2nl% is the
associated wave vector o f the fluctuating mode,

(1.27)

% ) =J—

Thus,
dqdq'

(1.28)

The expression in square brackets corresponds to the Dirac delta function ô{q + q')so
integration can be performed with respect to the variable q ’ giving.

(1.29)

Using the equipartition theorem, in which it is well known that all the variations in q
represent a set o f different degrees o f freedom in S(x) [31] and therefore, on average the
free energy must partitioned between them equally

(1.30)

where the angular brackets denote a thermal average. Although the average value o f
S(q) in the isotropic phase is zero, the mean-square value o f S(q) does not vanish, and
depends on the temperature and the wavevector q.

k ,T

oc

(1.31)

A , { T - r ) - D q ‘

The square root o f D/A(T) represents the correlation length, ^ (T)

D
A {T )

(1.32)

T -T
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where

= y j D / A is the bare correlation length and has been measured to be

10Â

[34] and the free energy density in terms o f the correlation length becomes

2

dx

dx

(1.33)

from which it can be seen that as Ç (T) increases, the contribution o f the spatial variation
o f S(x) to the free energy density.
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2

Molecular Probes: Fluorescence Observables, Photophysics and
Dynamics

2.1 Introduction
Following a review o f the basic theory o f molecular ordering in liquid crystals and how
it is related to the spherical harmonics expansion, this Chapter introduces the
photophysics which occur following the photoselection o f molecular probes and the
dynamical processes associated with the absorption and spontaneous emission o f light.
The fluorescence anisotropy function R(t), in time resolved measurements, defines the
degree o f polarisation fluorescence o f the photoselected excited state in terms of
cylindrically

symmetric

{cc^qU))

and

non

cylindrically

symmetric

moments

{(^ 2 2 ( t) ) '''( ‘^2- 2 (t))} • The dynamical behaviour o f these coefficients is explained using
the Debye’s diffusion model in conjunction with a modified treatment o f the
hydrodynamic Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SBD) model, providing information on the
reorentational processes o f probe molecules in fluid media.

Experimentally, a polarised femtosecond light pulse disturbs the equilibrium orientation
by generating a photoselected distribution array that relaxes into a steady state
configuration [1 ]. The subsequent fluorescence decay depolarisation can be studied by
several time resolved techniques using either time correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) [2 ], streak camera or fluorescence up-conversion [3].
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2.2 Electronic Transitions in Molecular Systems

2.2.1 Molecular Quantum Mechanics

Quantum theory applied to the energy level structure o f molecules is fairly well
described by the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation [4] and is based on the separation o f
the motion o f electrons in a molecule relative to the nuclei. The main consequence o f
this approximation is that an electron’s wavefunction can be calculated for any specific
static nuclear framework. The great difference in mass between the electrons and nuclei
allows considering a slower motion o f nuclei with a fast adjustment o f electron charge
distribution, which rearranges a change in the potential energy, giving rise to the
concept o f a potential energy surface. For a diatomic molecule, the potential energy
surface is the same for the two atoms because there is only one separation distance
(Figure 2.1), whereas for three atom molecules the (non-aligned) surface representation
is three dimensional. In polyatomic molecules, the situation is analogous, although they
possess a more complex vibrational and rotational level structure [5] and the number o f
dimensions required to describe the potential energy increases with the number o f
nuclei.

In uncharged molecules with an even number o f electrons the ground state level (lowest
energy configuration) normally is a singlet state S with the resultant zero sum o f all
electronic spins, thus it is designated with the symbol Sq. Higher energy singlet states
(S i...S n ) can also be accessed by single photon or two photon electric induced dipole

transitions (see next paragraph). Normally, in single photon fluorescence research, the
first electronic state Si is regarded as the excited state. For molecules absorbing and
emitting in the visible region o f the spectrum, the fluorescence transition Sq-^Si varies
between 2eV and 2.25eV (16,000 cm'^ to 18,000 cm'^) with vibrational energy level
separations o f the order o f 0.1 eV. Thermal occupation o f excited molecular levels is
almost negligible because o f the energetically non-favourable Boltzmann factor
(AE/A:T) varying from 80 to 90 [6 ].
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Intemuclear Separation
Figure 2 .1 : Born-Oppenhiemer potential energy schematic for a diatomic molecule illustrating the
increased equilibrium separation of the excited state Re(B) with respect to ground state equilibrium
separation R«(A). The vibrational energy levels are given by E v = h u ( v + l / 2 ) . The rotational energy
levels J have an associated energy E r=BJ(J+1) where B is the rotational constant and is related to
the moment of inertia I by B=^ ^ 2/

2.2.2 Absorption: Franck-Condon Principle

Single photon electric dipolar transitions between the initial ground state and the excited
or final state have an absorption probability W(0,(j)) given by [7]

( 2 . 1)

where E is the electric field strength and p the transition dipole moment between |/) and
defined in the polar coordinate axis system shown in Figure 2.2, and B is a constant
of proportionality. The squared term in the absorption probability is the matrix element
of the dipole moment

defined as Dj- =

cos
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Figure 2.2: The spherical co-ordinate frame used to refer the transition dipole moment in the
laboratory frame. The propagation direction r of the incident electromagnetic radiation, the
polarisation plane and the direction of the electric field amplitude E are shown.

The Bom-Oppenheimer approximation [5] allows the molecular wavefunctions of the
excited and ground states to be separated into a product o f electronic v|/ei(r,R), nuclear
vibration YNe(R) and spherical harmonic rotational wavefunctions Y j,m- Yei(r,R)
depends on both the nuclear and electronic coordinates. The wavefunctions for the
ground and excited states are
=

(2 .2 )
(2.3)

Following the idea of nuclear and electron charge separation, the dipole moment of a
molecule is related to the locations n o f the electrons and R k o f the nuclear charges
Z k-c, by
/u = e

'

y

- Mn

Me

(2.4)

hence the application of the electric dipole moment operator (equation (2.4)) to the
excited and ground state in equations (2.2) and (2.3), gives the matrix element as

As molecular rotation

in solution is not quantised, then the classical limit of the

rotational matrix element (7M|cos6'|J'M') is cos6'[7], thus
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= cos (9

( 2 .6 )

y/^ {r,R ) and y /\{ r ,R ) are the orthogonal wavefunctions representing the two different
electronic states, which vanish due to the integral in the second sum term in equation
(2 .6 ), hence
(2.7)

The integral term in equation (2.7) is known as the Franck-Condon factor. The
electronic dipole moment ju^

can be considered constant in a first approximation if the

nuclear displacements are small compared to the equilibrium separation [8 ]. The
physical meaning of the Franck-Condon principle comes from the fact that the
reorganisation o f the electronic charge density following a transition due to single
photon absorption is considered to occur instantaneously (ca. lO '^s) relative to the
motion of the nuclei.

Excited State S,

À

Vibrational Levels
-O

o>
s
W
Ground State S,

Internuclear Coordinate ( R )
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the potential energy curves for the ground and excited
states in a polyatomic molecule illustrating the Franck-Condon Principle in which the transition
probability is strongest for excitation from low lying vibrational levels in So to higher vibrational
levels of Si. This corresponds to the maximum overlap of ground and excited state wavefunctions.
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The nuclear charge distribution o f the molecule is therefore considered stationary during
the electric transition, and the highest transition probability arises from the low energy
vibrational levels in the ground state (So) to the higher vibrational levels in the excited
state (Si) in which the intemuclear separation R is constant and the overlap between the
vibrational wavefunctions (Franck-Condon factors) is maximised. The absorption
process (transition Sq-> S i ) is shown in Figure 2.3

2.2.3 Orientational Photoselection of Isotropic Media

The relative orientation o f the transition dipole moment p with respect to the incident
electromagnetic field E, in the weak excitation limit [2 ], gives rise to an angle dependent
transition probability (Rab), controlled by the scalar product o f both magnitudes

^

(2 .8 )

This angle dependence in equation (2.8) allows the ground state population to be
orientationally photoselected giving an excited state population Nex(0.(^), which in the
limit o f weak excitation is,
N ^ { 0 ,^ ) = N „ P ^ { 0 ,^ )

(2.9)

where Ngx is the total excited state population and P qx(0, (j>) the excited state orientational
distribution function. The orientational distribution function o f the excited state comes
from the orientational photoselection o f the ground state population, thus
N ,X 0 A ) =
where TVgg is the ground

(2 1 0 )

state population and Pgs is the ground state orientational

distribution function. In an isotropic medium with a random distribution o f molecules in
the ground state and using an electric field polarised parallel to the Z co-ordinate in the
laboratory fixed frame, the photoselected excited state population can be calculated
combining equation (2 . 1 0 ) with equation (2 .8 ), giving
g)

Expanding cos^ 0 in terms o f spherical harmonics (Appendix I) gives

(2.11)
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PAO.à) = c

(2 . 12)

where C is a constant o f proportionality arising from equation (2.11).Thus, from
equation (2.9)
yfÂTZ
^00

(2.13)

^20

In order to calculate the total excited state population, it is necessary to integrate over all
possible angular orientations, which yields

Yqo

+^

^ 2 0

sinOàOà-cj)

(2.14)

0 0

Thus

and hence:

C=—
47T
n.

Yoo[^yP) + ';j^^20\^y

(2.15)

(2.16)

The orientational photoselection o f the ground state population in an isotropic media
selects an orientated excited state population characterised by the Yqo(0, (/>) and ¥ 2 0 (6 , (p)
coefficients, which represents the whole population and the cylindrically symmetric
aligned moments, respectively. Starting from this distribution o f the orientated excited
state and using the fluorescence anisotropy function, (this is described later in Chapter
3) information can be obtained for the cylindrically symmetric and non-cylindrically
symmetric coefficients o f the ground state.

2.2.4 Emission: Fluorescence Polarisation

Following the absorption o f a single photon in the molecular ground state So, the excited
state Si can be de-excited via radiative or non-radiative processes. The initial excited
population fills the higher excited vibrational levels giving rise to greater Boltzmann
thermal balance in excess compared to the surroundings [5]. Collisions with solvent
molecules lead to an almost instantaneous decay o f the excited population (c.a. lO'^^s)
to the lower vibrational levels within Si. The most probable radiative process is then a
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(Frank-Condon) fluorescence transition down to the higher lying vibrational levels of
the ground state (So). The wavelength o f the emitted photon in the emission spectrum is
red-shifted with respect to the absorption wavelength. A rapid relaxation to lower
vibrational levels within the ground state occurs. Non-radiative Si de-excitation could
also occur by decay to a lower energy triplet state (Ti). The transition time scale for
intersystem crossing is on the order of lO'^s for organic dyes [9]. To maintain the anti
symmetric electronic state wavefuntion a change of spin from zero to one is required
and radiative transitions from excited triplet (Ti), to the So ground state are forbidden by
the electric dipole transition selection rules (i.e. electron spin must be invariant).
However, this transition, called phosphorescence, occurs with a relatively slow lifetime
(c.a. lO'^s or longer).

Time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy arises from the generation of a photoselected
excited state via the absorption of a photon from a linearly polarised femtosecond laser
source. The anisotropic orientational distribution o f the excited state population creates
a subsequent anisotropy in the angular distribution. In order to detect all the spatial
variations of the polarised fluorescence transitions it is necessary to measure the linearly
polarised fluorescence intensities parallel (||) and perpendicular (J_) to the absorbed
radiation direction. These polarised dependent intensities are used to construct the
fluorescence anisotropy as follows

(2.17)

§.

Intersystem
Crossing (ISC)

(10-»s)

Fluorescence
Absorption

(10-9s)

Phosphorescence

(10-3s)

Vibrational Cooling
12,

Figure 2.4: Jablonski diagram of the energy levels of a large organic molecule illustrating nonradiative processes, intersystem crossing (ISC) and the radiative events resulting in fluorescence
(from the Si) and phosphorescence (from the Ti state).
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Fluorescence anisotropy can be detected collinearly or by using a perpendicular
excitation-detection geometry. A collinear excitation-detection geometry involves
parallel and perpendicular intensities corresponding to the Z (||) and X (J_) directions
respectively, (they are usually referred to as V (vertical) and H (horizontal) polarisation
emission components (Figure 2.5b)). Alternatively, light can be collected at right angles
to the excitation direction (Figure 2.5a). Both techniques are suitable for cylindrically
symmetric photoselected media since the excitation process is independent o f (|)
(equation (2.8)). This ensures the equivalenee o f any collection angle in the laboratory
XY plane [6 ]. Throughout this work, a collinear set-up was employed with the aim of
making measurements in a thin sample.

Iv(t)

Sample

Sample

l aser Pulse

I h( 0

Laser Pulse
,;c'<7

(a)

Fluorescence

(b)

Fluorescence

R ight A n g led G eom etry

Straight Through G eom etry

X
Figure 2.5: Experimental geometries for the measurement of fluorescence anisotropy in a
cylindrically symmetric photoselected state. Following excitation of the sample by femtosecond Zpolarised light pulse fluorescence intensities polarised parallel (V) and perpendicular (H) to Z are
recorded using either a right angled (a) or 180° (b) excitation-detection scheme.

The intensity of linearly polarised fluorescence for the Si->So transition has a linear
polarisation vector ê. in the laboratory frame [1 0 ],

‘‘( 0

N^{e4,tymeded,p

= - s f

where B is aconstanto f proportionality, ( / | and \i)correspond

(2.18)

to thefinal and initial

molecular states (using Diracnotation) and ê- for the vertical(Z)

andhorizontal (X)

directions are,
êy = co s6

(2.19)

êfj=sm9sm<f>

( 2 .20)

where 0 and (|) are the polar coordinates defined in Figure (2.2). From equation (2.18)
using the expressions for the vertical and horizontal unitary vectors, the components of
fluorescence anisotropy are given by
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( 2 .21 )

( 2 .22)

where N^(6,(!),t) has been expressed as a function o f the orientational distribution
function o f the excited state population, and |//^ | is the matrix element associated with
the electrical dipole operator.

Expressing the emission probability in terms o f spherical harmonics (see Appendix I)
and using equation (1.4.1) to expand the orientational distribution function in terms o f
the orientational coefficients, the emission intensities become:

n In

sm6d6d(l>
KQ

0

L

0

(2.23)

V 5
n 2n

(2.24)

sin OdOd^

The solution o f the integrals in equations (2.23) and (2.24) is calculated in the Appendix
II yielding.
(4^)

(4;r)

(cs )- ^ (C“(0 ) + J u l i e s

(2.25)

(0 )

+(cr_, (0 )]

(2.26)

Time evolution o f the fluorescence polarised intensities in equations (2.25) and (2.26) is
expressed in terms o f ( c ^ ) and time dependent (c ^ (()} moments. Normalisation is
made by dividing equation (2.25) and (2.26) by the population term ( c ^ )

and

substituting into equation (2.17) giving the fluorescence anisotropy form as a function
o f normalised moments.
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-/7 (“ 2“ (0 ) — 7 ^ [ ( “ 2“ (0 ) + (a°2(())]
R { t) = ^

-----------2 - f ^ ---------------------- :--------

^

(2.27)

(^ 2^ 2 ( 0 )]

Fluorescence anisotropy is a function o f the orientational distribution o f the
photoselected excited state. Furthermore, equation (2.27) shows that the fluorescence
anisotropy is sensitive only to the alignment specified by K=2 and depends on the
cylindrically symmetric moment (Q=0) or cylindrically anti-symmetric moments
(Q=±2). Evolution o f these coefficients is linked to diffusion in the liquid phase. The
non-equilibrium excited state order is dissipated due to random collisions with the
solvent molecules.

2.3 Probe Photophysics: Dye Molecule Fluorescence

Fluorescent dye molecules are the basis o f time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, and
information available from experiments is determined by the spectral properties o f the
fluorophores. Intrinsic fluorophores are present in Nature, for example, in the proteins
(tryptophan, tyrosine or phenylalanine). In the case o f non-fluorescent molecules,
extrinsic probes are attached to media to measure their properties indirectly. In this
work, fluorescence studies o f orientational distribution and dynamics in restricted order
media were undertaken with the laser dyes rhodamine 6 G, rhodamine B, oxazine 4 and
oxazine 1 (Figure 2.6).

Rhodamines belong to the xanthene family o f dyes. They are used in many dye lasers,
due to their broad band emission spectra (from 500 to 700nm), quantum yields close to
100% at room temperature (in appropriate solvents) [9], low probability o f excited state
absorption and triplet formation yield and photochemical stability. The transition
moment for the main absorption band is aligned parallel to the long axis o f the
molecules and situated between 450 and 600nm in the visible spectrum.
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Figure 2.6: Molecular structures of rhodamine 6G, rhodamine B, oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 laser dyes

The fluorescence spectrum for the xanthene probes is almost a mirror image o f their
long-wavelength absorption band (Figure 2.8). In the case o f the rhodamines, the
fluorescence maximum is shifted approximately

20

nm with respect to the absorption

maximum. The temperature and viscosity o f the solvent can influence fluorescence
efficiency, giving a quantum yield o f c.a. 99% at room temperature in ethylene glycol
for rhodamine B [ 1 1 ]. The absorption and emission spectra for rhodamine B and
rhodamine 6 G in ethanol are shown in Figure 2.8.

If the central =CH- group o f the pyronin dye (Figure 2.7) is replaced by a =N- group, a
new compound is obtained whose absorption is shifted lOOnm to longer wavelengths
[1 2 ]. Oxazine molecules are planar and rigid like the xanthenes. The position o f the
absorption maximum depends on the end groups o f the chromophore. The Stokes shift
(a consequence o f the Franck-Condon principle) in the oxazine dyes is o f the order o f
30nm.

Compared

to

the

rhodamines,

the

oxazines

are

much

more

stable

photochemically, but their quantum yields are lower at room temperature [13].
Absorption and emission spectra o f oxazine 1 and oxazine 4 in ethanol are also shown
in Figure 2.8.
H5C2

%

IT ^

Figure 2.7: Molecular structure of the pyronin 20 xanthene dye.
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Figure 2.8: Absorption (e) and fluorescence spectra of rhodamine 6G, rhodamine B, oxazine 4 and
oxazine 1 dye molecules in ethanol.

In both cases, rhodamines and oxazines possess strong visible absorption and high
quantum yields and can be used as low concentration molecular probes in fluorescence
experiments. Moreover, the transition moment of the absorption So->Si band is aligned
parallel to the long axis of the molecules covering a range between 450 and 600nm [li].
The maximum absorption and emission wavelengths for the four dye molecules are
shown in Table 2.1.

X-max(absorption)

X^max(fluorescence)

Rhodamine 6G

530nm

556nm

Rhodamine B

552nm

580nm

Oxazine 4

615nm

649nm

Oxazine 1

646nm

670nm

All the transition were measured using ethanol as a solvent [14]
Table 2.1 Absorption and fluorescence maxima in ethanol for rhodamine 6G, rhodamine B, oxazine
4 and oxazine 1 in ethanol.

The absorption and emission spectra for low concentrations o f dyes in solutions are
characterised by a broad featureless structure compared to ionic and atomic spectra.
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There are two main reasons: firstly, in addition to the electronic degrees o f freedom, a
probe molecule possesses quantised rotational and vibrational levels. The rotational
levels are very close together, the energy difference between adjacent levels being o f the
order o f 0.01-0.00 leV , while vibrational levels are separated by about 0.1 eV. The
rotational energy gap is small enough, at ambient temperature, to be described
according to Boltzmann statistics. Thus, at any particular wavelength, it is possible to
excite a wide range o f ground to excited state rovibronic transitions giving a complex
spectrum. The fine structure o f the absorption spectrum can only be resolved by cooling
to within a few degrees Kelvin in a supersonic expansion [15]. Secondly, the collision
rate (lO^^-lO^V^) [16] in solutions does not permit free molecular rotation, leading to a
broadening o f the rovibronic transitions and a loss o f structure in both the absorption
and fluorescence spectra.

2.4 Probe Dynamics

2.4.1 Diffusion

Pick [17] described the dynamics o f matter in terms o f a concentration gradient. This
process, known as diffusion, is responsible for the transfer o f matter. It arises as the
consequence o f a perturbation o f the internal energy o f a system. General examples are
the temperature gradient in the case o f heat or the applied electrical potential for
electricity. The flux is proportional to the variation in the number density N(x,t) per unit
distance dx (in one dimension) and is defined as follows:

dN {x,t)

(2.28)

The constant o f proportionality is known as the diffusion coefficient D (units are area
per unit o f time).

The negative sign in Pick’s law comes from the flow variation from higher to lower
particle concentration. Application o f the mass conservation into a restricted volume
differential element formed by area A and thickness

[18] is expressed by.
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d N (x ,t)

d{J^)

dt

dx

(2.29)

Combining equations (2.28) and (2.29) and assuming that the diffusion coefficient D is
concentration invariant, the equation for concentration time evolution can be written as

dN {x,t)
dt

d ^N {xd )
= Ddx^

(2.30)

The solution o f the parabolic partial differential equation can be achieved using a
Fourier spatial transform (assuming initial conditions in which the time-zero mass
concentration is described by a Dirac delta function in the YZ plane N{ x ,0) = NS(x)
[19])
N

exp

(47iDt)

4D t

(2.31)

The mean squared distance travelled along the x axis by the diffusing particle (initially
at x= 0 ) can be obtained from the standard average

(2.32)

yielding the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation [2 0 ]

/

2\

1

N

“r

2

4D t

dx = 2Dt

(2.33)

Macroscopic diffusion is linked with microscopic processes via Brownian motion [2 1 ].
Einstein studied this random motion and concluded that it arose from a difference in the
fluctuation pressure due to the asymmetrical collisions o f particles [2 2 ]. A further
mathematical explanation was put forward by Perrin, applying the principles o f classical
mechanics to a fluctuating force F(t). Langevin’s equation is expressed as.

(2.34)
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where M is the mass o f a particle moving with velocity v and ^ is the microscopic
friction constant [23]. Dividing throughout by M and multiplying by jc gives

xx = -g x x -\-x — —
M

Noting that

{xf

(2 .3 5 )

=2% + Ix x gives

- x ^ - ( x f = - —id + x ^ ^ ^
2
2
M

(2.36)

and using <^xx = \l2 ^ { d / d t)x^ . By the equipartition theorem the average kinetic energy
is written [24], as follows
=

(2.37)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperature and ( ) denotes a long
time average. Now, if the long time average is imposed in equation (2.36) (^x^^ is
substituted from (2.37), with x and F(t) uncorrelated in time, then

d^ ,

(2kf\

d ,

which has a solution

In the short-tim e limit, the solution ( t « ^ ') is (x^^ ^ { 2 k T I and the particles
move with a thermal velocity ^ 2 k T l M . For long-time limits

Brownian

motion becomes the dominant process due to random collisions giving
{x^)^[2 k T lM i)t

(2.40)

Combining equations (2.40) and (2.33) an expression is obtained for the diffusion
coefficient (macroscopic magnitude) as a function o f the fnctional force constant
(microscopic magnitude)
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D=

k j
(2.41)

Applying Stokes’ law to the friction coefficient Ç is written as a function o f the viscosity
o f the media r\ and the hydrodynamic radius R (assuming a spherical particle)

Ç=67criR

(2.42)

the diffusion coefficient is then,
kgT

2.4.2 Rotational Diffusion of Spherical Molecules in Isotropic Media

In the long-time diffusion regime, the Brownian motion can be separated into two terms
representing the translational and rotational motion independently. In equation (2.31)
the translational coefficient was described as an increase in the mean square
displacement with time. The extension o f this concept into a three dimensional system,

gives Dtransas ameasure of the mean squareposition

withtime.

('•') =

(2.44)

The rotational diffusion coefficient is defined in a similar manner that is as a constant in
the temporal variation o f the mean square angular displacement

In a similar

manner, the rotational diffusion coefficient is a measure of the mean square angular
displacement <0^>withtime [25] andis givenby
(e") = 4Z)„,/

(2.45)

In the same way that the translational Motional coefficient can be described by a force
f=-ÇtransV, where

V

is the diffusion velocity o f the particle and the rotational torque T

relates the rotational coefficient to the angular velocity Q and to the rotational frictional
coefficient Çrot, such that T=-^rot^-
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The Langevin equation (2.34) can be applied to rotational Brownian motion. [26], giving
a similar relation for D^t and Çrot as for the previous translational coefficient (equation
(2.41))
kgT
D r o t

(2.46)

=

^rot

2.4.3 Diffusion of Non-Spherical Molecules in Isotropic Media

In irregular shaped molecules (i.e. non-spherical), the diffusion coefficient in isotropic
media is not a scalar quantity but a second rank tensor, due to diffusion anisotropy [27].
The diffusion tensor has three independent components labelled D%, Dy and D^. For
uniaxial molecules (such as nematic liquid crystals), two o f the principal axes are
equivalent, (Dx=Dy=Di and Dz=D||j. The relation between the isotropic diffusion
coefficients in the laboratory coordinate system coefficients (Dtrans and Drot) and the
molecular frame (D± and Dy.) is discussed in this chapter.

2.4.3.1 Frictional Factor C

Frictional coefficients associated with translational and rotational diffusion for a
spherical particle were discussed previously (see 2.4.2 following Stokes-Einstein (SE)
[28]

and Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) [29] formalisms). In all these approaches, stick

boundary conditions are assumed in the dynamic interactions between molecules and
solvent. Stick conditions have a strong damping effect on molecular free rotations
because the boundary layer o f the solvent coalesces with the solute molecules. Real
diffusion allows a degree o f sliding between the molecules and the solvent. Stokes
showed that a molecule with spherical radius R diffuses through a fluid with frictional
coefficients Çtrans and Çrot which are related to the coefficients o f sliding and rotational
fiiction p and prot respectively, and are related as follows:

\ + 2rjl/3R
1+ 3?}/

2RBro t
6rj + 2Rfi,r o t

(2.47)

^
/
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p=oo corresponds to the stick boundary condition appropriate for a sphere moving in a
continuum. In the slip limit (P=0), a molecule diffuses in a medium consisting o f
molecules o f comparable size [30] with a degree o f slip between the solute and the
immediately adjacent layer o f solvent thereby reducing the tangential force on the solute
to zero. The rotational diffusion is zero under slip condition and retardation occurs by
interaction with solvent molecules that appear in the rotational path. To apply slip
conditions to the SE and SED models, a friction factor C that modifies the frictional
coefficient Ç is introduced as follows:
= C m jR
^rot=CmjR

For translational motion C is equal to

6

3

(2.48)

for stick and 4 for slip conditions [25]. In the

case o f rotational motion, C is 1 for stick conditions [31]. However for slip conditions, C
is a function o f shape whose value varies between 1 (sphere) and 0 [32]. Thus, the
diffusion coefficient can be written
D
Stick

,

D
D

(2.49)

^

%7ÜT]R^
=_& ZL

S lip

(2.50)

D

=

^
CnrjR^

2.4.3.2 Shape Factor

The actual shape o f molecules is not spherical. A shape factor in terms o f an ellipsoid o f
revolution was introduced by Perrin in the SE and SED models [33]. The ratio p=a/b,
where a is the length o f the symmetry axis and b the length o f the revolution radius
(Figure 2.9), defines the ellipsoid o f revolution. If p<l (disk like) the ellipsoid is called
oblate, whereas for p>l (rod-like shape) it is described as prolate. Both shapes are
represented in Figure 2.10,
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Rotational diffusion about the Z-axis o f the ellipsoid is characterised by a diffusion
coefficients parallel (Dy) and perpendicular (D i). Both diffusion coefficients are
functions o f the axial ratio and the rotational diffusion coefficient Drot,

^ _ 3 p [(2 p ^ -1 )5 -p ]d „

(/ - I)
g J

(2.51)

P { p -S )D ro ,
2

where S is a function o f the axial ratio given by

(2.52)
^PROLATE - [ P ^

P

+

X

Y

Oblate

Prolate

Figure 2.9: Oblate and prolate ellipsoids of revolution. Diffusion components are detailed as Dy
parallel to the Z-axis and Dx for rotation about an axis perpendicular to Z. a is the length of the
radius of the ellipsoid parallel to the symmetry axis and b is the radius of the equator plane.

2.4.3.3 Non-Hydrodynamic Considerations

Hydrodynamic models are not accurate when the size o f the solute molecules is small
compared to the size o f the solvent molecules. In this case, the viscosity experienced by
the solute molecule is displaced from the bulk viscosity value due to the discontinuity in
the solute layers surrounding the solvent. Some models proposed a solvent molecule
rotating in a free cavity. The frequency o f collision with the cavity walls depends on the
cavity size with respect to the rotating molecule and is accounted for by introducing a
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variable factor in these models. A review o f these types o f models is given by Kivelson

[34].
In other models, the rotationally retarding effect of hydrogen bonding between solvent
and solute is considered. Depending on the structure of the solvent, charge transfer can
appear due to the electrostatic attractionbetween chemical groups containing hydrogen
atoms and other radicals. This effect is considered important when the time scale of
formation and destruction of hydrogen bonds is of the same order the rotational
relaxationtimes [35].
Charge distribution in the solute molecule may affect the rotational dynamics due to
strong electrostatic interactions, depending on the viscosity of the solvent [36]. Another
charge effect that modifies the hydrodynamic behaviour of small solvent molecules
arises from dielectric friction. Polarisation can be induced in the solute molecule
inducing a time delay causing areduction in the rotation of the molecule. The resulting
polarisation around the solute acts to pull back the molecule to an earlier orientation in
an attempt to achieve the minimum free energy. Dielectric fiiction depends on the
magnitude of the dipole moment for the diffusing molecule and the dielectric constant
time evolution of the solvent molecules [37].
2.4.4 Debye Small Step Rotational Diffusion Model

The collision time scale in a liquid is between lO'^'^s and lO'^^s, which is more rapid
than the typical rotational relaxation times (10'^^ - lO'^s). In this time scale, rotational
motion canbe well describedby the Debye small step diffusion model [19, 29]. Debye’s
model describes the reorientation of a molecule in a viscous medium using the
hypothesis of a random walk trajectory on the surface of the unit sphere. Following
Debye’s description, time evolution of the orientational order due to rotational diffusion
inanisotropic liquidis givenby [29]:
= DV'P(e,f <)
w ith

A

'

(2.53)
(2.54)
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where Lj^ is the orbital angularmomentumoperator relative inthe molecular frame [38],
is the Laplacian operator and D is the diffusion tensor. Using the expansion of the
orientational distribution function in terms of spherical harmonics, Debye equation
yields,

I: E
^

(cKQ(t))YK<5 (e, 4,) = d X

KQ

v^(c^.Q.(t))YK.Q.(0 , 4.)

(2 .5 5 )

K 'Q '

The spherical harmonics Y (Q,^) are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator with
eigenvalues -K(K+1). Therefore:
kq

I - E (cKQ(t))YKQ(e. 4>) = - D Û K- (K '+l)(c^.,.(t))Y ^.,.(e. 4>)
(7 1

k

Q

(2.56)

K 'Q '

In order to calculate the moments (c^gCt)), it is necessary to multiply both sides by
Ykq(g,())) andintegrate over 0 and(|), giving

^ E ( Q e i ‘P > : Q = - 'D E
KQ

(0 ) I

K 'Q '

=—

K

^dôd^

0 0

K (AT + ^)(Cf..Q,(tyjSf.f^,SQQ.

(2.57)

K 'Q '

Hence
f ( Q e (ï)) = -D K { K + \){ c ^ ^ (i))

(2.58)

This first order differential equation(2.58) has the solution
(Q q W ) = { p K g i^ ^ ^ P ir

+00

(2.59)

Hence the rate at which each moment in the excited state distribution relaxes to zero is
givenby
y^g = D K (K + \)

(2.60)

Y2qis the relaxationrate directlymeasuredintime-resolved fluorescence experiments. It
is dependent only on the tensor rank K of the angular momentum in isotropic media.
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Reorentational lifetime Tor = l/Xzo related to the diffusion coefficient o f a sphere is given
by

1
6 D

(2.61)

m e
kT

(2.62)

Using equation (2.46),

where f is the shape correction factor and V is the hydrodynamic volume.

2.4.5 Rotational Depolarisation in Isotropic Media

Rotational diffusion causes a depolarisation o f the emitted radiation from a
photo selected excited state in an isotropic media and affects the fluorescence anisotropy
o f the diffusing molecule. Different theories have solved the depolarisation o f an
ellipsoid due to rotational diffusion

[39-41]. Chuang and co-workers [41] found six time

constants in the fluorescence resulting from polarised photoselection (at an angle

0

),

which fully describe the parallel and perpendicular components relative to the molecular
frame. Fluorescence anisotropy contains the following five exponentials:
e x p [ - 3 ( D ,+ D ) t]
+ 4 q y q ,r/x e c p [-3 (D , + D ) t]
Rf't j = 0,3 -I + 4 q ,q ,x ,/, exp [ - 3 (D^ + d ) t ]
+ ^B +
+ (B —

(2.63)

^6 D + 2 A^tJ
—2 A^tJ

where yx, Yy and y^ are projections o f the unit vector o f the absorption dipole pf, along
the molecular fixed axis (x, y, z) and qx, qy and q% are the corresponding components o f
the emission dipole pbc- D is the average o f the three diffusion constants given by

(2.64)

A is related to the anisotropy o f the diffusion by
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A = [d] + D] + Dl - D f i , - D ,D , - D ,D , )

(2.65)

Normally only three exponentials are observed due to the fact that the two pairs of
rotational relaxation times are close together [42]. Furthermore, the exponentials in
equation (2.63) can be reduced by assuming certain symmetry properties o f the
molecule.

2.4.5.1 Cylindrically Symmetric Rotors

In a symmetric rotor (as shown if Figure 2.10)

= Dy, D^ = Dy =

D=(2D||+4Dj_)

and A=D|| -D i, so the rotational correlation times becomes
= - 3 { D , + D ) t = -(Z^i +5£>j^)?
2-2

= - 3 { D , + D ) t = -(4D || + 2 £)j^)<

h = - 3 { D ^ + D ) t = -(D || +5Dj^)r

( 2 .66 )

^ 4 = - {6D + 2A)t = -(4D ||+2D j^)<
T c = - { 6D + 2A)t =

Figure 2.10: Figure showing a non-spherical symmetric rotor

In the case o f a symmetric rotor, there are only three exponentials, yielding a
fluorescence anisotropy given by.

Ai exp(-6Y>^X)
R (t) =

+A 2

^5Dj^ + D||^tJ

+A 3

^2 Dj^ + 4D|| j t j

(2.67)
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and the pre-exponential factors are given by [43]

A ,= { B - A ) = a. 1(3 cos'

- 1)(3 cos'

- 1)

= l + 4gr^ = 1 . 2 sin 0^ cos 6^ sin 6^ cos 0^ cos
4 = 1 + 4q qj /x +{B + A) = 0.3 sin^

(2 .68)

sin" 4 cos %

where 6a and Og are the angles made by the absorption and emission dipoles with respect
to the symmetry axis and Yae is the angle between their projections in the plane
perpendicular to the symmetry axis as shown in Figure 2.11.

¥ae

Figure 2.11: Orientation with respect to the rotor axis of the emission (pe) and absorption (p,)
vectors.

In a cylindrically symmetric molecule where both absorption and emission transition
dipoles are coincident 6 ^ - 6 ^ - 6 and ^^^ =

0

, the amplitude factors in equation (2 .6 8 )

are reduced to [1 0 ]
Aj = — (Scos"^ —1 )
’ 1 0 '^
^
A = —sin "^co s"^

(2.69)

A = — sin'*^

10

When both absorption and emission transition dipoles are parallel to the symmetry axis
0a=0e=O and R(t) become a function o f a unique exponential with R(0) maximised to
2/5, since A% and A 3 in equations (2.69) vanish

R(t) = j e x p ( - 6 D j )

(2.70)
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For the case where both dipole moments are perpendicular to the symmetry axis, 0=90°
and the rotational diffusion is parallel to the symmetry axis (spinning Dy) there is a
change in the dipole orientation, resulting in a double exponential fluorescence
anisotropy because A 2 = 0 in equations (2.69), although As^^G, giving

R{t) = —exp(- 6 D j ) + - e x p [ - {2D^^ +

)f]

(2.71)

Another possibility arises from the case in which one o f the transition dipoles (either
absorption or emission) is orientated along the symmetry axis, (so either 0a=O° or
0e=0°). Here A] and A 3 , in equations (2.69), vanish leaving the pre-exponential factor

Ai as the only factor in a single exponential fluorescence anisotropy. Thus, only
diffusion in the direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis (tumbling Dj_) reorients the
dipole, yielding
9 1
R ( t) = A^ e x p ( - 6 Dj^r) = —•—(3 c o s^ ^ -l)e x p (-6 D j^ r)

(2.72)

Initial anisotropy (R(0)) depends on the angle between the absorption and emission
dipoles (0). When the angle between dipoles is 0=90°, R(t) can be written as

) = - -^ exp(- 6 D j )

(2.73)

2.4.S.2 Spherical Rotors

Spherical rotors are defined by Dz=Dx=Dy=Drot- The time coefficients in equation (2.63)
are reduced to the same expression (6 Drot) giving rise to a fluorescence anisotropy that
depends only on a single exponential decay. The sole pre-exponential factor becomes
the sum:

A^-\- Aj^ given by equation (2.69). In the case o f both dipole moments

(absorption and emission) being parallel to each other, that is, oriented in the direction
o f the symmetry axis, this yields
2

R{t) = - e x p [ - 6D^j)

(2.74)
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where D i has been replaced by Drot- However, if the absorption and emission dipole
transition moments are aligned at an angle, the fluorescence anisotropy (equation
(2.67)) becomes:
2 1
- - - ( 3 c o s ^ ^ - l ) e x p ( - 6 D^^/)

(2.75)

Rotational depolarisation in anisotropic environments varies with the molecule’s
symmetry. It can change completely the fluorescence anisotropy information relating to
orientational distributions of the excited and ground states of the dye molecule. The
nematic liquid crystal 5CB, doped with a dye probe, has shown an anomalous (j)
dependent diffusion motion [6 ].

2.4.6 Measurement of Anisotropic Diffusion in Isotropic Media: Rhodamine 6G
and Rhodamine B in 3CB

The probe molecules in this thesis, both absorption and emission dipole transition
moments are parallel to the symmetry axis o f the molecules yielding a fluorescence
anisotropy described by equation (2.70). They therefore display a single exponential
behaviour in isotropic solvents (Figure 2.12) such as 3CB (crystallisation temperature
6 T C ) . Non-single exponential fluorescence anisotropy is an indication of the degree of
local or global order in the vicinity of the probe. The experimental procedure is
explained in Chapter 4.

0 .4 -

Rhodamine 6G in 3CB T = 68.0” C

0.2 t

^

= 1.408±0.045 ns
= 4.280±0.010 ns

.1

-

0.1

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Time ( n s )
Figure 2.12: The absorption and emission dipole moments of the Rhodamine 6G are both parallel
to the symmetry axis of the molecule and is indicated in the single exponential nature of the
fluorescence anisotropy
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The dependence of rotational time with temperature is shown in the Figure 2.13 for
Rhodamine BandRhodamine 6G.

□
•

«

0.9

OSJ

0.6

Rhodamine B in 3CB
Rhodamine 6G in 3CB

rot

0.5
65

70

75

80

85

90

T em p eratu re ( ”C )
Figure 2.13: Temperature dependence of the rotational lifetimes of rhodamine B and rhodamine
6G in the isotropic phase of 3CB. Experimental realisation of fluorescence anisotropy
measurements is explained in chapter 3.

Calculation of the diffusion rates for the set of probe molecules in this work was
achieved using hydrodynamic theory [45] and characterised by the modified SEDmodel
(equation (2.62)). The hydrodynamic volume of the dye molecules was calculated using
the Van der Waals increments theory [46]. Experimental evidence [6,47] shows that the
set of dye molecules canbe represented as either oblate orprolate ellipsoids (Table 2.2).
Rhodam ine 6 G
p=a/b

a(Â)

b(Â)

Oblate

3.8

( 1 6 .4 + 1 1 .4 )72 = 13 .9

Prolate

16.4

(3 .8+11.4)72= 7.6

Vh(A')

f

Cslip

0 .27

418

2.79

0 .6 2 6 2

2.16

418

1.62

0 .2 8 3 7

R hodam ine B
Oblate

3.8

(16.7+1 1.4 )7 2= 1 4.05

0 .2 6 9

419

2.7 7

0 .6 1 8 2

Prolate

16.7

(3 .8+11.4)72= 7.6

2 .1 6

419

1.65

0.2737

Table 2.2: Hydrodynamic model parameters for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B modelled as a
symmetric rotor.

Estimation of the ellipsoid’s axis length was achieved fromusing Van der Waals radii
according to the method of Bondi [48]. Frictional coefficients for slip conditions (Csiip)
were taken fromHu and co-workers calculations for oblate and prolate ellipsoids [49].
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The shape factor (f) introduced in SED theory by Perrin [33], depends on the shape of
the ellipsoid. If the axial ratio is defined as p=a/b where a is the major axes of the
ellipsoid and b represents the average of the two minor axes the quantity q=l/p defines
the shape factor as:
1 -9
oblate

3 /n . 2 \
(2 -9 ^ )

q‘

2

arctan\ J q
1

(2.76)

with p>l

(2.77)

-\\-q

-^ “

/ ,prolate

In

'( 2 - 9 ^ )

with p<l

-q

Finally, measurements of the viscosity variation with temperature for 3CB (Jadzyn et al

[50]) are

in close agreement with the model (Figure 2.14) using the fitting function
+ Tq, where

is the free rotor correlation time or the reorientation time at

zero viscosity [51].

1 .5 0 -

Rhodamine 6G in 3CB

1.50-

Rhodamine B in 3CB

1.251 .2 5 -

os 1.000.75-

□
0.010

SED Prolate Ellipsoid

SED Prolate Ellipsoid

0 .7 5 -

0.012

0 .0 1 4

□

Experimental Data

0 .0 1 6

n /T ( mPa s K
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0.020

0 .5 0 -----0.0100

0.0125
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0.0175

0.0200

)

Figure 2.14: Rotational diffusion time of rhodamine 6G (a) and rhodamine B (b) in 3CB solvent as
a function of viscosity. The diffusion time is linear with viscosity as predicted by modified
hydrodynamic theory.
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3

Polarised Fluorescence and Molecular Motion and Dynamics in
Ordered Systems

3.1 Introduction
Polarised fluorescence from systems displaying net molecular order is seen to depart
significantly from that observed in isotropic media. Firstly, polarised photoselection
takes place from an ordered ground state. With short pulse* excitation the orientation o f
the initial fluorescence anisotropy is displaced from that in isotropic media as a direct
result o f the coupling between the transition probability and the moments o f the ground
state distribution [1-4]. Secondly, the fluorescence anisotropy will (as long as the excited
state is similarly ordered) decay to a non-zero value. Furthermore the imposition o f the
net molecular order has been shown to raise the equivalence o f 0 and (j) diffusion in the
laboratory frame [5-8].

This Chapter reviews both the experimental and theoretical work on time resolved
fluorescence from aligned molecular systems, which forms the basis for the
experimental work described in Chapters 4-7.

3.2 Jet Alignment. Moderate Molecular Order

The imposition o f order in an otherwise isotropic fluid is necessarily achieved by the
application o f external forces which act in opposition to the randomising effects of
Brownian motion [9,10]. For a polar solute with dipole moment p in an isotropic solvent
this can be achieved by the application o f an electric field E at an angle 0 to p such that
the interaction energy jjEcosQ is comparable to thermal energy kT, where k is the

* In this context short pulse excitation refers to an optical (laser) pulse whose width is significantly shorter
than any relevant relaxation processes of interest (i.e. population and alignment dynamics)
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Boltzmann constant [1 1 ]. From Boltzmann statistics the orientational distribution
function P(6, (j)) is given by [1 2 ]
P(e,<!>)=

e x p [-//E c o s ^ /^ T ]

(3.1)

j jexp[-//Ecos^/A:r]sin^d^d^
0 0

Following equations (1.5) to (1.14) the degree o f intrinsic alignment is:
Ik k
(« 2 0

)=

j 1^20 {p,(j>)exp( - Ejii cos O ikT ) sin ^ d^ d^

(3.2)

0 0

that can be solved yielding,

% ) = i + 4

V5

o'

1 0
-

cosh a
—

(3.3)

—

smhûf

where a = ju E jk T . Unless the molecular dipole moment is significant the degree o f
alignment produced is small. For typical fluorescence probes such as rhodamine 6 G an
upper bound to fj. is in the region o f 20D. At room temperature (20° C) and within a
practical limit to E o f 30kV c m '\ the degree o f alignment from (3.3) is 0.08% [2 ].
Measurable degrees o f electric field alignment are feasible in macromolecules such as
DNA, which possesses a significant layer dipole moment (c.a. 200D) [ 13] or selforganising systems such as liquid crystals [14].

Flow alignment (Couette alignment) arises from the imposition o f shear forces created
by a velocity gradient imposed by fluid flow on an asymmetric molecule. It is normally
restricted to macromolecules [15] where the orientational relaxation rate is comparable
to the shear velocity inducted by the flow [5, 16]. However, McCaffery and co-workers
demonstrated the possibility o f small solute alignment (rhodamine

6

G) [ 17] in high

pressure jets produced from a sapphire dye laser nozzle. This phenomenon was
investigated in some depth by Chandna et al [5, 7] who used picosecond polarised
photoselection and time resolved fluorescence anisotropy measurements to study
intrinsic alignment and the full orientational dynamics
6

(0

and ^ diffusion) o f rhodamine

G and resorufm molecules in ethylene glycol jets. Variation o f the excitation
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polarisation angle with respect to the jet axis allowed the creation of both the
cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric degrees of initial excited state alignment.
Representative fluorescence anisotropy decays for jet aligned rhodamine 6G (close to
the nozzle exit) andthose for anisotropic sample are shown inFigure 3.1.
Inthejet, the fluorescence anisotropy (irrespective of the initial photoselection) is seen
to reach a steady state of c.a. -4%(a net alignment orthogonal to the jet axis). Similar
results were obtained for resorufm. Analysis of the anisotropy decays shows that whilst
linear the orientational relaxation dynamics have unequal cylindrically symmetric (720 )
and asymmetric (722 ) alignment relaxation rates [2, 5, 6]. The variation in722 and720 as a
function of position in the flow is shown in Table 3.1. It is noteworthy that the 0
diffusion rate (720 ) of both molecules remains constant whilst the imposition of a net
(steady state) order perpendicular to the flow is seen to affect the ({) diffusion with 722
between 10 and20%lower than720 .

0.4

(a)

(b)

R hodam ine 6G.

R hodam ine 6G.
R eference Isotropic Cell

N ozzle Exit Region
35.3’
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Figure 3.1: (a). Fluorescence anisotropy decays for rhodamine 6G nozzle exit region of the ethylene
glycol jet (b). Fluorescence anisotropy decays in a solution of rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol for
an isotropic solution

Models of probe diffusion in a cylindrically symmetric aligning potential [18,19] yield
the correct ordering of 720 and 722 in the nozzle exit region, but do not explain the
invariance of 720 withjet position (steady state order). These approaches however do not
include the possibility of anisotropic viscosity in a cylindrically symmetric medium
[5,6]. The laboratory frame diffusion tensor can be separated into 0 and (|) diffusion
coefficients Di and Dy, respectively. The relationship between these coefficients andthe
alignment relaxation rates is given by [6]
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Thus
Ï20~
r , , = 2 Dj. + 4Do

With this approach the intrinsic 0 and ^ diffusion rates (D i and Dy) can be obtained
from the alignment decay rates (Table 3.1). For both dye probes a continuous increase
in D|| was found with downstream position in the jet whilst Dj_ remained constant
(within experimental error). Both positive and negative regions o f steady state
alignment were observed: at the bottom o f the jet (the end o f the laminar flow region)
and the nozzle exit respectively. For negative steady state alignment Dy » 0.8 D i whilst
for positive steady state alignment Dy « 1.2 D±. In both instances angular motion in the
coordinate perpendicular to that o f the net alignment is more rapid.

Rhodamine 6G
30 psi
Nozzle Exit
Isotropic Region
Bottom o f Jet

Y2 0 xlO’ (s‘‘)

Y22X10"(S')

0.36
0.36
0.35

0.31
0.36
0.38

Resorufln
30 psi
Nozzle Exit
Isotropic Region
Bottom o f Jet

Y2 o xlO’ (s ')

Y2 2 XlO '(s')

0.65
0.64
0.65

0.56
0.65
0.69

D x x lo V ')
0.60
0.60
0.58
DxxlO*(s')
1.08
1.07
1.07

D ||x lO \s')
0.47
0.60
0.66
D||xlO"(s')
0.86
1.02
1.12

Rss %
-4.2
0
1.6
Rss %
-4.6
0
0.5

Table 3.1 Variation in the alignment relaxation rates for rhodamine 6G and resorufln in the three
regions of a lOOpim ethylene glycol jet together with the 6 and (|) relaxation rates (D|| and D^) and
the steady state anisotropy Rss*[21

3.3 Nematic Liquid Crystals. Highly Ordered Systems

Significant degrees o f molecular alignment exist within the globally ordered
mesophases o f liquid crystals [20-24]. However, until recently no direct time domain
measurements o f both

0

and ^ diffusion had been made.

Photoselection with a variable excitation polarisation initially used in fluorescent probe
studies o f flow alignment was recently extended by Bryant et al to investigate molecular
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order and motion in the nematic phase o f 4-pently-4'-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) using a
range of oxazine and rhodamine based fluorescence probes [3-4]. Intrinsic (steady state)
probe alignment in the nematic phase was found to be high (c.a. 40% for oxazine 4) and
was accompanied by a marked difference in

and ^ diffusion rates as can be clearly

0

seen from Figure 3.2 (a), where orientational relaxation for a population aligned
predominantly at 90° to the nematic director (p=90°) is considerably more rapid than
that of a cylindrically symmetric array created with an excitation polarisation angle
parallel to the nematic director (p= 0 °).
0.4

(a) O xazine 4 in N em atic 5CB

(b) O xazine 4 in Isotropic 5CB

O 0.5-

35.3°

y

0.3
- 0 .2 -

90“
k
4

6

-0.4
0

Tim e ( ns )

2

4

6

Tim e ( ns )

8

10

(b)

Figure 3.2: Fluorescence anisotropy decays for oxazine 4 in the nematic (a) and isotropic (b) phases
of 5CB. Different anisotropy curves are obtained varying the excitation polarisation angle (P) with
respect to the nematic director for the values of 0®, 35.3”, 45”, 54.7”, 90”.

In this highly ordered environment orientational relaxation in the plane perpendicular to
the nematic director (the alignment direction) is significantly faster. At the nematicisotropic phase transition temperature (Tni) there is a sharp change in the orientational
relaxation behaviour as can be seen in Figure 3.2 (b). Orientational dynamics in the
isotropic phase of cyanobiphenyls will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 .

The temperature variation of the 0 diffusion rate in the nematic phase was seen to
follow that for an Arrhenius type barrier crossing [24] consistent with the Landau-de
Gennes model for diffusion in an aligned mesophase [25].

rlô = ho = -4 exp

(3.6)

where A is a proportionality constant and Ee is the rotational energy barrier for a small
step 0 diffusion. Motion in the ^ coordinate (the major contribution to

was
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found to be largely temperature independent until the nematic temperature became close
(c.a. 1-2° C) to T ni [26]. From this point ^ diffusion was seen to slow with increasing
temperature, an anomalous result [27] hitherto unobserved (see Figure 3.3 (a)). Models
of probe alignment in a cylindrically symmetric potential in which T22 and T20 can be
related to steady state order parameters [18] were seen to be wholly ineffective in
reconciling these two distinctly different types o f behaviour*. In the nematic phase
global cylindrical symmetry is preserved whilst at the molecular level the friction for
rotation in the XY plane

diffusion) may well be dominated by the orientation of the

biphenyl alkyl tails. It has been postulated that a decrease in the nematic order may give
rise to increasing entanglement of the alkyl tails with a corresponding increase in the
friction experienced by a (|)-diffusing probe [4].

The extension o f these studies to a wider range o f cyanobiphenyls together with
improvements in the experimental techniques will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Depolarisation of fluorescence [4] allows the determination of

[ss)) = yfs {P^) and

(«^0 ( 5 5 }) = 3(P4 ) moments for the equilibrium ground state (see section 1.4.1) of oxazine
4, orientational distribution function of this steady state and, furthermore, the excited
state rotational relaxation times (displayed in Figure 3.3).
(b)
O xazine 4 in N em atic 5CB
0.6
0.4

O xazine 4 in N em atic 5CB
T ,, = 3 2 .1 ”C
<P>

0.2
0.0
- 0.2

^ -O'"
'2

- 0.6
- 0.1

25

26

27

28

29

30

T e m p e r a t u r e ( “C )

31

32

T e m p e r a tu r e ( °C )

Figure 3.3: (a) Temperature variation in the symmetric and asymmetric relaxation times for
oxazine 4 in nematic 5CB. Rotational relaxation time T2 0 is approximately 3 to 5 times bigger than
T22 in the nematic phase. 0 diffusion becomes faster with increasing temperature (in agreement to
Landau theory), however (j) is largely temperature independent, although close to the phase
transition temperature it is observed to slow down (b) Ground state cylindrically symmetric and
non-symmetric order parameters as a function of temperature. In the phase transition temperature
order parameter values collapse to zero denoting an globally isotropic behaviour

* The anomalous behaviour of rhodamine B in 5, 6 and 7 cyanobiphenyl will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 5
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3.4. Photoselection in Highly Aligned Media

3.4.1 Single Photon Photoselection in Ordered Systems

Fluorescence anisotropy is sensitive to both cylindrically symmetric
asymmetric ( 0 ^2 1 2 ) degrees of excited state alignment (see section 2.2.4)

K ( 6 ) (« g ( t ) ) + ( < - .( < ) )
Vs___________ - M
R (t) =
a n { t) ) + { a U x ) )

(3.7)

1+ 2

V3 Ô

Conventional fluorescence anisotropy experiments based on a Z polarised excitation
pulse detect only the cylindrically symmetric exited state alignment due to the
cylindrically symmetry of the excited state photoselection. In this case, R(t) is not
sensitive to the angular variation in the XY plane ((j) rotation). However, cylindrically
asymmetric excited state alignment can be created by varying the excitation polarisation
angle (3 with respect to the laboratory axis [6 ]. Isotropic fluids are characterised by
wholly equivalent diffusion in the

0

and (|) coordinates, whereas in anisotropic media it

has been demonstrated that both rotational motions exhibit completely different
behaviour (see section 3.3). Photoselection was achieved using single photon excitation
in a 180° excitation-detection geometry (Figure 3.4) where the excitation polarisation
angle varies between 0° and 90°
Iv(t)
D E T E C T IO N
SY STEM
E X C IT A T IO N
PU LSE
7 ps, 575 nm

lH(t)
A N A L Y S IN G
P O L A R IS E R
SA M PLE

Figure 3.4: Single beam photoselection variation in the excitation polarisation angle (3 between 0°
and 90°

The polarisation vector is modified in direction by varying the value of the angle p with
respect to the laboratory vertical fixed axis (Zi) as shown in Figure 3.4. Excitation
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probability for electric dipole transition in the axis frame (Z 2 ) can be expressed in terms
o f spherical harmonics,

(3.8)

where

0

' and

are the polar angles that define the orientation o f the absorption

transition dipole (pa) moment in the reference frame defined by the polarisation vector
o f the light pulse (Z 2 ). I(t) represents the pulse intensity and B is a constant of
proportionality. However, all the measurements are collected in reference to the
laboratory frame, defined by the initial polarisation direction o f the laser beam (Zi).
Nevertheless, any two representation frames with parallel vertical axis are connected by
an Euler rotation D{0,-/3,0) where p is the angle between the polarisation vector (Z 2 )
and the laboratory Z\ axis, thus

W { 0 ,^ Æ

(3.9)

^00

Euler rotations can express spherical harmonics into linear combination o f the same
rank angular fimctions [29]. In this case, equation (3.9) can be written as

(3.10)
V 5

Q = -2

where d lg i-jS ) are the rotation matrix elements that simplify the application o f the
operators depending on the symmetry o f the problem. [29]. The p dependence o f the
transition probability in Z\ is given by the reduced Euler rotation matrix elements that
are listed below,
^ œ (^ ) = ~(3cos^ / 3 - l )

(3.11.a)

{ ^ ) = -dfw (y3) = ^ sin /9 c o sy 5
^20 {^)

-

^-20 ( ^ ) - J g

1O

P

(3.11.b)

(3.11.C)

When the time scale o f the excitation pulse l(t) is shorter in comparison to the average
reorientational relaxation time o f the excited state population, and in the absence o f any
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non-linear contributions to the transition probability [30], the initial excited state
orientational distribution functionis givenby the product of the excitation operatorwith
the groundstate orientational distributionfunction
(3.12)
Due to this ordered ground state the initial excited state that can be expanded as a
functionof spherical harmonics (equation(1.1)), (6>,^,0) is givenby
(3.13)
where Cis a constant of proportionality. The moments of

(0,^,0)

are, fromequation

(1.5),

( c z ( o)) = c ^ J : ( c -^.}( k ô I
J

\K 'g)

‘00

(3.14)

K 'Q '

Evaluatingmatrix elements (Appendix III) gives.
(C S ( 0 ) > = ^ Z ( % ) ^l-Q’ {-P )
J

K 'Q'Q'

-Q

Q” Q'J 0

0

0

KK' + Sfr.f.ÔQ.Q

(3.15)

where K=V2K+1. For a cylindrically symmetric ground state Q' =0 and the
fluorescence observables are givenby
3COS
(3.16)
1+

sin^y^
( q - ( 0 ,yg)) + (< _ ,( 0 ,>g))

(3

COS^ - 1)

■ lO(aS) (<)■
7 V5
7

l+ ^ ^ (3 c o s V -l)

(3.17)
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From (3.7) R(0,p) is thus

-(co s^ y?-sin^

a (o j9 ) =

+

5

v5
1H— sin ^ +

5

^

1 + ^cos^y?

(3.18)

I— 2 5 c o s V - l l
Vs

35

For p = 0° the excitation process retains cylindrical symmetry about the laboratory Zaxis and the initial fluorescence anisotropy is characterised solely by the cylindrically
symmetric excited state alignment. For p=54.7°
relative values o f

and

(0)^ =

) irrespective of the

For linear orientational relaxation (where

and

^«20 ^ are equal or close), this excitation condition ensures that the time dependent
fluorescence anisotropy is dominated by the cylindrically asymmetric excited state
alignment dynamics. This feature of linearly polarised photoselection is exploited in
Chapter 4 where a new measurement technique is employed to measure directly the
cylindrically asymmetric alignment relaxation rate. With p=90° the degree of
asymmetric alignment created by the excitation process is maximised with an
accompanying decrease in (a ^ ( 0 )) that can change sign depending upon ground state
alignment. Dependence of the time zero excited state fluorescence observables on the
excitation polarisation angle p is shown in Figure 3.5 for a set of various degrees of
ground state alignment,

0.6

0.4

0.1
0.2

0.0

-

0.2

0

30

60

90

Excitation Polarisation (3

Figure 3.5: Dependence of cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric fluorescence moments on the
initial excitation polarisation angle P for various degrees of ground state alignment
{(^2 2 ) +1 )]I

zero for a vertically polarised excitation (P=0") and it increases at the expense

of the symmetric term

S'
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3.4.2 Relaxation Dynamics in Ordered Systems

Collisions between probe guest molecules and host (solute-solvent) in a fluid are so fast
that only a small angular variation in the rotation is allowed between two consecutive
reorientation collisions. In this case molecular motion can be described by the Debye
model o f small step rotational diffusion [31]. Debye’s small step theory for probe
dynamics in an isotropic liquid (section 2.4.4) needs to be modified to be used in
anisotropic media. Initial order in an anisotropic array can be introduced as a
perturbation in the isotropic excited state order as [32],

dt

= [D V ' + H ']P„

&

(3.19)

where H' denotes the static perturbation introduced by the imposed order o f the system.
In a first order approximation DV^ must be much greater than H' to consider it a
perturbation and furthermore, H' has to retain the initial symmetry o f the steady state
equilibrium state. Expanding the orientational distribution function in term o f moments
this yields.

^ ..........

(3-20)

}L '* K

Q'*Q
A first order perturbation treatment o f equation (3.20) has proved successful in
calculating the form o f the orientational relaxation dynamics based purely on symmetry
considerations [6 ] giving

(3.21)

ZI

K '* K

Q'*Q

W
x{K Q \H '\K 'Q ')

where y kq = - ( ^ Q |DV^ + H '| KQ) . It is not necessary to know the explicit form o f H'
in equation (3.21) to simplify the matrix element by applying symmetry considerations.
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As in an axially symmetric system (Q zero) the element o f matrix
vanishes when Q is different to Q ’, yielding

C S , (t)) -

(c“ (ss)) = [(c“ (

[(Ck'q ( 0 )) - ( c
KVK 0

0

)) -

“ p (ss))]

( c “ q (ss))]

ex p (- y

t)

ex p (- y k.<5 t ') ex p (- y kq ( t ' - 1 })

(3.22)

d t'

x (K Q |H '|K 'Q )

Normalisation o f orientational probability (equation (1.3)) requires that ( c ^ ) is not
time dependent. However, as

(K Q |7 /'| A"'ig')is small, to a first approximation

orientational relaxation will be linear and diagonal (i.e. no cross relaxation between the
moments o f the excited state array).
( C K o ( t) ) - ( c ^ o W ) = [ ( c « ( 0 ) ) - ( c « ( s s ) ) ] e x p ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
(3.23)

(^KQ (O ) - (^KQ ( 0 )^eXp^-/p.qt)

In axially symmetric systems the diffusion tensor in the laboratory frame o f reference is
diagonal with Dxx= Dyy ^ Dzz (Dy and D±, respectively) under this circumstances the
Yk q

decay rates are given by

KQ

[6 ],

= d J k (k + i ) - q '] + D ||Q ^ + ( k q |h ' | k q )

(3.24)

H' must possess the same symmetry as the medium and can be expressed in terms o f
spherical operators (Hj;), to rank order L =2 [8 ]. Application o f the Wigner-Eckart
theorem

[28]

d

y KQ -

yields

J k ( k + i ) - q ^]'

+D„Q'

(a„„)(K||H»||K)
,
\
+ \^ 2 0 /

3 Q ^ -K (K + 1)

(3.25)

K H' K

Vk (K + 1)(2K + 3)(2K -1)

where (a^o) are the coefficients o f H ’ expansion. For the two alignment decays
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Tio = 6 ^ 1 (3.26)

Ï11 -

2 ^ 1

2
+ 4Z)| - («oo)(2 | i / ”||2 ) + ( a , o ) j - ( ^ w

K

In the case o f electric field alignment o f a polar solute in an isotropic solvent D||=Di and
the departure from isotropic relaxation dynamics (7 2 0 =^22 ) is solely determined by the
quadrupolar (L=2) term in (3.26). This can be seen to have an equal but opposing effect
on the two alignment relaxation rates. Thus, one would expect to see a more rapid 0
than (|) diffusion or vice versa. These conclusions are bom out by a full solution to the
diffusion equation in the presence o f a cylindrically symmetric potential [33] where the
departure from isotropic relaxation dynamics can be determined from the steady state
order parameters o f the aligned species as,

^20

=nl =

6

1

7 + 10(P,) + 18(P ,)-35(P ,)^

D

7 + 5 (P ,)-1 2 (P ,)
(3.27)

7 -1 0 ( l^ ) + 3(P,>
^22

-

^22

-

6

D

7 -5 ( P ,)- 2 ( P ,)

where D is the isotropic diffusion coefficient and (Pj) and (P4 ) correspond to the
ground state steady state order parameters o f rank 2 and 4. This approach, whilst
successful in predicting the correct initial ordering o f

720

and

722,

is unable to account

for the observed invariance o f 7 2 0 through regions o f negative, zero and positive steady
state alignment [2 ]. It was then concluded that the dominant mechanism controlling
orientational relaxation was due to anisotropic viscosity and hence unequal values o f Dy
and D i [5].

In highly organised guest-host structures such as those found in dye doped liquid
crystals solvent firiction (viscosity) is known to be highly anisotropic [34, 35].
Orientational dynamics are thus expected to be dominated by differences in Dy and D i
due to the local environment experienced by the probe. This is bom out to be the failure
o f (3.26) to predict the observed relationship between
in the nematic phase o f 5CB [4,27].

720

and

722

for the probe diffusion
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The initial moments o f the excited state distribution are given in the previous section by
equations (3.16) and (3.17) respectively. Substitution o f the time dependent equation
(3.23) into these fluorescent observables and using equation (3.7) gives the time
dependent fluorescence anisotropy in terms o f normalised excited state moments

(3cos^^^ l )

{7

+ 6 fe} + g ( 6 cos^^ + 5 ) - j ^ ( n - a ( 3 cos^;g-l)) exP ( - / 2oO

sin V f 1 - V
R(t,/3) = — _________

exp

+ & ( l + a(3 cos' ^ - 1))

Z__ U ________________

(l + a (3 cos'

- 1)) + 1 sin'

(3.28)

1^1- y a + ^ J exp (-y^^t)

where a = {af^ )/>/5 and b - ia fl ^ are the normalised ground state alignment moments.

From the P dependence o f the initial fluorescence anisotropy the degrees o f ground state
quadrupolar and hexadecapolar alignment ^a|J(ss)^ and can be ^aJo(ss)^ determined.
For highly aligned molecular arrays the ground state distribution is not truncated at
K=4, a direct determination o f higher rank moments is not possible with single photon
excitation and detection. However, given a small set o f physically reasonable constrains
(e.g. the number o f maxima between 0=0° and 90°) it is possible to obtain values for the
“hidden” moments [35]. W ith a higher order excitation process such as two photon
absorption the initial fluorescence anisotropy is in addition to K=2 and K=4 sensitive to
K = 6 moments o f the ground state distribution [36, 37]. The combination o f single and
two photon anisotropy measurements can in principle be used to determine
unambiguously these three degrees o f cylindrically symmetric alignment and to test the
viability o f theoretical methods used to obtain values for hidden order parameters in the
nematic phase. This new approach is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 .

3.4.3 Anisotropy Corrections in Nematic Liquid Crystals

The imposition o f order on a molecular system has been seen to influence intrinsic
probe fluorescence observable and their relaxation dynamics. In highly aligned media,
such as the nematic phase o f liquid crystals, the optical anisotropy (birefringence) o f the
medium is seen to have a significant influence on the emitted fluorescence.
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It is therefore necessary to take account of the perturbations to the parallel and
perpendicular polarised components of the fluorescence anisotropy that arise from
sample birefringence (reflection losses) anddifferential transitionstrengths.
3.4.3.1 Reflection Losses and Local Field Effects

A schematic representation of the single beampolarised photoselection of a dye doped
nematic liquidcrystal is shown is Figure 3.4.
Unless the excitation pulse propagates as an ordinary or an extraordinary signal it will
acquire apathlength (1) dependent phase shift 5 between ZandXpolarised components
(p=0° and p=90°, respectively) accordingto [38]
(ne-no)l

(3.29)

where X is the excitation wavelength, andne andnocorrespond to the extraordinary and
ordinaryrefractive indices of the highly alignedmedia, respectively. The introductionof
elliptical terms into the excitation probability gives rise to the production of alignment
moments with Q=±l in theexcited state [8], however these donot contribute to the Z
and X(extraordinary and ordinary, respectively)polarised componentsof the
fluorescence anisotropy [4]. The effect of the sample birefringence is most notable inthe
differential reflection losses for ordinary and extraordinary rays at the boundary
between the aligned sample andthe cell walls (refractive index ng). The transmission of
light through a boundary between two media within different refractive indices is
expressed interms of aFresnel coefficient [39].
T. =4n,ng/(n,

(3.30)

T„ =4n„ng/(n„+ng)'

(3.31)

In the presence of an anisotropic dielectric the ordinary and extraordinary polarisation
components of the fluorescence emission experience an intensity modification due to
local field anisotropy [35]
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Iz (observed) ocIz(i)(iig + 2)

(3.32)

Ix (observed) ocIx(i)(nQ + 2)

(3.33)

where (i) denotes the intensity for the emission in an anisotropic dielectric o f unit
refractive index.

The total modification o f the Z and X polarised components o f the fluorescence
anisotropy is thus,
I, (observed) oc

L (observed)

(n^+2)4nn
;
(n.+ nj

oc

(3.34)

= I,(i) • a

° ^ = I,(i) • b

(3.35)

(” o +n g )
Defining a parameter k=a/b the measured fluorescence anisotropy can be written as,

R

(3.36)

k l,(i) + 2 1 x(i)

where the parameter k is given by

( n ^ + 2 ) n , ( n „ + n )'

k = —--- - 4

4

(3.37)

(n„+2)n„(n,+nj
The measured fluorescence anisotropy for anisotropic rotational diffusion in a
cylindrically symmetric medium is calculated by substitution o f (2 .2 1 ), (2 .2 2 ) and
(3.36) into (3.37), yielding

(k - 1 ) + ^ - A ^ ( 2 k + 1 ) - j ~

+

------^ --- ( 2 k ~

V1 0

Using published data for n^ and n^ values for 5CB
nematic temperature range

1 ^ 2+2

(t) + « 2 -2 (t)}

^ 2 -2 (t)}

[40] k may be calculated

[4] as shown in Figure 3.6,

across the
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Figure 3.6: k correction factor calculated from data values of Ue and no from reference [40] using
equation (3.37)

Correction factor k has a maximum o f c.a. 1.13 at 25° C. In addition, it is important to
take into account the effect o f dispersion order o f the emission spectrum o f a
fluorescence probe. However, as will be seen in Chapter 4, k can be determined from an
analysis o f the Z and X polarised emission intensities allowing studies o f probe order
and motion to be extended to media where detailed refractive index data is unavailable.

3.4.3.2 Depolarisation Effects

In isotropic media the initial single photon excited fluorescence anisotropy is often less
than the theoretical maximum value o f 0.4 [41]. This can arise from a number o f reasons
including that the absorption and emission transition dipole moment may be non
parallel. The normalised moments o f the excited state distribution

(obs)^ are given

by
( « “ (obs,0)) = ( a “ (0))Pk

where

and

)

(3.39)

are unit vectors along the absorption and emission transition dipole

moments, respectively.

The initial fluorescence anisotropy is thus

R (0 ) = 0 . 4 i [ 3 ( Â ^ - Â j ' - l ]

(3.40)
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An experimental example o f (3.40) is provided in the case o f UV excitation o f
rhodamine 6G where the So->S2 absorption and Si->So emission transition dipole
moment
?2

directions

are

approximately

perpendicular.

In

these

circumstances

(yüabs ' Am) ^ "0 5 is both reduced in magnitude with a change o f sign corresponding

to a cylindrically symmetric array aligned in a plane (XY) perpendicular to the
excitation polarisation

[42,43].

Additional depolarisation o f fluorescence can arise from self-absorption

[45]

and depolarisation in the collection optics

[44], scattering

[46]. In the case o f the molecular probes

used in this work the overall contribution from these factors is moderate (c.a. 5-15%)
and the net depolarisation is accounted for by a measurable parameter À [8]. À can be
determined by the measurement o f the variation in the initial fluorescence anisotropy
with excitation polarisation angle (R(0,p)) for an isotropic sample. From (3.18) R(0,p)
in an isotropic media is defined by,
-(cos^y^-sin^y^)
R(0,fi) = ^

T---------

(3.41)

l + -sin^y^
5
which should vary between 2/5 (p=0°) and -2/7 (P=90°).

The effect of depolarisation is to alter the initial excited state degree o f alignment by À

2 -r /
9^ . 9
2
-A (cos^y^-sin^y^) -(cos^y^-sin^y^)
J - --------------=-^—j— T----------- :
l-k-A sin^yg
^ + —sin^y^
5
A 5

(3.42)

For dye doped nematic liquid crystal samples À can be determined by a fit o f (3.42) to
R(0,p) data collected in the isotropic phase at a temperature close (c.a. 1° C) o f Tni- A
typical set o f R(0,p) data and the corresponding fit using equation (3.42) to define À are
shown in Figure 3.7. Values o f À for the rhodamine and oxazine dye probes used in this
work in the isotropic phase o f 5, 6 and 7 cyanobiphenyl are listed in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Determination of À from a fit of R(0,P) versus P using equation (3.41) in the case of
Rhodamine 6G in 6CB sample, yielding a value of 0.896
Liquid Crystal

Rhodamine 6G

Rhodamine B

Oxazine 1

Oxazine 4

0.905
0.896
0.849

0.921
0.937
0.870

0.840
0.851
0.905

0.823
0.923
0.879

5CB
6CB
7CB

Table 3.2: Values for À extracted from fitting R(0,P) to equation (2.1.) for all molecular probes and
liquid crystal used in this thesis.

3.4.4 Probe Fluorescence Anisotropy in Nematic Liquid Crystals

With the corrections for the optical anisotropy o f the sample (section 3.4.3.1) and the
effects o f polarisation (section 3.4.3.2), the components o f resolved fluorescence
anisotropy for a molecular probe in a nematic host are given by

I 2 —ÛT

(3.43)

f
I x = b C N „{t) 1 Â ^
I

(“ “ 2 (0 )}

(3.44)

where C is a constant and a/b=k (see equations (3.34) and (3.35)). The fluorescence
anisotropy is thus,
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In terms o f the ground state order parameters (^a|o(ss)yV 5 = a and
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the alignment relaxation rates 7 2 0 and 7 2 2 , (3.45) becomes
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l +a(3cos'y0-l)

In previous studies o f probe motion in 5CB k, (ag (ss)), (a% (ss)), {a% (ss)), 7 2 0 and 722
were determined in the approach outlined below
(1) From the initial (t=0) anisotropy values for p=0° and p=90°, k and À allows a
determination o f (af^ (ss)) and

(ss)).

(2) With a knowledge o f k and À a non-linear least square fit to the R(t, P=0°)
decay yields 7 2 0 '
(3) Using the parameters derived from (1) and (2) (together with their
uncertainties), a non-linear least square fit to R(t, p=90°) decay yields

722

(4) Given k the steady state anisotropy yields the equilibrium excited state
alignment from Figure 3.2. It can be seen that excitation polarisation angle
(between p=45° and 54.7°) yield anisotropy decays that show significantly
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lower displacement from Rss. Rss is in general calculated from the average
values of Rss(P=0°) and Rss(P=90°) or directly from Rss(P=54.7°).

As will be seen, a modification to this procedure is necessary when k is unknown. This
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, where techniques based on fluorescence
anisotropy intensities (both perpendicular and parallel to the Z-axis defined in the
laboratory frame) will give rise to the direct determination of the correction parameter k
without direct knowledge of the ordinary and the extraordinary refractive indices.

3.4.5 Three Beams Photoselection in Nematic Liquid Crystals

Single beam photoselection (section 3.4.1) implies the creation o f varying degrees of
(0 2 ^2 (0 )) and

(0))

excitation polarisation angle p values of 0° and 90°. Whatever

other values for p generate contribution to the alignment

which Q=±l [6],

These excited state observables do not contribute to R(t) for symmetry reasons.
Anisotropic media, however, offer the possibility o f more complex relaxation from
cross relaxation terms. Creation of different degrees of alignment whilst maintaining the
cylindrical symmetry of the excited state becomes an advantageous technique suitable
for the study o f nematic phase of liquid crystal rotational relaxation. It can be
conveniently achieved using the collective photoselection o f three temporally and
spatially coincident single photon beam with mutually orthogonal (where the normal
incident beam is vertically polarised and the ±45° propagation beams are horizontally
polarised) polarisation vectors [47] (Figure 3.8)
Iv(t)
Beam 1

Beam 2

-a

lH (t)

SAMPLE

+a

ANALYSING
POLARISER

Beam 3
Figure 3.8: Excitation-detection geometry for three pulse polarised photoselection. Propagation of
the horizontally polarised beams at ± 45° to the Z polarisation direction in high refractive index
media ( n > Vz ) is achieved using prism coupling.
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Single photon absorption o f the same excitation volume is given by an intensity
weighted sum o f all transition probabilities involved, given by

(3.49)
/ = 1 ,2 ,3

J

_

VJ

where D is a proportionality constant and (0 i, (|)i) denotes the polar angles defined in the
laboratory frame for each o f the laser polarisation vectors. The central vertically
polarised beam (1=1) defines the Z axis and the two horizontally polarised (I = 2, 3
beams) have a transition probability that in the laboratory frame yields vectors [48]

(3.50)

^2-2 (^ /,

)} [ 4 ( 0 “ 4

)]

Cylindrically asymmetric contributions in the transition probability vanish if I2 (t)=l 3 (t),
yielding

where B(l) is given by the ratio o f the input intensities,

^ (4 -

(0 -% [4 ( 0 + 4 (0]1 ■(4 ( 0 + 4 ( 0 + 4 (0 )

(3.52)

Variation o f the relative intensities generates different values o f the initial anisotropy
that depend solely on the (a “ (0))/V5 cylindrically symmetric moment (Figure 3.9). In
isotropic media the fluorescence anisotropy has a tuning range from 0.4 to -0.2 and
yields a single exponential decay for all values o f initial alignment.

In anisotropic media cylindrically symmetric expansion gives rise to an excited state
moment that yields the initial fluorescence anisotropy [48],
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5

VF

< (o )}

7

VF

35
(3.53)

VF

where k and A are experimental correction factors (see section 3.4.3)

#

W

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.9: Three beam photoselection in an isotropic medium. When B(I) is varied different
orientational photoselected excited states can be achieved. For B(I)=1 orientational distribution (a)
yields an initial fluorescence anisotropy of 0.4. For B(I)=-0.5, an excited state orientational
distribution (e) is formed which yields an initial fluorescence anisotropy of -0.5. In isotropic media
negatively aligned distributions such as in (c)-(e) are observed together with positive aligned such as
in (a) and (b)
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4

Fluorescence Polarisation Studies in the Nematic Phase o f ncyanobiphenyls

4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, a revised approach to polarised single photon photoselection is
developed. As recognised in Chapter 3, fluorescent probe studies in highly ordered
environments such as the nematic phase o f liquid crystals are complicated by the optical
anisotropy o f the host (birefringence) and the effects o f an anisotropic local field on
emission intensities. These give rise, respectively to differential reflection losses
between, and alteration to the intensities o f the vertically (Z) and horizontally (X)
polarised components o f the probe emission. The net influence o f these effects can be
expressed in terms o f a dimensionless parameter k given by the ordinary and
extraordinary refractive indices o f the host and the refractive index o f the sample cell at
the emission wavelength (see equation (3.29)). In previous studies o f probe motion and
order in 5CB [1], use was made o f extensive refractive index data for the nematic host
[2] together with a correction for the change in phase transition brought about by the
addition o f the fluorescent probe. The extension o f polarised photoselection experiments
to highly ordered systems where detailed refractive index data is unavailable or, at best,
sparse requires a new approach in which k can be determined from fluorescence
measurements within the existing experimental apparatus. A second limitation to the
experiments is that whilst, via three beam excitation, it is possible to create a
cylindrically symmetric excited state, the creation o f cylindrical asymmetry (P>0°) is
invariably accompanied by a cylindrically symmetric alignment component. An
independent measurement o f T22 would appear impossible, however, as will be seen
from the analysis o f fluorescence intensities. Ratios o f fluorescence intensities can be
used to both determine k and to provide an additional measurement o f T2 2 . Data for 5CB
was reanalysed using this approach and probe studies extended to 6 and 7
cyanobiphenyl. W ith this approach, a more accurate and self consistent determination o f
molecular order and motion in the nematic phase is achieved.
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4.2. Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC)

4.2.1 Principles of the Technique

Time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy provides a measure o f the temporal
dependence, on the scale o f the fluorescence lifetimes (lO'^s) o f emission intensity
following excitation by a picosecond (lO'^^s) linearly polarised beam, whereas steady
state fluorescence spectroscopy measurements only provide information about the
contribution o f the ratio between T20 and T22 to the fluorescence decay rate [3]. Analysis
o f the fluorescence anisotropy provides information about the restricted motion o f
molecular dyes within a local environment, not only in a static frame (orientational
distribution function) but also in terms o f in a dynamic motion o f probe molecule in
solution (rotational correlated lifetimes T20 and T22 ) [4].

Measurement o f fluorescence lifetimes and anisotropy decays can be achieved using a
picosecond time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). TCSPC is a technique by
which the fluorescence response o f a sample to an ultrashort laser pulse (10'^^ to lO'^^s )
can be evaluated by measuring a large number (ca. 10^) o f excitation-emission
coincidence times. The principle o f the technique is shown in Figure 4.1.

The coincidence time-ffequency histogram generated using TCSPC measurements is
given by [5].
D (t)= J ^ G ( t') F ( t- t') d t'

(4.1)

where F(t-t') is known as the fluorescence response function and corresponds to the
fluorescence signal from a population excited by a laser pulse considerably shorter than
the fluorescence lifetime, defined by F ( t - t ') oc e x p [ ( t - t ') / r f ] . The instrumental
response function G(t') corresponds to the signal obtained from the excitation pulse.
This is defined experimentally by the measurement o f the scattered or heavily
attenuated excitation source.

In practice, unless a “magic angle” excitation detection scheme is employed F(t-t')
contains both population and alignment decay terms [3].
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Fluorescence response following
short pulse excitôtiun

S tart

E vent

Stop

Histogram

D (t)

Chanel No. (Time)
Figure 4.1: Principle of TCSPC technique: (a) represents the actual time-dependent fluorescence
response following a polarised pulse excitation, (b) the detector signal is composed of a train of
randomly distributed pulses associated with each event due to the detection of one photon. The
start signal comes from the first fluorescence photon detected, whilst the stop pulse is extracted
from a delayed excitation pulse, (c) after ca. 10^ excitation-emission coincident times a statistical
build up histogram, proportional to the initial fluorescence, is obtained.

For the oxazine and rhodamine dye probes used in this study, the fluorescence and
rotational relaxation times fall between 2 and 20 nanoseconds, which are considerably
longer than the duration of G(t') (Figure 4.2) allowing the fluorescence signals to be
analysed without reference to equation (4.1)

[6-7].
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Figure 4.2: Logarithmic plot showing an IRF together with the vertical fluorescence intensity decay
recorded for a (3=54.7" excitation polarisation angle from a Rhodamine 6G in 6CB at 25"C.
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In order that the measured histogram (Figure 4.1 (c)) is a true representation of D(t) it is
necessary to ensure that each detected coincidence corresponds to a single emission
event. At high fluorescence count rates (greater than the excitation rate) the increased
probability o f multiple effects has a measured effect on D(t) giving rise to an artificial
increase.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental system containing the TCSPC apparatus, excitation laser source for
single photon absorption, optical layout and electronics employed. Excitation pulses are generated
by a cavity-dumped, synchronously pumped dye laser (Coherent 702) excited by the second
harmonic output of a continuous wave mode-locked NdrYAG laser (Coherent Antares). A small
fraction (5%) of the excitation pulse was deflected onto a fast photodiode where the stop pulse is
generated. The majority of the pulse energy is focused into the sample (LI) , following a linear
polarisation conversion. Samples are hold in a heater (Mettler FP 82) and direct laser pulses are
stopped using a beam block and appropriate glass filters. A multichannel plate measured the
selected fluorescence photons and generates the start pulse.
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TCSPC is very efficient and accurate for the following reasons: deconvolution of
equation (4.1) is not necessary if the instrumental response signal has a FWHM with an
upper value limit of lOOps. Hence, time resolution is not limited by the width of the
detector impulse response. For this method only the timing accuracy in the detection
channel is essential. The accuracy of the measurement is given by the standard deviation
of the number o f collected photons in a particular channel number (time) [8]. A
schematic diagram for the system is shown in Figure 4.3 and gives a general idea of the
apparatus set-up.

4.2.2 E xperim ental Setup

4.2.2.1 Picosecond Laser System

The laser source used for single photon excitation was a continuous wave, cavity
dumped dye laser (Coherent 702) synchronously pumped by the frequency doubled
output (1.8W, 532nm) of a 76Mhz mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (Coherent Antares 76-s)
as shown in Figure 4.4.
Feedback

M ode
Locker

O pto-A custic

i064nm

LB 30

Nd:YAG Rod

Coherent CW Modelocked
NdiYAG Laser
570-620nm
lOOmW
26nJ

Feedback

532nm, 2W
26nJ

Cavity
Dumper

Coherent Cavity Dumped
Dye Laser (700 Series)

Figure 4.4: Antares laser source produces pulses at 1064nm which are modelocked and frequency
doubled to produce light at 532nm. Intensity fluctuations are reduced by the opto-acousto crystal
and spatial variations are controlled by feedback to the cavity end mirror provided by the AAS.

In order to reduce the amplitude and spatial fluctuations in the Nd;YAG laser beam an
Active Amplitude Stabilisation (AAS) system (Coherent Model 7670) was used. The
AAS system monitored both position and amplitude of the laser pulse output signal.
Positional corrections were made using feedback signals sent to a piezoelectric actuator
in the cavity of the Antares. Amplitude fluctuations were attenuated by directing the
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signal output o f the photodiode to an acousto-optic modulator that diffracted a fraction
of the beam (6%-10%) to provide the preset output power [9]. Stability in the infrared
cavity was achieved by changing the flash lamps that pump the active medium after
approximately 500 hours in order to prevent noise produced by deposits at the end
cathode.

The Coherent 702 dye laser was run with rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol using custom
made broadband cavity optics (550nm-990nm) at different wavelengths corresponding
to the peak absorption o f our chosen molecular probe molecules. The initial repetition
rate o f the dye laser was synchronised to be the same o f the pump laser (76 MHz). This
was improved by using acousto-optic cavity dumping. The cavity dumped operation
allowed pulse repetition rates between 9.5 MHz and 142.9 KHz. A repetition rate o f 3.5
MHz was chosen allowing the measurement o f lifetimes from c.a. 8Ops to several
hundred nanoseconds. Output power was between 100 mW and 20mW depending on
the output wavelength selected. This provided a train o f c.a. BOnJ pulses with a typical
pulse width o f 8-5 picoseconds.

4.2.2.2 TCSPC Electronics

The electronic configuration o f TCSPC system is shown schematically in Figure 4.3.
The measurement process was initiated by photons arriving at the two detection devices:
a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu S2381) and a Multichannel Plate photomultiplier tube
(MCP) (Hamamatsu R3809U). This configuration was necessary to measure the time
interval between the excitation photon and the detected fluorescence photon, achieved
by a time to amplitude converter (TAC) (EG & G Ortec 475) biased time to pulse height
converter. A linear voltage ramp was triggered by a “start” signal activated by the MCP
first fluorescence photon; the subsequent “stop signal” operation was generated by the
fast photodiode incident photon. The time elapsed between the incoming excitation
pulse and the detected fluorescence photon was proportional to the voltage ramp
generated by the TAC. This value was digitised and stored labelled as “ 1” in a channel
address corresponding to the initial fluorescence time by a multichannel buffer (MCB)
(EG & G Ortec ADCAM & MCB Model 918A).

The difference in amplitude between start and stop signals was corrected step-by-step to
achieve a correct timing. Thus, a fluorescence photon incident at the MCP, produced an
electric signal, which was routed through a constant fraction discriminator (CFD)
(Tennelec Model TC454 quad CFD). The output signal from the CFD represented a
constant fraction o f the pulse amplitude. The CFD output signals had very little
associated timing jitter providing a ‘clearer’ input to the TAC, which was used to set the
pulse threshold.

Proper statistical sampling was ensured by keeping the detected photon count rate at a
level below 1% o f the laser pulse repetition rate to ensure a very low probability o f
multiphoton events in the MCP [7]. The count rate was monitored from the output o f the
'stop' CFD.

The sampling o f the MCB (starting, stopping and resetting) was controlled from a PC
computer (Viglen 486 DX). A histogram was created from the recording o f many
excitation-emission events, showing a proportional representation o f the actual
fluorescence decay. By alternating the collection o f vertically and horizontally polarised
intensities over short time intervals long term drift in the excitation pulses was avoid.
This involved the rotation o f the stepper motor controlled analyser and a synchronised
changing in the MCB memory address.

4.2.2.3 Optical Layout in a Straight-Through Configuration

A fraction (4-6%) o f the output beam from the picosecond laser system was split from
the main beam and focused on a fast photodiode (section 4.2.2.2) protected by a set o f
neutral density filters. The signal from the fast photodiode acted as the stop pulse for the
TCSPC electronics. The remainder o f the laser beam was focused in a half wave plate to
maximise the transmission following excitation polarisation selection and to minimise
the scattered light caused by the ejected component from the polarised (orthogonal
polarisation). The laser light was then passed through a neutral density wheel which
allowed intensity control o f the beam (O.D = 0 to 3.5). The polarisation angle p o f the
excitation pulse was controlled using a high quality Gian polariser (extinction ratio 10^ :
1) mounted in a precision rotation state (Photon Control RM 100). A 10cm focal length
lens was then used to focus the polarised beam onto the sample.
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The right angled geometry for excitation and detection safeguarded the detection
photodiodes or CCD from direct impact o f the incident laser scattered photons.
However, this arrangement was not suitable for the study o f thin samples. In this
respect, if the symmetry o f the sample it is not known to be cylindrical the best
configuration for a collinear pump and fluorescence beams implies a straight through
(180°) excitation-detection configuration.

It is important to protect the MCP from scattered photons and allow the maximum
fluorescence signal. Blocking the excitation beam was achieved by using a combination
o f filters and a physical beam-block, small enough to allow the transmission o f the
fluorescence photons. The beam block was constructed using a thin black alien key
covered with black tape and placed immediately after collection lens.

Even with the beam-block in place, a considerable number o f laser photons are focused
on the detector. Coloured band pass filters, 1mm thick (Schott RG610, RG630, RG645)
were positioned just in front o f the MCP detector, the number and type depending on
the excitation and the emission wavelengths o f the dye molecule being studied.

Detection o f the vertically and horizontally polarised components o f the fluorescence
was achieved using a polaroid sheet placed within a computer controlled mount. The
fluorescence photons were collected using a 6.3cm and a 25cm focal length quartz
lenses that produced a collimated beam, which found an image on the detection area
(1cm diameter) o f MCP. A non-commercial program written by Dr Gary Holtom
(Battelle Corp. Washington) was used to start and stop the experiment. A new
polarisation data collection program was developed by W. J Noad (formerly o f RAL) to
perform polarisation data collection to run in conjunction with the Holtom program.

4.2.3 Measurement Procedure

4.2.3.1 Sample Preparation

Alignment o f nematic n-cyanobiphenyls with a homeotropic structure provided a global
cylindrically symmetric host structure for the fluorescence probe. Homeotropically
aligned cells were prepared using the following procedure. Initially, to ensure both
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surfaces of each slide was clear; the two glass microscope cover slips were cleaned with
spectroscopic grade methanol, bathed in deionised water and dried at 50°C. A solution
of the surfactant polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was then used to spin coat the cover slips (at a
spin rate of c.a. 3000 rpm). The surfactant solution was prepared by heating at 60°C a
mixture of 0.25g of PVA in 100ml of deionised water with of 25ml of methanol.

PVA surfactant was aligned by rubbing the coated surface of the cover slips (in one
direction). The sample cell was then formed (see Figure 4.5) by aligned the two
surfaces, separated by two 100pm mylar strips (Goodfellow Ltd.). The 100pm path
length was chosen as it falls within the 300pm range over which homeotropic alignment
persists [10]. This arrangement ensured a strong fluorescence emission under weak
excitation conditions (less than Ip W) for a sample concentration of c.a. 10'"^ M.
lOOpjn m y la r sp ac e rs

ru b b e d su rfa ctan t
Figure 4.5 Expanded view of a homeotropically aligned cell. The rubbing direction of the PVA
coating on the inside of the cell walls surfaces defined the director n .

The Mylar spacers were glued onto the cell surfaces by using ultra-violet (UV) curing
adhesive (Norland). The dye-doped liquid crystal mixture (in this case o f c.a. 5xlO '^M
concentration) was inserted into the cell with a hypodermic syringe and prepared by
sonication. Finally, the cell ends were sealed using the UV optical adhesive.

4.2.3.2 Optical Alignment: Instrumental Response Function

Every element of the optical set up was carefully aligned by back reflecting the laser
beam along its path to prevent the detection of undesired reflections and other artefacts.
This process began with the alignment of the MCP, which was positioned using the
laser beam attenuated by neutral density wheels. The excitation polarizer was then
inserted in the optical path and the analyser adjusted by crossing both elements to
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achieve complete extinction of light. The focusing lens and collection lenses were
aligned using the laser beam and back reflections checked using of a scattering sample
(an unaligned liquid crystal in a sample cell was normally used).

Following the alignment procedure, an instrument response function (IRF) was recorded
for the setup as shown in Figure 4.2 (section 4.2.1). The instrumental response function
was recorded for a excitation wavelength o f 575nm.

A neutral density filter (Schott NG9) was used to reduce the light intensity in the
detector. Unwanted reflection and artefact were highlighted using logarithmic plots. IRF
with FWHM greater than 1OOps were disregarded and optical alignment was repeated to
achieve the value required.

Calibration of the system was achieved by measuring the instrument response pulse and
gave rise to a second IRF peak by introducing a known delay (8ns). A typical
calibration is shown in Figure 4.6.

55000

44000

33000

8 ns
1 Channel = 5.3 p icosecon ds

e
s

Ô

22000

11000

100

200

300

400

Channels
Figure 4.6: Calibration of the detection electronics. The correspondence of one channel in time
units is measured by counting the channels between the two peaks of the primary IRF and 8ns
delayed IRF

4.2.3.3 G -Factor

After a satisfactory calibration had been obtained, it was necessary to ensure that no
polarisation bias existed between the optical components. In conventional fluorescence
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experiments using isotropic samples, any bias for either V or H polarisations, that is, the
instrumental g factor is corrected for by tail matching the two decays [7] as the final
anisotropy tends to zero. However, in an aligned medium this is no longer the case and
it is essential that there is no polarisation bias in Iv and Ih decays. In the 180° detection
geometry, the excitation o f an isotropic sample, with an excitation polarisation angle of
P=45°, should yield equivalent Iv and Ih decays at all times. This procedure was
followed with minor adjustments to the detection optics where necessary in order to
achieve this condition. Typical results for an unbiased set up (g = 1) are shown in Figure
4.7.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Superposition of Iv(t) and Init) decays observed with P=45" for an isotropic sample
of rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol (5 x 10 '* M) for an optical setup with a g-factor of unity. The
plot is presented in a semi-logarithm scale, (b) The equivalence of the two decays gives rise to a
constant zero valued anisotropy.

4.2.4 Fluorescence Intensities and Fluorescence Anisotropy

After preliminary conditions in sections 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3 were established the sample
was set in using a precision XYZ stage position controller. Rhodamine 6G, rhodamine
B, oxazine 1 and oxazine 4 dye molecules were set as probes in 6CB and 7CB. A small
variation in the nematic-isotropic transition temperature occurs when probe molecules
were added to the nCB liquid crystals (Table 4.1). The molecular structures o f the four
dyes, including the transition dipole moment directions, are described in Chapter 2.
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T n . ( ”C )

Pure

Oxazine 4

Rhodamine 6G

Rhodamine B

Oxazine 1

5CB

35.3

32.1

35.5

3 4 .9

3 2.5

6CB

30.1

2 9.2

29.1.

28 9

29.1

7CB

428

4 2 .6

4 2 .7

4 2 .6

4 3 .0

Table 4.1: Variation of the nematic-isotropic phase transition temperatures (Tm) for 5,6 and 7
cyanobiphenyls when dye molecules are added.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Anisotropy decays measured for rhodamine 6G in 4-hexyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl (6CB)
by varying the excitation polarisation angle (p=0”, 90“ and 54.7“ (magic angle)) at a fixed
temperature of 25.0±0.1“C. Solid lines represent fitting functions for p=0“, 90“. (b) Fluorescence
emission intensities measured for rhodamine 6G in 4-hexyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl at excitation
polarisation angles 0“, 54.7“ and 90“. These curves were used to generate the fluorescence
anisotropy graphs in figure (a)

The temperature was maintained and monitored over the nematic range o f both liquid
crystals using a precision temperature controlled oven (±0.1 °C, Mettler FP 82 Hot
stage). Vertical (Iz) and parallel (1%) intensities for the excitation polarisation angles
p=0°, 54.7° and 90° were recorded over this temperature range by gradually increasing
the temperature in smaller steps in the vicinity of T ni o f each liquid crystal.
Construction o f the R(t,P) decays from Iv and I h measurements (see equation (2.17))
was carried out using a MicroCal Origin graphic software package. Typical results for
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rhodamine 6G in 6CB at T=25°C is shown in Figure 4.8, as an example o f fluorescence
intensities and their associated anisotropy measurements.

4.3 Three Pulses Experiment

4.3.1 Experimental Realisation

The optical layout of the three beam photoselection apparatus is shown in Figure 4.9.
nw
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Laser Pulse (7ps. 3.8 M H z )
BSt
ND3

HW3
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M5
lOcin

ND I
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P2

D etection
System

M2

lOcin

ND 2
M4

10cm I'ranslation
.Stage ( 0.67 tis)

Figure 4.9: Experimental arrangement for three beam photoselection. The output of the cavity
dumped dye laser is sent through a halfwave plate and polarising beamsplitter combination (HWl
and B Sl) to provide vertical and horizontally polarised pulse transmission. The vertically (Z)
polarised beam is directed towards the sample using mirrors M l and M2 (polarisation is
maintained via P2). The horizontally polarised beam is split by a second halfwave plate and
polarising beamsplitter combination (HW2 and BS2) to provide two separate pulse trains whose
horizontal polarisation are controlled by HW3 plus PI and P3, respectively. The relative intensities
of the three beams are controlled by the neutral densitiy wheels ND1-ND3. Horizontal beam
positioning is achieved via mirrors M3-M5. The temporal overlap of the beam is controlled by
translation stage mounted retroreflectors R1 and R2.

The dye doped liquid crystal cell was placed in contact with the coupling prism using
index matching fluid (n=1.45, Cargille Laboratories). Fluorescence collection and
polarisation analysis was undertaken collinearly to the central Z-polarised excitation
pulse as described in Chapter 3. In order to obtain horizontally polarised photoselection
with retention o f cylindrical symmetry propagation angles of ô=± 45° to the central
excitation-detection axis. A direct determination o f 5 required the measurement of the
external propagation and prism angles together with the refractive indices o f the sample
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and the cell window [11]. This process is generally complicated as the refractive indices
of the cyanobiphenyl are altered by the addition o f the dye. As will be described later it
is now possible to measure the correction factor k from two fluorescence lifetime
measurements; however this does not yield individual values o f Uq and n^. In principle
the value of ô can be inferred from the initial anisotropy R h (0, 5),

k-\

1-

a

+ ( 2 t + l)

--c o s(2 ^ ) 1-

a

10
iS

R„{Q,Ô) =
k +2

1-

(4.2)

a

a

+ 2{k-\)

5
+ -c o s(2 ^ ) 1-

10

W J VF

35

< )-

iS

R h(0,0) measurements were performed on rhodamine B doped 5CB [12]. Values of ô
were determined from the prism and external incidence angles together with the
refractive index data for the sample (corrected) and optical components. Results of these
measurements are shown in Figure 4.10 and were seen to be in good agreement with the
theoretical predictions of equation (4.2).
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Figure 4.10: Variation in the initial probe anisotropy with angle of incidence Ô.

for

rhodamine B in 5CB measured for different values (0= 45°, 31°, 28°, 20°, 11°, 8°, -14°) is compared
with the theoretical curve calculated from equation (4.2) using the values calculated by D.
Armoogum and co-workers [13]:
= -0.0006 ,
=-0.5933 » k=1.132, À=0.917. The
experimental value for

^0,<J = 45") = 0.005
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For measurements of oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 doped 5CB, the external angle of
incidence was adjusted gradually and R h(0) measured for each setting. The initial
anisotropies were seen to follow the behaviour by equation (4.2) and passed through the
value predicted for R h(0,ô=±45°). At this point, the external propagation angle was
readjusted to yield this value. The same procedure was then adopted for the second
horizontally polarised beam. The three beams were then overlapped temporally and
spatially in the sample. To ensure that cylindrical symmetry was retained in the overall
photoselection process, the three pulses should not add together coherently (i.e. exact
temporal overlap). The relative delays o f the three beams were adjusted to within 1
channel (±53ps) by measuring the individual fluorescence signals. Measurement of the
single beam powers were made using a sensitive laser power meter (Anritsu ML9002A). To obtain the require intensity ratio B(I) the power was adjusted using the
neutral density wheels NDl to ND3 (Figure 4.9). Typical single beam powers delivered
to the sample were of the order of 0.5-1.30 pW. Fluorescence anisotropy decays were
then recorded for values of B(I) from 1 to -0.5 using standard TCSPC methods (see
section 4.2)

4.3.2 T hree Beam Results
The three beam fluorescence anisotropy decays for oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 in 5CB,
together with the corresponding p=0°and p=90° single beam signals, are shown in
Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Three beam anisotropy decays, (a) Oxazine 4 in 5CB three pulse decays (A to E) plus
single beam p=90° anisotropy decay (curve F). (b) Same for oxazine 1 in 5CB (curves A to F) and a
p=90° anisotropy fluorescence curve (curve G).
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It was apparent that the tuning range o f the initial anisotropy is smaller than that
obtained for single beam photoselection. The dependence o f R h(0) on the ground state
probe order is given by equation (4.2) evaluated for 5=45°. A comparison between the
predicted and the measured initial anisotropy for oxazine 1 and oxazine 4 are shown in
Table 4.2. There was close agreement between the predicted and the measured values o f
the tuning range for both molecules.
Oxazine 4
(ag) = 0 .3 9 5

Oxazine 1

B(I)

^predicted

^observed

1

0.42

0.42±0.01

Bpredicted

Bobserved

1

0.456

0.448±0.08

-0.5

0.093

0.121±0.01

{ < ) =-0.375

(aS) = -0.224
k=1.125
À =0.861

{ < ) . 0.264

B(I)

-0.5

0.33

0.32±0.01

k=1.128
A=0.881

Table 4.2: Predicted and calculated initial anisotropy values for oxazine dyes in 5CB at 25*’C.

For a cylindrically symmetric array the fluorescence anisotropy will take the form [14]:
k-1
R(t) =

Â

( 2 k + 1)

^f^[{(«2o(0)) - (a2o(ss))}exp(-t/T2o) + (a^(ss))]
(4.3)

+ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ { ( « 2" (0)) - (« 2o(ss))} exp(-t/T 2o) + («20 (ss))]

Nonlinear least square fits o f (4.3) to the three beam anisotropy decays yielded the
values o f T20 for oxazine 1 and oxazine 4 that are shown in Table 4.3. T20 remained
constant (12 ns for oxazine 4 and 9.8 ns for oxazine 1) within experimental error. For
B(I)=-0.5 the initial excited state alignment is below that for the steady state. The
equivalence o f the decay times determined with these initial conditions to those
obtained for p=0° (B(I)=1) is a clear indication that, irrespective o f the initial alignment,
the relaxation dynamics remain linear and the fast transient observed in the anisotropy
decays for p=90° (see figure 4.11 (a) decay F, and 4.11 (b) decay G) does not arise from
cylindrically symmetric alignment decay. This latter point is highlighted if the B(l)=-0.5
anisotropy decays are compared to single beam fluorescence anisotropies with the same
initial anisotropy. For oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 these corresponded to excitation
polarisation angles o f P=59° and P=63°, respectively. For these angles, the initial
excited state alignment contains both cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric degrees
o f probe alignment. The faster alignment relaxation corresponding to (|) diffusion is
clearly visible as can be seen from Figure 4.12.
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Oxazine 4

Oxazine 1

C u rv e lab el

B(I)

X2o(ns)

C u r v e lab el

B(I)

T2o (ns)

A
B
C
D

-0 .5 0 0

11.903:0.3

-0.500

9.753:0.05

0 .0 9 6

12.0± 0.5

-0 .3 5 0

9.743:0.08

0 .4 7 7

12.53=0.2

-0 .2 2 0

9.843:0.10

0 .7 3 8

12.2 0 ± 0 .9

A
B
C
D
E

0.050

9.263:0.14

0 .3 0 0

9.473=0.16

E
F

S in g le pulse,
S in g le pulse,

P=0";t2o=12.06±1.15
P=90”:i22=4.04±0.01

F
G

T2o=9.87±0.10
pulse, P=90° : 122=3.453:0.01

S in g le pulse, P=0°:
S in g le

Table 4.3:. Anisotropy decays for oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 in 5CB yield approximately the same
corrected single exponential reorentational times that straight through beam (curves E and F for
oxazine 4 and F and G for oxazine 1)
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between the relaxation dynamics of the cylindrically symmetric and
asymmetric aligned oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 probe distribution in the nematic phase of 5CB. Using
two horizontally polarised excitation pulses an initial cylindrically symmetric alignment below that
of the steady state distribution is created. An equivalent initial anisotropy can be generated with a
single linearly polarised photoselection pulse at a specific P to the nematic director (P=59“ for
oxazine 4 and P=63” for oxazine 1). This distribution contains different quantities of both
cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric degrees of excited state alignment and is thus subject to
both 0 and (j) diffusion with respect to the nematic director. In both probes, the array with
cylindrical symmetry shows the fastest relaxation to the steady state anisotropy (Rss)-

4.4 Single Beam Photoselection Experiments

4.4.1 Intensity and Anisotropy Measurements and Analysis

The determination of ground and excited state order parameters together with
fluorescence and rotational lifetimes in a highly ordered medium might at first appear
intractable. To begin with, the fluorescence observables (Iv(t) and lH(t)) are perturbed
by the birefringence of the host (differential reflection losses) together with local field
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and depolarisation effects. Knowledge o f the k and À parameters (see Chapter 3, section
3.4.3) is essential for the accurate interpretation o f experimental data. Furthermore the
relationship between the fluorescence intensities, the parameters characterising probe
order and motion, together with the angular (P) dependence o f the photoselection
process in determining the fluorescence anisotropy is potentially complex (e.g. see
equation 3.46).

In previous studies o f probe dynamics in 5CB [1], extensive refractive index data on the
nematic host was available. This allowed (with a temperature correction to account for
the change in phase transition temperature Tni in the presence o f the probe) a reasonable
estimate o f k to be made throughout the nematic temperature range. In this work the
extension o f fluorescent probe studies to the higher cyanobiphenyls is complicated by
the lack o f extensive temperature and refractive index. Conventional refractive index
measurement techniques (Abbe refractrometry [15] or phase plate spectrometry [16]) are
not easily applicable to the experimental set up. It was therefore necessary to develop a
new methodology for the analysis o f experimental data from these systems. As will be
seen, it is possible to obtain, using a combination o f three excitation polarisation angles
(p= 0°, 54.7° and 90°) and the measurement o f both anisotropy and fluorescence
intensity decays, a wholly unambiguous determination o f all experimental (probe) and
environmental (host) parameters. The procedure adopted can be broken down into four
steps.

Stepl
The first step is the determination o f the depolarisation factor A; this is unchanged from
previous work.

Step 2
The second step is to determine the fluorescence lifetime. In a cylindrically symmetric
medium, measurement o f the total fluorescence intensity

Iz +

2I x yields a fluorescence

signal that contains solely population terms [17,18]. However, in the presence o f sample
birefringence and local field effects the total intensity for Z polarised excitation (P= 0°)
is given by
k+2

I 2 + l l x i P = 0") = ^ e x p (-f/r^ ) ~ ^ +

2(A: —l)
^^
(ccZ

=

(4.4)
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where ^ is a proportionality constant. In the nematic phase o f liquid crystals k>l and the
normally vanishing alignment term in equation (4.4) will make a small contribution to
the signal. The detailed time dependence o f equation (4.4) is given by

/,+ 2 /^ (/? = 0”) = ^ e x p (w /r,)

sW exp(-f/ry)

k+2

2{k-\)

Â

Vs

^ 2

[ ( < ( 0 ) ) - (« 2“ (M))]exp(-f/r2o)
(al{ss))

(4.5)

, 2(k-\)

Â

In the nematic phase of the cyanobiphenyls, the maximum value o f k is between 1.15
and 1.3. It has been shown that in these circumstances neglect o f k (i.e. the assumption
that k= l) leads to errors in T20 and Rss of c.a. 10% and 25% respectively. The ‘raw’
R(t,P) data are not grossly distorted from their true form. With reference to Figure 4.13
which shows a series of R(t,p) decays for rhodamine 6G in 5CB obtained in a previous
study [1], R(t,p=0°) shows a small change in anisotropy (c.a. 5%) over a 20 ns time
period corresponding to an apparent value for T20 of approximately 15ns. This is around
a factor of four greater than the fluorescence lifetime (c.a. 3.7ns). Such behaviour is
common to all of the oxazine and rhodamine fluorescent probes used in the studies of 5, 6- and 7CB. To a first approximation, the total intensity decay should therefore
resemble a single exponential with a decay time close to the true value of i f . As will be
seen, a more detailed fit to the total intensity can be used to determine the second pre
exponential factor in equation (4.5) and (given À), permit the determination of k.

Rhodamine 6G in 5CB @ T=25.0” C

R, =0.23
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Time ( n s )
Figure 4.13; R(t,P) decays for p=0“, 35.3”, 45”, 54.7” and 90” for Rhodamine 6G in 5CB at 25.0”C.
This dye probe shows orientational relaxation to an aligned steady state with a cylindrically
symmetric alignment ( a “ ( s s )) /V 5 =
= (P ,) = 0.23
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The fluorescence signal that most closely resembles the total population decay is given
by the Z-polarised component of the fluorescence emission following excitation at
P=54.7°. In these circumstances the fluorescence intensity is given by

= 54.7°) = .4'exp((/r,.)l i +

= 54.7°))

(4.6)

where ^ 'is a constant of proportionality. With an excitation polarisation angle of 54.7°
(given a cylindrically symmetric ground state) the initial excited state cylindrically
symmetric alignment is equal to that o f the equilibrium alignment in the ground state
[17]. From equation (3.23) the fluorescence intensity is thus

( ^ = 54.7°) = .4'exp(;/r, ) 1

(O)) " (« 2“ (“ ))} e x p (-//r 2„) + ( a “ (sj)))

(4.7)

Provided that the ground and excited state degrees o f equilibrium alignment are close or
equal then the time dependence of equation (4.7) will be dominated by the population
decay. In the dye doped liquid crystals studied to date the differences in ground and
excited state alignment are small. The ground state alignment can be determined from
values of the initial anisotropy obtained for (3 = 0° and 90°, similarly the steady state
anisotropy (taken as the average of the values obtained for p= 0° and 90° or
equivalently the value for p= 54.7°) yields ^or2^(ss)yV 5 . These measurements however
require explicit knowledge of k.
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Figure 4.14: Plot

= (a" (ss)}/V 5 and

= (a%(ss))/VF with respect to k parameter variation

calculated theoretically using equations (3.46)-(3.48) for the initial values of the anisotropies
measured for a initial excitation angle ((3) values of 0° and 90“ of rhodamine 6G in 5CB at 25“C.
Values of both parameters are almost constant with a difference of 2.5%.
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The variation in (^all(ss)yyfs and ^<7 ^ ( 5 5 ) ) / VF (obtained from fluorescence anisotropy
measurements of rhodamine 6G in 5CB) with choice o f k are shown in Figure (4.14). A
small but constant difference of c.a. 2.5% between the ground and excited state
equilibrium degrees of alignment (indicating a small reorientation o f c.a. 1° away from
the nematic director) can be seen.

With a small and slowly varying alignment change, equation (4.7) should closely
resemble a single exponential decay with a lifetime close to the true value of if. As will
be seen this measurement is also of considerable use in providing an alternative
determination of the cylindrically asymmetric alignment relaxation time (T22 ) through
the ratio Ix/Iz (P=54.7°).
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fittin g s.
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Analysis o f the orientational dynamics in terms o f a tensor expansion of the distribution
function, as used in this work, is based on the separation of population and orientational
variables. This approach is invalid if the excited state lifetime were dependent on
molecular orientation. Analysis of the Iz+2Ix (P=0°) and Iz (P=54.7°) nematic phase
intensity decays for the oxazine and rhodamine probes yielded values of if that were
identical to within experimental error. The invariance o f if with photoselection angle is
a strong indication that population and orientation dynamics are independent and can be
treated separately. Measurements of Xf across the nematic temperature range are shown
in Figure 4.15. A slight temperature variation is seen for rhodamine 6G in 5CB (c.a. 3.63.4ns) and oxazine 1 in 5-,6- and 7CB (c.a. 3.6-2.8ns).

The variation of Xf with the Rss (equilibrium excited state alignment) for these dye
probes is shown in Figure 4.16. For rhodamine 6G Xf is invariant, whilst for oxazine 1 a
slight decrease in Xf is seen with respect to decreasing Rss (c.a.0.2 ns versus ARss=0.1).
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Figure 4.16: Variation of the fluorescence lifetime with the Rss order parameter for (a) rhodamine
6G in 5CB and (b) oxazine 1 in 5CB. Rhodamine 6G shows an almost constant behaviour of if over
the range of Rss, whereas a small variation (c.a. 0.2ns) is detected in the dependence of the
population relaxation time for oxazine 1 in ARss= 0.1

Step 3
Having obtained an accurate value for Xf the Iz+2Ix (P=0°) decays were fitted to a
double exponential as in equation (4.5) with Xf allowed to float between the error limits
obtained for the Iv(P=54.7°) measurement. This yielded a value for the second pre
exponential factor in equation (4.5) from which (given A) k can be determined. In
addition, an initial estimate of X20 is obtained. The variation in k with the reduced
temperature (T-T^i) for the oxazine and rhodamine dye probes in 5, 6 and 7-
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cyanobiphenyl are plotted in Figure 4.17 together with those for the pure host. The latter
are calculated and available from published data (Appendix IV)
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Analysis of the initial fluorescence anisotropies for p=0° and P=90° yields, with the
input of k and À, the values of the ground state order parameters. With this information
it is now possible to analyse the p=0° excited fluorescence anisotropy to determine an
accurate value for T2 0 .

(l4-2a)(^_^^-p(2k-Pl)

"2

( U)

36 ■

_ 5 i 7 r 3 5 \

- Rss 1 exp ( - t/r 2o) -

Rgs
(4.8)

R(t,y9 = 0->) =

0

+

2 a )M

+

2 (k -l)J |
.5

[ij

36 ■
a + — b - Rss 1 exp ( - 1/

35

) - Rss

where a = (a |j)/V 5 h (p f ) , b = ( < ) / 3 = (P f ) and R ,, = (a"(ss))/V 5 ^ ( P f ) ■A nonlinear least squares fit to the R(t,p=0°) data to equation (4.8) yields T20 and Rss-
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Step 4
The final step is to determine the cylindrically asymmetric relaxation time T2 2 . With an
excitation polarisation o f p=90°, the cylindrical asymmetry o f the excitation process is
maximised and it is clear firom the uncorrected anisotropy data (see Figure 4.13) that
there is a significantly faster alignment relaxation process than for cylindrically
symmetric excitation (p=0°). In previous studies [1] a nonlinear least squares fit to the
data o f the form:

1 5a
5 7

18b
- Rgg le x p (-t/T20 ) + R ss
35

1 ■ 10a
5
7

3b'
exp(-t/r22)
7
R(t,/? = 90°) =
1 5a 18b'
( l _ 2 a ) M + 2 ( k - l)[{
i^ss
. 5"^ 7 35 .
2
10a
+ - 15

3b

(4.9)

1

(

1/^20 )

F-ss

exp(-t/T22)

was performed with the previously determined parameters (k, À, T2 0 , a and b) inputted
and allowed to vary between their previously determined error limits. In this work it
was realised that, with an excitation polarisation angle o f p=54.7° and a small degree of
excited state reorientation, the cylindrically symmetric alignment dynamics were
effectively suppressed in both Iv(t) and In(t), which to a good approximation are given
by
I,{ P = 54.71 = r e x p ( - / / r ^ ) | I + 2 ( « « {ss))
7;,(>^ = 54.71 = r e x p ( - / / r ^ ) A

(0)) + (^ 2-2 (0))} exp(-//T 22 )

(4.10)
(4.11)

The ratio o f the two intensities contains solely the asymmetric alignment dynamics.

J +

{ (^ 5 ( 0 )) + («2^2 (0))} eXp(-f/T22)

(yg = 54 .7 1 = C"
i + 2A

(4.12)

_
Vs

A plot o f the intensity ratio obtained for rhodamine 6G in 5CB is shown in Figure 4.18
(a). The signal yields an apparent single exponential decay with a rotational relaxation
time that is in close agreement to that obtained by a fit to the R(t,p=90°) data. With this
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approach it is possible to obtain an independent measurement o f T22 without a prior
knowledge o f T20 and k. A good agreement between the values of T22 obtained by the
two approaches was observed. An example o f the process showing the parameters
obtained at each step is shown in Figure 4.18 (b).
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Figure 4.18: During Step 1 the value of À was calculated to be 0.905. In Step 2 the fluorescence
lifetime for this temperature (25" C) was measured using a single exponential fit to Iz(P=54.7°)
yielding 3.629±0.005ns. Allowing this value to vary in the error interval and using equation (4.5)
(Step 3) the value of k=1.131±0.002 and an estimation of T2o=14.16±1.35ns were obtained. This last
value is only 10% lower than that calculated in graph (b) for P=0° anisotropy decay using equation
4.8 (x2o=15.26±1.85ns). Step 4 uses the ratio of 1%and
measured at an excitation polarisation
angle of P=54.7" a temperature of 25"C in a rhodamine 6G in 5CB sample (a) to calculate with a
single exponential fitting function (equation (4.12)) the relaxation time value of 6.43±0.53ns. In plot
(b) the anisotropy decay data corresponding to P=90° is fitted to equation 4.9 (P=90°) giving
X22=6.14±0.16ns.

4.4.2 Single Photon Results

Fluorescence intensity and anisotropy decay measurements at excitation polarisation
angles o f P=0°, 54.7°and 90° relative to the nematic director (as described above) were
performed for rhodamine and oxazine doped nematically aligned samples o f 6 and 7
cyanobiphenyl across their nematic temperature ranges. Analysis o f this data together
with a re-analysis of that obtained in a previous study o f oxazine and rhodamine doped
5CB (undertaken by Dr. Bryant [1]) was performed as outlined above. This permitted
(for the first time) the independent detennination of T20 and T22 , the measurement of
nematic correction factor k, and consequently a more accurate determination of the
ground and excited state equilibrium (steady state) order parameters.
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In all of the dye-liquid crystal samples there is a net alignment o f the long axis of the
dye molecule in the direction of the nematic director (

/V s »

(ss))/Vs c.a.

0.4-0.2). However the peak of the distribution function was found to be close to the
average angle between the alkyl tails of the biphenyl and the nematic director
(^or^o(ss)^ negative). It is clear that the dye molecules are highly ordered within the
nematic host. This conclusion is bom out by the marked departure from isotropic
orientational dynamics (%20 >T22 ). The variation in both steady state order and
orientational dynamics across the nematic temperature range will be discussed in detail
below.

4.4.2.1 Nematic O rd e r of Oxazine Probes

Measurements of oxazine I and oxazine 4 initial fluorescence anisotropies for excitation
polarisation angles of p=0° and 90°, together with a determination o f the nematic
correction factor k and the depolarisation factor À yielded values o f the K=2 and K=4
moments of the ground state probe distribution functions in 5 ,6 and 7 cyanobiphenyl.
The (reduced) temperature variation in these moments is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Second and fourth order parameters ((afô)/V5 = (p^) ^"4 {a%) = 3{p^) associated to
oxazine 4 (a) and oxazine 1 (b) in the cyanobiphenyls studied. 5CB order parameters were inferred
from previous measurement [1] but using the correction factors (k and À) calculated in this work.
Transition temperature (Tni) was determined by the abrupt increase in laser scattering due to the
loss of order in the system and lately it was verified by the excitation at (3=45°, from which R(t,45°)
is zero for all times as expected from an isotropic sample.
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Both dyes are characterised by positive values for ^a|^(ss)yV5 and a correspondingly
negative value for^o:|o(ss)^, for a given probe at temperatures up to c.a. 2°C from T ni
these values do not show any great variation with nematic host. It is clear that oxazine 4
is more highly ordered with a degree of alignment approximately twice that for oxazine
1. The negative value for /(%^(ss)^ indicates that the molecular alignment is not
maximised in a direction parallel to the nematic director as would have been indicated
by the value of ^«|o(ss)^ alone. The corresponding temperature variation for the K=2
and K=4 order

/ Vs parameters of the pure nematic hosts are shown for

comparison in Figure 4.20

0.8

0.6

0.0

-0.2

-16

-1 2

-8

Figure 4.20: <?%> and <? 4 > represented as a function of temperature from polarised Raman
scattering on 5CB (closed circles), 6CB (open circles), 7CB (+), 8CB (x) and 9CB (open triangles)
119].

The ^or^g(ss)yV5 for both dyes is almost constant with temperature but shows a slight
decrease until c.a. 1°C from the nematic-isotropic phase transition temperature followed
by a rapid collapse to zero (isotropic) at Tni- This behaviour is mirrored in K=2 for the
nematic host. The K=4 ground state moments show a similar collapse in the vicinity of
Tni. However, for oxazine 4 in each of the cyanobiphenyls outside this region there is a
notable increase in the negative value of (^aH{ssf) with increasing temperature, whilst
for oxazine 1 ^«^"(ss)^ shows no notable temperature dependence. A clearer picture of
the environment o f the probe molecules in the nematic host can be obtained if the full
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orientational distribution function is known. For a cylindrically symmetric medium this
is given by
1 + Æ ^ ( a f (ss))Y„„{0,<f:)

(4.13)

K)0

Input of the experimentally determined values o f ^«|^(ss))and (o'^^(ss))into (4.13) yields
a partial distribution function; typical plots for oxazine 1 and oxazine 4 in 6CB at 25°C
are shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Orientational distribution function of oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 in 6CB at 25.0°C using
and
moments obtained from R(0,P) measurements. For oxazine 4 it is clear that for 0>75"
the probability becomes negative indicating the presence of higher order terms (K>4) in P(0) . In
the case of oxazine 1, P(9) goes into negative values for 0<11“ and 0>8O°.

It is clear that both distribution functions are unphysical in that there are regions of
negative probability, indicating that higher moments (i.e. K>4) are present. The direct
determination of higher moments in the ground state distribution function is not
possible using single photon excitation [4] and require a higher order molecule radiation
interaction (measurements of probe order and motion using two photon excitation are
described in Chapter 5). It is however possible to make physically reasonable estimates
for the ‘missing’ moments in equation (4.13) by the method o f Shen and co-workers
[20]. With the sole constraint that the distribution retains a single maximum between 0°
and 90° trial values for the higher (K=6, 8, 10 and 12) moments are added sequentially
(in decreasing magnitude) such that P®® (0,(j))>O. The resulting distribution functions for
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the data presented in Figure 4.21 are shown in Figure 4.22. Both distributions
approximate well to Gaussian functions with peak angles of

(0 m a x )

33.80° and 45.25°

and full width half maxima (FWHM) of 28.99° and 30.83° degrees respectively.
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Figure 4,22: P(0). (a) for oxazine 4 in 7CB at 42.5‘*C and (b) for oxazine 1 in 7CB at 42.5”C.
Inclusion of higher order moments raises P(0) to non-negative values for all angles, giving the
probability distribution function its actual physical meaning.

Variation in the peak angle

(0 m a x )

of the ground state distribution functions of oxazine

1 and oxazine 4 across the nematic temperature range o f 5, 6 and 7 cyanobiphenyl are
shown in Figure 4.23. For oxazine 4, 0max is found to vary between 31.5° and 40°
across the nematic temperature range o f the three cyanobiphenyls, the values and
variation in

0m ax

with reduced temperature are closely reproduced in each o f the

nematic hosts. There is an approximately linear increase with temperature (c.a. 0.3°/°C)
up to c.a. 1-2 °C of T n i. At this point there is then a sharp increase in

0m ax

o f 4-6° before

the system becomes globally isotropic. The distribution functions for oxazine 1 are
peaked at larger angles (c.a. 8°-12°) than for those for oxazine 4 at equivalent reduced
temperatures. In addition, there is a marked trend in

0m ax

with nematic host, the peak of

the distribution function correlating inversely with alkyl tail length. The variation in
0MAX with temperature remains approximately linear (0.13°-0.75°/°C).
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Figure 4.23: Representation of 8max as a function of the reduced temperature for (a) oxazine 4 and
(b) oxazine 1. Variation of 6max for oxazine 4 follows an almost linear increase in the vicinity of the
phase transition temperature interval of c.a. 6”. In the case of oxazine 1, orientational distribution
functions have their peaks moved towards larger angles between 8 and 12", but linearity is
preserved close to the phase transition

In the nematic phase, the cyanobiphenyl molecules are ordered in an anti-parallel
fashion; the cyano groups aligning parallel to the nematic director with the alkyl groups
making an angle

(0 alkyl)

of c.a. 38" to n [21, 22]. The structure consists o f a repeated

series of anti-parallel nCB pairs aligned parallel to n but isotropically distributed in the
XY plane (this arrangement is shown in Figure 4.24). Removal o f an nCB pair would
result in a vacancy with a volume approximately 6-7 times that o f oxazine 1 and
oxazine 4 (see Table 4.4) and whose long axis is directed along

5CB (x2)
6CB (x2)
7CB (x2)

Volume (Â^)
1203
1331
1455

p=a/b
3.41
3.92
4.43

Oxazine 1
Oxazine 4

268
313

3.75
3.37

Ga l k y l -

Table 4.4: Volumes of the pairs of n-cyanobiphenyl molecules and the oxazine 1 and oxazine 4 dye
probes calculated using Van de Walls increments. Approaching each of the liquid crystals and the
dye molecules by an ellipsoid, p is the ratio between the longer axis (a) and the shorter axis
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Figure 4.24: Illustration of the “pocket” between the alkyl tails formed by the elimination of one
7CB dimer in which oxazine 4 is positioned (supposing the dye probe can be interpreted as an
ellipsoid).

The distribution functions obtained for both oxazines are consistent with their adoption
of sites of comparable symmetry and orientation within the nematic host. It is notable
that through the entire nematic temperature range oxazine 4 is oriented at an angle less
than

0ALKYL

whilst for oxazine

1 0 m a x > 0 a lk y l-
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Figure 4.25 Plots of the variation in the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the distribution
functions, (a) for oxazine 4 and (b) for oxazine 1
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The variation in the width o f the distribution functions with temperature is shown in
Figure 4.25. For oxazine 4

AG fw h m

shows a small (c.a. 2°) increase with temperature

across the nematic phase, with a distinct widening o f c.a. 1° in the region close to Tni.
In contrast, for oxazine

1 , AGfw h m

is seen to decrease with the magnitude o f the changes

showing a similar behaviour to those for oxazine 4. The temperature dependence o f
Gm a x

and

AG fw h m

for oxazine 4 more closely tracks the behaviour o f the pure nematic

hosts than oxazine 1. It is therefore reasonable to infer that the environment adopted by
oxazine 4 is close to that o f the pure liquid crystal. If the angular environment o f a dye
molecule is considered to be that o f a cone with width

AGfw h m ,

a model used widely in

the treatment o f molecular probe motion within biological macromolecules, [23,24], it is
possible to calculate the approximate volume o f the distribution. For oxazine 4 at

T -T

ni

= 7.1°C this gives rise to a volume o f 2G66Â^ approximately twice that o f an nCB pair.
It is thus clear that probe diffusion necessarily results in significant solvent
displacement and given the ordered nature o f the host the frictional forces governing G
and (|) diffusion in the laboratory frame will be anisotropic. These considerations are
discussed in detail in the next section.

4.4.2.2 Diffusion Dynamics of Oxazine Probes

The cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric orientational relaxation times T20 and T22
were determined for oxazine I and oxazine 4 using the procedures described above.
Assuming that the orientational dynamics are dominated by anisotropic friction, the
small G dependence present in T22 can be removed to yield a pure ^ diffusion time [17,
25].

The temperature variation in xe and x,|, in 5, 6 and 7CB for the two probes is shown in
Figure 4.26, their respective magnitudes and temperature dependence are marked with
similar differences observed in each nematic host. The most striking difference is that
for most o f the nematic temperature range, (|)-diffusion is temperature independent and
considerably faster than for G motion (xe/x,t>=^ for oxazine 4 in 5CB at 7° Cfrom

T

n i) .
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Figure 4.26: Orientational relaxation lifetimes for oxazine 4 (a) and oxazine 1 (b) in the nematic
phase of n-cyanobiphenyls (n=5,6,7). Data for 5CB is reanalysed from previous work in the group
[1], Both dyes show a decrease in Xe where x^ is approximately temperature independent, and
increases in the vicinity of Tni-

Moreover, in the approach to

T n i, T(|,.

(and

T22 )

are seen to increase. Conversely,

0

diffusion becomes faster with increasing temperature, in contrast to probe diffusion in
cyanobiphenyls that do not form mesophases (e.g. 3CB see chapter 2) this is highly
nonlinear. There is a gradual decrease in le over most of the nematic temperature range
with a sharp decrease in the vicinity (c.a.l-2°C) o f T ni. This behaviour appears to be
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characteristic o f probe 0 diffusion in nematic mesophases and has been observed in
systems other than the cyanobiphenyls. Probe diffusion has been modelled in terms o f
small step diffusion between sites with activation energy E r .

Tr = A exp

(4.14)

kg ( T - T )

where A is a constant o f proportionality, kg is Boltzmann’s constant and T* is the
Landau-de Gennes virtual nematic temperature [26] typically in the region o f \°-2°C
below Tni- Fits o f equation (4.14) to the Te data are shown in Figure 4.26. The values o f
Er

and T* obtained are presented in Table 4.5. From Figure 4.26 it is clear that the (|)

diffusion dynamics show an apparent anti Arrhenius dependence. Fits to (4.14) correlate
with the T,j, data yielding negative values for

Er

and a value o f T* closer to Tni. Possible

causes o f the anomalous ^ diffusion will be discussed in detail later.

Oxazine 4

Te

Oxazine 1

E r/Rb

T* (K)

ER/ke

T* (K)

5CB

1.87±0.61

306.66±0.70

3.6760.42

307.1863.23

6CB

1.10±0.24

303.53±0.35

2.2760.79

304.1560.72

7CB

2.13±0.50

318.02±0.67

4.8461.25

318.4361.99

5CB

0.23±0.21

305.23±1.49

0.1860.84

305.8262.27

6CB

0.27±0.32

302.79±2.70

0.2160.33

302.8061.99

7CB

0.26±0.39

316.47±2.81

0.1760.41

316.7162.08

Table 4.5: Results of the experimental data fittings to the function in equation 4.14. Te follow
Arrhenius behaviour with activation energies displayed, whereas ^ relaxation time followed a nonArrhenius behaviour, but shows similar ^energy well depths” for each dye in all the liquid crystals.

With reference to Table 4.5 it can be seen that in a given nematogen the

Er

value for

oxazine 1 is larger (approximately by a factor o f 2) than the corresponding value for
oxazine 4. This is consistent with the environment o f oxazine 4 being closer to that of
the nCB ‘sub units’ than that for oxazine 1 as indicated by the ground state orientational
distribution functions. The variation in
evidence o f an ‘odd-even’ pattern

Er

with increasing alkyl tail length shows

( E r 5C b > E r 6 c b < E r 7c b )

for both dyes. Similar

alternation in liquid crystal properties has been noted in experimental studies o f liquid
crystal diffusion dynamics [27, 28] and in the theoretical modelling o f association
energies [29]. In contrast the t<|, parameters (Table 4.5) are free o f these variations.
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It is clear from the results that across the nematic range o f 5,

6

and 7 cyanobiphenyl that

probe rotational dynamics are highly anisotropic T0 >T4,. The ordering o f the unequal 0
and ({) diffusion rates relative to the steady state probe alignment is consistent with
previous observations of probe motion in both liquid crystals and liquid jet alignment
(see Chapter 3, sections 3.2 and 3.3). At a given temperature, the cylindrically
symmetric alignment relaxation corresponds to a restricted

0

diffusion, i.e. decay to a

non-zero steady state value. For the cylindrically asymmetric alignment relaxation, the
angular averaging is unrestricted, i.e. a single exponential decay to an isotropic
(cylindrically symmetric) steady state.

In the light of these observations the temperature dependence o f

is perhaps counter

intuitive as the cylindrically asymmetric alignment relaxation appears to be unrestricted
as is the case in an isotropic fluid. Theoretical models of probe motion in a cylindrically
symmetric potential have been used to model orientational dynamics in the nematic
phase o f liquid crystals [30] in which the asymmetry in the alignment dynamics (1 2 0 ^X22 )
are related to the steady state order parameters o f the system. As with previous studies
of probe motion in 5CB [ 1 ] this approach is unable to account for the cylindrically
asymmetric relaxation times observed in the higher biphenyls. This is highlighted in
Figure 4.27 which shows the plots of the predicted values o f T22 obtained from the
measured values o f T20 and the probe order parameters together with the experimental
determined values.
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Figure 4.27: Predicted asymmetric orientational lifetimes for oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 in 6CB in
which the order parameters measured in this work used in conjunction with Dozov model. This
model predicts 1 2 2 ^X2 0 which is not observed in this work.
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It is clear that the differences in %2 o and T22 must arise from differences in the effective
friction (i.e. viscosity) experienced by 0 and ^ motions o f the probe. Both oxazine 4 and
(to a somewhat lesser degree) oxazine 1 are seen to correlate strongly with the order of
the liquid crystal host. Under these circumstances, the rotational diffusion o f the probe
should exhibit a similar asymmetry to that of the nematic host in which the bulk
viscosity is highly anisotropic

[31].

A slowing of the molecular spinning rate with

increasing temperature has been inferred from changes in Raman band shapes for the

[32].

nematic phase of pure OET

This behaviour was qualitatively attributed to a

breakdown in local cylindrical symmetry in the vicinity o f the nematic-isotropic phase
transition. The breakdown in cylindrical symmetry gaveing rise to so-called “biaxial
fluctuations” arising from the uncorrelated motion of different segments (tails) of
individual nematogens whose interference acts to hinder (j) diffusion. In the approach to
the phase transition, molecular alignment about the nematic director decreases giving
rise to a widening of the angular (0) distribution of the biphenyl cores. This would be
accompanied by a greater degree of entanglement of neighbouring alkyl tails and hence
an increase in r\\] (and consequently r*). Measurements o f translational self-diffusion in
5-, 8-CB and EBBA

[33] and

translational probe diffusion (methyl red) in 5CB

[34]

indicate a decrease in diffusion coefficients for translation parallel to the nematic
director with increasing temperature; an observation consistent with increased alkyl tail
entanglement.
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Figure 4.28: Rotational relaxation time associated with 0 and ([) diffusion (T@and
respectively) for
oxazine 4 in 7CB and pure 7CB [36] as a function of the reduced temperature Tni-T. The solid lines
represent fits to Arrhenius (0 dynamics) and anti-Arrhenius ((j) dynamics) plots. The fitting
parameters obtained for pure 7CB are Er=4.9O±0.96 and T ni-T *=1.81±0.50 in the case of Xq and
E r=-0.21±0.03 and T>n-T*=0.07±1.47 for x^. The values for the oxazine 4 in 7CB fitting parameters
are shown in Table 4.5.
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There have to date been few direct time domain studies o f orientational correlation
functions in pure liquid crystals. However, recent dielectric relaxation studies o f pure
nematic 7 and 8CB [35] show two rotational correlation times, which from the respective
scattering geometries employed correspond to the T20 and T22 rotational diffusion times
measured in polarised fluorescence experiments. Results for 7CB are reproduced in
Figure 4.28 together with the T20 and T22 data for oxazine 4 in 7CB.

The asymmetry in the 7CB 0 and (|) diffusion times is considerably more marked than
for those for oxazine 4; a ratio T20 to T22 o f 18:1 at c.a.l3°C from Tni compared to 4:1
for oxazine 4 in 7CB at the same reduced temperature. The cylindrically asymmetric
relaxation times for pure 7CB are close to those for oxazine 4 across most o f the
nematic temperature range. There is insufficient data to clearly indicate whether there is
a reduction in the 7CB diffusion time in the approach to Tni and information as to the
time resolution o f the dielectric relaxation technique is not available. Nonetheless, the ^
diffusion dynamics o f oxazine 4 appear to closely track those o f the host. In the case o f
0 diffusion the temperature dependence o f the relaxation times for 7CB and oxazine 4
are clearly similar (Er=4.90±0.96 and TNrT*=1.81±0.50 for Te and Er=-0.21±0.03 and
TNrT*=0.07±1.47 in the case o f T*), although for 7CB the diffusion times are
significantly larger (e.g. 45ns vs. 11ns at 25°C). hi the nematic phase, order is
maintained purely with respect to the nematic director; there is no positional ordering in
the XY plane perpendicular to n and correlation between the 7CB units is wholly along
n. Typical correlation lengths are o f the order o f 200Â [37]. This would have the effect
o f increasing the effective long axis about which 0 diffusion takes place relative to that
o f a well-ordered but uncorrelated probe molecule.

4.4.2.3 Nematic Orientational Dynamics of Rhodamine Probes

Rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B fluorescence intensities and anisotropy decays in 5, 6
and 7CB were analysed as outlined above yielding values o f k, À ( a f^ fs s ))/4 i (^(Pz))
and {a^^(ss A (=3 (p^) ) together with T20 and T2 2 . The variation in the ground state order
parameters for both dyes across the nematic temperature range is shown in Figure 4.29.
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associated with

rhodamine 6G (a) and rhodamine B (b) in the cyanobiphenyls studied.

Rhodamine 6G is seen to follow the behaviour observed for both oxazines, with degrees
of K=2 and K=4 alignment comparable to those of oxazine 1. For rhodamine B the
degree o f alignment is considerably lower: less than 10% across the entire nematic
temperature range. However, in the approach o f T ni there is an upturn in alignment a
feature unique to rhodamine B, the behaviour o f

is however consistent with

previous observations. The values of the K=2 and K=4 moments indicate the presence
of additional higher moments in the ground state distribution function.
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Figure 4.30: Ground state distribution functions for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B in 7CB at
28°C using the method of Durbin and Shen to estimate the ‘missing’ ground state moments.
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Orientational distribution functions for both probe molecules were constructed using the
procedures outlined above by which the ‘missing’ moments can be estimated. In both
probe molecules, Gaussian ground state distributions are obtained (see examples 7CB in
Figure 4.30)

Both distribution functions are well fit by Gaussian functions. As with oxazine 1 the
peak of the distribution functions for both probes are greater than
However

O m ax

O a lk y l,

at 51°.

for rhodamine B is significantly larger, as is its width (28.5°). It is clear

that rhodamine B is significantly less ordered within the nematic phase of the
cyanobiphenyls than both rhodamine 6G and the oxazines.
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Figure 4.31: Variation in 8max with temperature for (a) rhodamine 6G and (b) rhodamine B

Evidence that the environment of rhodamine B differs significantly from the other
probes is further demonstrated by the temperature dependence o f G m a x which in contrast
shifts towards the nematic director with increasing temperature, as can be seen from
Figure 4.31. As observed for oxazine I, the widths of both rhodamine distributions are
seen to narrow by c.a. 3° with increasing temperature.
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Figure 4.32: Orientational relaxation lifetimes for rhodamine 6G (a) and rhodamine B (b) in the
nematic phase of n-cyanobiphenyls (n=5, 6, 7). Rhodamine B is characterised by a similar
dependence for 0 and (j), that is, opposed to the temperature relationship of T* (approximately
temperature independent) of rhodamine 6G (and oxazine dyes).

The unique behaviour of rhodamine B is highlighted. Its orientational dynamics, xe and
diffusion times, of rhodamine 6G and rhodamine 13 in 5, 6 and 7CB are plotted as a
function of reduced temperature in Figure 4.32.

While Xe and

for rhodamine 6G display comparable temperature dependence to those

of oxazine 1 and oxazine 4, for rhodamine B both 0 and (|) diffusion rates become faster
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with increasing temperature. Assuming an Arrhenius mechanism, the temperature
dependence o f both diffusion times can be fitted to equation (4.14) yielding values for
Er

and

T n i-T *

which are shown in table 4.6.

Rhodamine 6G
Ë R /k e

Te

T ni -T*

Rhodamine B
(K)

E r /k g

T ni .T*

(K)

5CB

1.20±0.50

2.46Ü.34

2.33i0.87

6.8Ü2.40

6CB

1.023±0.62

1.87i0.35

2.05i0.64

3.77i2.51

7CB

3.76±1.04

2.53i0.81

5.29i0.86

3.18Ü.40

5CB

-0.28i0.94

1.27Ü.97

2.18i0.56

5.98i2.52

6CB

-0.21i0.35

0.29il.38

2.4Ü0.31

5.33i2.05

7CB

-0.24i0.36

0.39i2.49

4.55i089

2.54il.l9

Table 4.6:
Arrhenius fitting results for Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine B in 5-, 6-, 7cyanobiphenyls. For both dyes Xe, follow Arrhenius behaviour with the activation energies
displayed, whereas for (|) relaxation time, rhodamine 6G shows an anomalous non-Arrhenius
behaviour, whilst rhodamine B is characterised again by Arrhenius like dependence.

The similarity in 0 and ^ diffusion is bom out by comparable values o f E r and T* in fits
to both sets o f data. However, the odd-even dependence o f the

Er

values on alkyl chain

length obtained for 0 diffusion (and observed in the other probes) is not seen in the x,|,
data, where

Er

increases with alkyl tail length. It is also notable that the displacement o f

the virtual temperature T* jfrom Tni is significantly larger for rhodamine B than the other
probes. This effect is most pronounced in 5CB where the calculated displacements are
between 6 and 7°C, in neat nematic crystals and the displacement is significantly
smaller (c.a. 1.8°C for 0 diffusion in neat 7CB-see Figure 4.28) and is indicative o f the
distortion to the local stmcture brought about by rhodamine B.

In contrast for rhodamine 6G, xe and x<|, show a similar temperature dependence to that
observed for oxazine 1 and oxazine 4, i.e. an Arrhenius dependence for x@with an oddeven alternation in the changes in
Arrhenius dependence (i.e.

Er

Er

with increasing alkyl tail length and an anti-

negative) for

The substantial difference in the two

rhodamine probes is somewhat surprising given the similarity in the values o f their
hydrodynamic volumes and axial ratios (see Table 4.7).
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Rhodamine 6G
Rhodamine B

Volume (Â^)
439
418

p=a/b
2.20
2.16

Table 4.7: Volumes of the rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B dye probes calculated using Van der
Waals increments. Approaching the dye molecules by an ellipsoid, p is the ratio between the longer
axis (a) and the shorter axis (b).

The similarities in 0 and ^ diffusion dynamics together with a low degree o f steady state
alignment, indicate that the environment for rhodamine B is close to isotropic. The
significant structural difference for rhodamine B is that unlike rhodamine 6G it
possesses a carboxyl group (-COOH) on the single phenyl ring (Figure 4.33).

R hodam ine 6G
+ / C 2H 5

O C 2H 5

R hodam ine B
(H;C2)2N

+
N(C2H5>2
Cl COOH

Figure 4.33: Molecular structure of rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B. Both molecules are presented
as a salt compound, normally using a chlorine anion (Cl ).

Solvation o f rhodamine B in the nematic host may involve a preferential ordering in
which the carboxyl group is aligned along the direction o f the polar -C N phenyl end
groups o f the nematic host. This could lead to a local environment in which rhodamine
B is exposed to the less strongly correlated alkyl tails as indicated in Figures 4.34.
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Figure 4.34: Depiction of the distorted packing of 7CB in the surroundings of a solvated rhodamine
B molecule. It is clear, in the image, that the dye probe does not follow the orientation imposed by
the media (direction of the nematic director) and moreover, it does not occupy the position formed
by a dimer of two 7CB units between the tails of the other mesogens.

4.4.2.4 Excited State Reorientation Dynamics.
As discussed above, initial fluorescence anisotropy measurements R(t,p=0°) and
R(t,P=90°) ean be used to determine the K=2 and K=4 ground state order parameters,
which, using the missing moment method o f Durbin and Shen [20] can then be used to
obtain the ground state orientational distribution function. For the excited state probe
distribution function, single photon electric dipole selection rules only allow a
determination of the excited state alignment via measurement of the steady state
fluorescence anisotropy. Given the difference in rotational diffusion times for 0 and (j)
motions, the relative displacements of the initial anisotropies from equilibrium and a
finite probe fluorescence lifetime (c.a. 4.0 ns), the limiting values for Rss and hence
^« 20 (5 5 ) ) / Vs are different for (3=0° and 90°. An estimate of Rss was obtained from an
average of these two values or the limiting value of R(t,(3=54.7°). Knowledge of the
ground and excited state degrees of alignment is dependent upon a correct determination
o f the correction factors k and A. A plot o f the k variation in the ground and ground and
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excited state degrees of steady state cylindrically symmetric alignment for the four
molecular probes in 5CB is shown in Figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35: Theoretical calculation of the variation of the ground state order parameter (^a^^(ssj'j
and the excited state steady state order parameter Rss with respect to the correction factor k shown
for oxazine 4, oxazine 1, rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B in 5CB at 25°C.

Irrespective of the value of k, it is clear that in the oxazines and rhodamine 6G there is a
small but consistent decrease in steady state alignment upon excitation c.a. 5% for 3%
for oxazine 4 and rhodamine 6G indicating movement away from the nematic director.
For rhodamine B, the ground and excited state degrees o f alignment are (within
experimental error) identical. A change in

from 0.5 to 0.45 corresponds to a

change in <0> from c.a. 35° to 37.3° (the largest alignment change). It is therefore
reasonable to infer that the ground and excited state probe distribution functions are
similar.
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The application o f these techniques to dye doped liquid crystal systems where
significant excited state reorientation has been proposed as a mechanism to explain the
discovery o f large low-threshold optical reorientation effects would be o f significant
value [38-43].

4.5 Conclusions

Single photon polarised photoselection techniques have been refined to provide a
wholly unambiguous determination o f the ground and excited state order o f molecular
probes in a nematic host together with their rotational diffusion dynamics. A new
approach in which time resolved fluorescence intensity decays are used to yield the
nematic correction factor k was developed. Hitherto, fluorescence studies o f pure [20]
and dye doped nematic liquid crystals [1] required explicit knowledge o f the ordinary
(no) and extraordinary (n^) nematic refractive indices and where this data was
unavailable (as in dye doped nematogens), approximations involving wavelength and
temperature corrections were necessary. A direct determination o f k allows both order
parameters and rotational lifetimes to be determined without ambiguity, and allowed
three beam photoselection experiments to be extended to more highly ordered dyedoped nematics confirming the independence o f 0 and (|) diffusion dynamics.

In contrast to three-beam photoselection in which cylindrical symmetry is preserved, the
creation o f cylindrical asymmetry in the excited state is (in general) unavoidably
accompanied by the creation o f a cylindrically symmetric alignment component.
Fluorescence anisotropy decays are thus characterised by both T20 and T22 relaxation
times and an individual determination o f T22 using p=0° and p=90° polarisations had not
been possible. Recognition that an excitation polarisation angle o f p=54.7° resulted in
an initial excited state alignment that was equal to that o f the ground state, coupled with
the observation that the degree o f net excited state reorientation in dye doped
cyanobiphenyls is small (i.e. {aH(ss

fa { a ^ ^ ( s s led to the realisation that the

intensity ratio Ix(t,p=54.7°)/Iz(t,p=54.7°) would be dominated by cylindrically
asymmetric relaxation. This approach together with an unambiguous determination o f k,
now permits the development o f a more rigorous methodology for polarised probe
fluorescence studies in aligned media. Orientational relaxation times and steady state
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degrees o f alignment are now either confirmed by more than one route or by
measurements free o f assumptions (i.e. estimates o f n^ and ne). These developments
allowed an extension o f polarised fluorescent probe studies to the nematic phases o f 6
and 7 cyanobiphenyls for which (unlike 5CB) refractive index data, as a function of
both temperature and wavelength, is sparse. As in previous studies, oxazine and
rhodamine probes were employed. The oxazine probes (notably oxazine 4) were found
to be strongly ordered in the nematic phase o f all three hosts. Ground state probe
distribution functions were calculated using the method o f Durbin and Shen by which
moments inaccessible to single photon excitation could be estimated. The distribution
functions obtained for the dyes (with the exception o f rhodamine B) indicate alignment
at an angle close to that o f the alkyl tails o f the cyanobiphenyl units. Orientational
relaxation dynamics in rhodamine 6 0 and the oxazine probes confirm the previous
results for probe motion in 5CB in that 0 and ^ diffusion dynamics are highly
anisotropic. In all the cyanobiphenyls, 0 diffusion is strongly constrained whilst ^
diffusion is apparently isotropic, with xe significantly larger than t,|,. The temperature
dependence o f 0 diffusion was seen to follow an Arrhenius dependence consistent with
the Landau-de Gennes theory o f small step rotational diffusion over a potential barrier
yielding virtual temperatures consistent with those expected for pure nematogens. (|)
diffusion was found to be largely temperature independent with distinctly nonArrhenius behaviour; the equivalent analysis o f the x,|, data yielding negative energy
barriers. Models o f probe motion based solely on the influence o f an ordering potential
[30]

are confirmed to be an inaccurate description o f nematic phase dynamics; the

influence o f anisotropic viscosity is seen to dominate the diffusion dynamics. The
slowing o f (|) diffusion in the vicinity o f T ni can be interpreted in terms o f an increase in
viscosity due to the entanglement o f the biphenyl alkyl tails which is consistent with
measurements o f mass diffusion in pure [33] and dye doped cyanobiphenyls [34].
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5

Single and Two Photon Fluorescence Anisotropy Studies of

Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine B in the Nematic Phase o f 5CB.

1.1. Introduction

In Chapter 4 it was seen that time resolved polarised single photon excited fluorescence
measurements can be used to yield information on ground state order and excited state
alignment dynamics o f a fluorescent probe in the nematic phase o f a liquid crystal.
From simple symmetry constraints single photon emission is only sensitive to the
alignment (K=2) moments o f an excited state array irrespective o f its overall
orientational distribution [1,2]. The ability o f polarised single photon fluorescence to
detect moments o f rank K=4 in the ground state lies in the coupling between these and
the quadrupolar {Y2 q(0 ,(/f)) term(s) in the single photon angular transition probability
(see equation (3.14)). Measurement o f the initial fluorescence anisotropy (i.e. before the
onset o f significant alignment relaxation) as a function o f excitation polarisation were
used in Chapter 4 to determine the (affss)"^ and ^«**(ss)^ components o f the ground
state probe distribution function in the nematic phase o f 5, 6 and 7CB. It was seen that
these moments alone could not fully characterise the ground state distribution function
and the method o f Durbin and Shen [3] was employed to arrive at a reasonable estimate
for the additional (higher rank) moments. Raman scattering [4] and two photon
dichroism [3] have been used to determine the second and fourth order moments o f the
nematic phase o f pure 5CB. To date, the direct determination o f higher degrees o f
molecular order (K>4) in the nematic phase, has to our knowledge, not been realised.

A direct measurement o f moments with rank higher than K=4 is only possible if a
higher order interaction (multiphoton) o f the light field with the aligned molecular
population is employed [5]. Two photon excitation contains both second and fourth rank
moments in the transition tensor [6] and so, in principle, measurements o f the initial
fluorescence anisotropy should be sensitive to K=2, 4 and 6 rank moments. Moreover
(given a diagonal transition tensor), the cos"^0 dependence o f the interaction o f the
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optical field polarisation vector with the molecular transition dipole moment will give
rise to a greater precision (i.e. a narrower angular spread) in the photoselection process
about the laboratory polarisation angle p. In this Chapter, the first combined use o f
(linearly polarised) single and two photon fluorescence anisotropy studies o f probe
molecules in an ordered medium are presented. These studies permit the determination
o f moments up to rank K=6 in the ground state distribution function, allowing a test o f
the approach o f Durbin and Shen [3] to the determination o f ‘hidden’ moments.
Furthermore, the investigation o f the orientational relaxation o f more highly aligned
fluorescent probe arrays within the nematic host provides a test o f the symmetry based
approach to orientational relaxation in an ordered environment.

5.2 Two-Photon Absorption

In molecular two photon absorption, excitation is achieved via the absorption o f two
photons at frequency v to reach an excited state at energy 2hv above the initial ground
state level it occupies (see Figure 5.1). The theoretical basis for two photon absorption
was developed in 1931 by Maria Goppert-Mayer [7]. The transition can be thought o f as
excitation via a ‘virtual’ intermediate level at hv [8]. The lifetime o f a virtual state is,
from the uncertainty principle, o f the order o f (27rv)'^ and thus approximately that o f a
single optical cycle. Thus, for two photon excitation to take place (in addition to the
quantum mechanical selection rules), it is necessary for two photons to simultaneously
interact with molecule. Given this fundamental physical restriction, it was not until the
invention o f pulsed lasers (nanosecond pulse width, millijoule and above energies) in
the 1960’s that molecular two photon absorption was observed. At that time, two photon
absorption was mainly used as a spectroscopic technique to investigate the nature o f
molecular electronic states [6]. The development o f the femtosecond Titanium: sapphire
laser,

allowed

two-photon excitation (an intensity dependent process) to be

accomplished with low energy (nanojoule) laser pulses at high repetition rates. The
application o f two photon fluorescence has, as a result, become widespread in both the
physical and life sciences [9], and photophysics [10]
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5.3 Two Photon Photophysics

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic o f the energy level pathways for single and two photon
excited fluorescence in a molecular probe. In two photon absorption the initial excited
electronic state cannot, on strict symmetry grounds, be the same as the final emitting
state.

Internal Conversion
and Vibrational Relaxation

Wj.r,Ae.4f)^cos* d

Vibrational Relaxation

s„

ccco s^ 0

Vibrational Relaxation — V

(b )
Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic representation of two photon excitation in a molecular probe such as
rhodamine 6 G. Initial excitation is via the simultaneous absorption of two near infrared photons
(c.a. SOOnm) with rapid relaxation to vibrationally excited levels in the S, excited electronic state.
Rapid vibrational relaxation in S, (sub-picosecond) is followed by fluorescence to vibrationally
excited levels in the So ground state, (b) In single photon excitation, high-lying vibrational levels in
Si are directly accessed by absorption of a visible (575nm) photon. Rapid (sub-picosecond)
vibrational relaxation is followed by emission to high lying vibrational levels in the electronic
ground state. The inserts depict the angular dependence of the two excitation processes.

From third order perturbation theory, the transition probability for two photon
absorption is constructed from the product o f single photon transition dipole moments
between the initial, virtual and final levels o f the molecule [11]. As a result, the
symmetry o f the initially excited state is necessarily different to that o f a state directly
accessed by single photon excitation. However, spontaneous emission following two
photon excitation is observed from Si to higher vibrational levels o f the So ground state
[10]. Measurements o f pump-probe, stimulated emission depletion confirm that internal
conversion and vibrational relaxation to the emitting vibrational levels in Si occurs on a
sub-picosecond timescale [12].
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Neglecting spontaneous emission, the rate o f excited state population (Nex) growth due
to two photon absorption from a ground state population (Ngs) upon the application of
an optical pulse o f intensity I(t) at frequency v is given by [9]:

d N ^ ^ (N„
dt
{ h .f
where

(5.1)

'

is the two photon absorption cross section and

is the degree o f second

order coherence o f the optical pulse [8]. In the case o f weak excitation, the ground state
population Ngs is significantly greater than Nex, giving

(5.2)
dt

{h v f

Integrating over the pulse profile yields in the case o f a Gaussian laser pulse o f width x
and energy Ep:
(5.3)

Typical molecular two photon cross sections lie in the range o f lO’^'-lO'^^^cm'^s,
requiring the use o f short laser pulses (subpicosecond) to achieve a reasonable excited
state population with values o f Ep in the region o f 10'’ '-10’^ J [9].

Iv (t)

DETECTION
SYSTEM

EXCITATION
PULSE

»
lH (t)

ANALYSING
POLARISER
SAMPLE

Figure 5.2. Schematic 180" excitation detection experimental geometry for two photon excited
fluorescence utilising a variably polarised (P) excitation pulse. Collection of the fluorescence
components in the V (or Z) and H (or X) directions are used to construct the fluorescence
anisotropy function R(t,P)

Photoselection in two photon absorption shows a considerably sharper angular
dependence than in single photon transitions. The angle dependent excitation
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probability for two photon absorption given a diagonal transition tensor [13] with Zpolarised light o f intensity I and frequency v is given by

w (g , (j)) oc

where

(5.4)

cos* 0

is the two photon cross-section and 0 is the angle between Z and the

transition dipole moment. Expanding (5.4) in terms o f spherical harmonics yields:

W(0,(|))oca^2)

fj_ V Æ
vhv

...
2ov
'^>y; +
^—
22 Y

(5.5)

If the excitation polarisation is rotated through an angle p (as in Figure 5.2) the
transition probability in the laboratory frame becomes,
20
Y „„(e,*)+:^i;d5,(p)Y ,,(e,< |,)
(5.6)
8

+ TrSd^Q(P)Y4Q
21

Assuming that either excitation process is weak (i.e. no optical pumping o f the probe
ground state), the initial excited state distribution function can be expressed as the
product o f the transition probability and the ground state distribution function. The
initial moments o f the excited state distribution are given by [14]:

2k K

( C S , (o)> = J J y ; ,

(0,*)w(8,4))P.. (0, .)sin 0d8d*

(5.7)

4

Substituting (5.6) yields

(C“ (0)) =

K'O)

3

X'

(5 8)

8

where B' is a constant o f proportionality. Two photon excitation results in the creation
o f more highly polarised arrays than in the case o f single photon excitation [15]. This
can be seen from Figure 5.3, which compares the degrees o f initial alignment that can
be prepared by single and two photon excitation from an isotropic ground state.
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Figure 5.3 Variation in the initial degrees of cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric alignment
produced in single and two photon excitation in an isotropic medium.

These predictions are bom out experimentally as can be seen from a comparison of the
single and two photon fluorescence (3=0° anisotropy decays obtained for rhodamine 6G
in ethylene glycol (Figure 5.4).

Two Photon Limit, R(0)=0.57

0.6

Two photon excitation
R(0)=0.52,
2.72 ns
Single Photon Limit, R(0)=0.4
0.4

S in g le photon excitation
R(0)= 0.35,
2.77 n s

0

B

4

12

t(ns)
Figure 5.4; Single and two photon excited fluorescence anisotropy decays recorded for rhodamine
G in ethylene glycol. The initial anisotropies for both processes are close to the theoretical maxima
(dashed lines) for excitation from an isotropic ground state.

6

Calculation of the contribution of the moments o f the ground state distribution to the
initial excited state order and the variation o f these with the excitation polarisation angle
(3, is given by evaluation of the matrix elements in equation (5.8). Unlike single photon
absorption, spherical harmonics of rank K=4 are involved in the transition probability
and higher order reduced rotation matrix elements are involved. Expressions for the
d"^Qo(P) can be calculated using standard angular momentum mles [16]:
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(/^) = j( 3 5 cos V - 30cos^/S + 3)

(5.9.a)

^01i P ) = -^0-1{ P ) = ^siny5cos/?(3-7cos^ y?)
4 { P ) = <-2 i P ) =

4

iP) =

(5.9.b)

y9(7cos^ / 3 - \ )

(5.9.C)

-43 (4 =- ^ s in ’/ 3 c o s ^

(5.9.d)

(5.9.e)

dU P ) =d U P ) =M ^ ^ ‘P
Vo

The product o f the ground state distribution function and the angle dependent transition
probability gives the initial orientational distribution function o f the excited state:

J'oo

+T x Z 4
lyJjQ=2

Z

{p )^2q

+t t Z 4
-^10=4

(P K
(5.10)

(C fo)j'ro («.«>)

K '= 0 ,E V E N

where A is a proportionality constant. The moments o f Pex(0, (f>,t=0) are given by

20
(C“

(0 )) =

K' O)

( ss)}(K Q |

(5.11)

+ ^ Z 4 ( ^ ) Y .q

Applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem

[16]

gives:

"K 2 K'""K 2 K" KK'Æ
Qq
k-Q q o> <0 0 0,
"k 4 "K 4 K'"
Qq
0 0,
k-Q q 0.

20
<^KK'^QO+“ 2 ^ q o (^ )
(C“q (0)) = ^ I ( c ? o( ss))
^

K’

(5.12)

As in single photon fluorescence the initial fluorescence anisotropy is given by
(Qo(0)).(Q5(0))and
(Appendix III) yields

{(c^(0)) + (c^2(0))},

evaluating

the

3j-symbols

in

(5.11)
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The fluorescence anisotropy is sensitive to local field effects and reflection losses (see
Chapter 3), giving

i?(0) =

(0)
(0)) +

)

+

)- ^{(CS (0 ))+( c ; u (0 ))}

1

( 5 .1 4 )

- 2) + 2 ^ ( ( C S (0)) + (C“ , (0))}

The initial fluorescence anisotropy is thus sensitive to (^C^(ss)j, (^QQ(ss)j, (^Cfo(ss)j and
(Cfo(ss)y Higher moments are created in the excited state distribution but do not
contribute to the initial fluorescence anisotropy. The evolution o f R(t,P) is, however,
governed by the orientational dynamics, imposed by the nematic host, from symmetry
considerations. Moments o f rank, cross-relaxation between moments o f different
cylindrical symmetry/asymmetry (i.e. projection Q) cannot cross-relax in a cylindrically
symmetric medium

[1 4 ].

Cross-relaxation between the higher moments, created by two

photon excitation and the fluorescence observables, is formally possible leading to non
exponential relaxation dynamics, but is a second order correction to the linear relaxation
dynamics predicted by perturbation theory

[1 4 ].

A comparison between single and two
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photon fluorescence anisotropy decays will therefore provide a useful test o f the
theoretical framework used in the interpretation o f fluorescent probe experiments.

5.4 Experimental Realisation

Time resolved fluorescence anisotropy measurements were performed using time
correlated single photon counting as described in Chapter 4. Two photon excitation was
achieved using ultrashort near infrared laser pulses (c.a. 140fs, 800nm) produced by an
amplified Titanium (Ti): sapphire laser system. Rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B both
have appreciable two photon cross-sections at 800nm [17]. Oxazine 1 and oxazine 4
show no measurable two photon transitions across the Ti; sapphire tuning range.
Modifications to the optical system to permit collinear two photon excitation and
fluorescence detection in nematically aligned liquid crystals will be detailed below.

5.4.1 Single and Two Photon Excitation Sources.

Single photon fluorescence in rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B was excited using the
575nm output o f the cavity dumped dye laser system described in Chapter 4. Two
photon excitation o f the dye probes was achieved using femtosecond laser pulses
produced from an amplified Ti: sapphire oscillator. The laser system consists o f a Ti:
sapphire oscillator (Coherent M ira 900-F) which produces a c.a. 140fs, 76 MHz pulse
train tunable from 700 to lOOOnm with pulse energies approximately o f lOrJ. For two
photon TCSPC in systems with orientational relaxation times on the order o f the pulse
separation (13ns), a lower repetition rate is necessary. This can be achieved by pulse
picking using an A -0 modulator [18,19], but results in a reduction in pulse energy about
c.a. 20-50% [19]. Optical losses between the oscillator and the experimental system
would restrict the range o f molecular systems that could be studied using two photon
fluorescence. High repetition rate amplification o f the oscillator output is therefore
necessary. High repetition rate amplification (up to 300kHz) is achieved using a
continuous wave pumped regenerative amplifier (Coherent RegA 900). Schematic
representations o f the femtosecond oscillator and amplifier systems are shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
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TrSapphire

oc

Figure 5.5: Schematic of the Mira optics layout. The Ti: sapphire crystal is pumped using the 5W
532nm output of a diode pumped Nd: YVO 4 laser (Coherent Verdi V5). Passive modelocking is
initiated by self focusing (Kerr Lens Modelocking) in the Ti: sapphire crystal. The transition
between continuous wave and modelocked oscillation is controlled by an adjustable slit. The cavity
prisms PI and P2 are used to control the dispersion in the cavity acting in opposition to the optical
self-phase modulation (frequency chirp) arising from Kerr Lens Modelocking. Wavelength tuning
is achieved using a biréfringent filter (BRF).

The broad oscillating bandwidth

(A

vl)

o f Ti: sapphire allows the simultaneous

oscillation o f a large number of longitudinal cavity modes. In the absence of
modelocking (i.e. random longitudinal mode oscillation), the free running output of the
laser consists of a random train of bursts o f Gaussian noise spikes with an average width
of approximately Avl’*. In Kerr Lens Modelocking [20, 21] the refractive index in the Ti:
sapphire crystal is altered by the presence o f bursts of intensity I(t) according to

(5.15)

where no is the (linear) refractive index o f the medium and n] the intensity dependent
refractive index [22]. If the cavity is designed such that oscillations gives rise to a TEM qo
(fundamental Gaussian mode), the intensity dependent refractive index has a radial
dependence o f the form:
n { r ) = n a - ^ n j „ { t ) t \ 'ç > ( - a ^ l r ^ )

(5.16)

where /„ (/) is the intensity at the centre o f the beam, r the radial distance and a is a
length characteristic of the fundamental mode. With a positive « 2 , the intensity
dependent refractive index is at a maximum when r=0. The effective refractive index
has the effect of a positive focal length lens (the optical path along the axis being greater
than at the wings). The more intense noise spikes will, through « 2 , experience a greater
positive lens effect. This through design o f the cavity (and slit width) leads to lower
losses. This effect coupled with gain saturation will lead to the rapid growth of the
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largest noise spike at the expense (suppression) o f the others leading to the rapid
establishment of a single circulating noise spike in the cavity. The inclusion o f a double
pass prism arrangement in the cavity (see Figure 5.5) allows for the compensation of
frequency sweeping effects (self phase modulation) and cavity dispersion to allow for
the production o f a near transform (minimum time-ffequency uncertainty) limited
femtosecond output.

Amplification of the output of the Ti: sapphire oscillator is achieved using a RegA 900
regenerative amplifier [23] (Figure 5.6). Approximately 30% of the IW output of the
Ti: sapphire oscillator is split and sent as a seed to the RegA, which consists of a Ti:
sapphire cavity, pumped by a lOW Nd: YVO4 laser (Coherent Verdi VIO). A seed pulse
is selected from the incident train and injected into the cavity via an AO modulator; the
pulse is then stretched to c.a. 20 ps by passage through the cavity Q switch. Repeated
passes through the Ti: sapphire crystal lead to the growth o f a c.a. 3-4pJ pulse (a gain of
1000), which on ejection (cavity dumping) is recompressed by multiple passes off a
diffraction grating yielding pulses with an autocorrelation width o f c.a. 200fs.

From oscillator
From pum p

PEU

CP
MO/Ml

M2

IM3

CM I
M4

EPD
OMl
TS

P0-P4

M3

CM3
CM2
1M5
M7

0M 2
CD

M5

M*

DC

Figure 5.6; Optical schematic of the regenerative amplifier system. The 532nm output from the VIO
pump laser is directed into the amplifîer by the external mirror PEG. Precise control and focusing
of the pump beam into the Ti: sapphire crystal (TS) is achieved using the control pumping optics
(P0-P4) and lens LI. The seed pulse from the Mira oscillator is introduced to the RegA cavity via
the injection optics (IM1-IM5 and L2) and passes through a cube polarizer (CP). The trapped
femtosecond pulse circulates in the cavity deHned by mirrors M3-M8 and is stretched to c.a. 20 ps
by group velocity dispersion in the TeO Q-svyitch (QS). This is sufficient to avoid saturation and
other nonlinear effects in the gain crystal. The gain envelope of the cavity is controlled by the Qswitch and pulse ejection is via the cavity dumper (CD) once a sufficient gain has been achieved.
Two photodiodes IPD (injection) and EPD (ejection) are used to monitor the pulse build up and
provide inputs to the control electronics. After passing through the Faraday isolator (FI), the
ejected amplified beam enters the compressor stage, where it is re-compressed to 2 0 0 fs by a
diffraction grating and the compressor optics (CM1-CM3 and L3). Finally the amplified
compressed pulse is directed out of the amplifier using the OMl and OM2.
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5.4.2 Optical Layout

The fundamental practical difference between single and two photon excited
fluorescence is in the pulse energy needed to obtain a detectable fluorescence signal. In
the single photon TCSPC (see Chapter 4), typical on-sample pulse energies were in the
region o f lO'^^J. However, for two photon excitation, nanojoule pulse energies are
necessary for equivalent fluorescence signals. In the collinear excitation-detection
geometry employed in the photoselection studies o f thin samples, care must be taken to
prevent the breakthrough o f the higher intensity near infrared pulses to the detection
system whilst allowing for the detection o f two photon excited fluorescence.

At this point, it is instructive to undertake an approximate comparison between the
requirements for two and single photon excited fluorescence using TCSPC. With the
assumption o f ‘square optical pulses’ (i.e. a pulse o f constant intensity and width t), the
transition probabilities (assuming weak excitation) for excitation with a short well
modelocked laser pulse (G^^^=l) are:

P(single - photon) =

P(two-photon) =

hvA

a'"' (E

(5.17)
(5.18)

(hv) XV A y

For single photon excitation in a molecular probe such as rhodamine 6G the absorption
cross-section is o f the order o f lO'^^cm^, and, at 575nm wavelength, the single photon
energy is 3.3xlO'^^J. With a probe concentration o f 5xlO*^M and a path length o f
100pm, an excitation pulse energy o f 6.96xlO‘^^J gives rise to an excited state
population o f 6.35x10^.

To achieve a similar Si population in an identical sample o f rhodamine 6G where the
two photon cross section at 800nm is c.a 2.5x10"^^cm"^s/photon, requires a pulse energy
o f 3.15xlO'^J, a beam radius o f c.a. 12.25pm (obtainable with a 2.5 cm focal length
lens) and an excitation pulse width (x) o f 200fs. There are thus 1.26x10^° photons at
800nm and 2.32x10^ photons at 575nm superimposed on approximately 3.175x10^
emission events in the forward collection direction in two photon and single photon
excitation o f a visible fluorescent probe. This assumes a quantum yield o f unity and the
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number of detected fluorescence photons is further reduced by the optical collection
efficiency (c.a. 1-10%). As in single photon TCSPC [24] a beam block is used to remove
at least 99.0% of the laser photons without significantly impairing the fluorescence
collection efficiency. A circular block of width 2a (neglecting diffraction effects) placed
on the axis of a fundamental Gaussian beam of width w, gives rise to an attenuation A
[25] according to

A = Qxp{-2a^ / w^)

(5.19)

When a^2w the attenuation is of the order o f SxlO '^. The number o f laser photons is,
however, still three orders of magnitude above the number o f fluorescence photons.
Further reduction in the SOOnm signal was achieved using two 1mm thick band pass
colour filters (Schott BG39). This gave rise to a ratio o f 3x10'^ between the transmitted
(peak) probe emission intensity (c.a. 550nm for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B) and
that at SOOnm (see Figure 5.7). With this combination, an acceptable signal to
background count rate (c.a. 5000:1) was achieved.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Emission spectrum of rhodamine 6 G in ethanol normalised to the area under the
curve, (b) Emission spectrum of rhodamine 6 G in ethanol after passing through a 1mm thick BG39
filter. A small decrease in the peak fluorescence of the probe can be seen. However at wavelengths
above 650nm the reduction in transmission is at least four orders of magnitude.

Before taking measurements, the instrumental response function for the optical setup
was determined for both infrared and visible beams. Figure 5.8 shows the instrument
response functions recorded (using scattered light) for the single and two photon
excitation schemes beams.
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Figure 5.8: The instrumental response function (IRF) recorded for single photon excitation at
575nm (dots) and two photon excitation at SOOnm (solid line) in a semi-logarithm plot. Both
instrumental responses have full width half maxima of the order of lOOps (2 channels).

5.5 Results

Single and two photon fluorescence anisotropy decays for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine
B measured at p=0° and 90° are shown in Figure 5.9. During the experiment, the
temperature for both dye molecule samples was maintained between 22 and 23°C. For
two photon excitation, typical ‘on sample’ powers were between 250 and 500pW (l-2nJ
pulse energies) corresponding to peak photon count rates o f 2500s'\ Time resolved,
single and two photon anisotropy decays for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B doped
(5xlO'^M) in a 100pm path length of nematically aligned 5CB are shown in Figure 5.9.

As with single photon excitation, it is notable that the initial anisotropy measurements
for two photon excitation are well below the values expected for excitation in an
isotropic medium. For P=0°, in an isotropic medium, an initial anisotropy of 4/5
(57.1%) is recorded. Expected and values close to this value have been measured as can
be seen from Figure 5.4. This is in sharp contrast to the P=0° initial anisotropy
measurements for both probes (0.25 rhodamine B and 0.5 rhodamine 6G). The single
photon photoselection experiments of Chapter 4 show the presence o f a substantial
negative K=4 component in the ground state probe distribution corresponding to probe
alignment away from the nematic director (see Figure 4.29), which reduces the initial
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degree of alignment for Z-polarised photoselection. Nonetheless, the initial two photon
anisotropies for both p=0° and 90° show a greater displacement from Rss consistent
with the more precise angular selection predicted by equation (5.6).
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Figure 5.9: Anisotropy decays measured for rhodamine 6 G and rhodamine B in 5CB at 22.5°C. The
upper and lower anisotropy decays are obtained with two photon excitation at P=0°and
P=90°respectively. The solid lines are the result of the least squares fitting procedure described
below.

5.5.1 Fitting Procedure

Analysis of the data began with the experimental determination o f the correction factors
k and À using single photon lifetime and both single and two photon anisotropy
measurements in the isotropic phase of the dye doped liquid crystals. For rhodamine 6G
values for k and À of 1.13 and 0.90 respectively were determined; for rhodamine B the
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corresponding values were 1.13 and 0.92. Analysis o f the single photon data to
determine the ground and excited state moments together with the alignment relaxation
times followed the steps set out in Chapter 4. Analysis o f the two photon anisotropy
decays proceeded in a similar manner. The alignment relaxation dynamics follows the
same form as in equations (4.8) and (4.9) but with different initial values due to the
coupling between the optical field and the

(j^)^ moment o f the ground state

distribution fimction. The procedure can be broken down into the following steps

Step 1
For single photon photoselection at time zero (equations (5.20) and (5.21)) the values o f
the ground state order parameters a =

and è =

can be determined upon

substitution o f the correction parameters A and k. Initial anisotropy values were
calculated by averaging over the first 3 channels (c.a. 160ps) o f the R(t,p=0°) and
R(t,p=90®) decays

(O,

^

2 U a 126
— I-------- 1----_ ^5
7 ^ 35
= 0" ) =
’
l + 2a

R{0,fi = 90^) = ^
7

ÿ

^

(5.20)

(5.21)

a +—
7
7

Step 2
For two photon excitation the initial anisotropies are given by

r ( o,P = 0°)

= ------------7 + 20a + —
3
. 155a 10b 10c
-4 + ----- + ----- +

R(0,p = 90“) ^

50a 15b
^
11------- +
+ ----- 7=
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11 33VÏ3

Values for the K=2 and K=4 moments o f the ground state distribution (the a and b
parameters in (5.20) and (5.21)) were calculated by solution o f the simultaneous
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equations (using a ‘Mathematica 4.0’ routine) yielded by the substitution o f the R(0,t, P)
values into (5.20) and (5.21). Substitution o f the a and b values into (5.22) and (5.23)
together with the values for the initial p=0° and P=90° two photon fluorescence
anisotropies yielded a second set o f simultaneous equations which can be solved to
yield c ( c = (ag (ss))).

Step 3
The single and two photon p=0° anisotropy decays are given by

(I 4 2 a )(^ _ ')4 (2 t4 l)

R[t,P = ^°) =
(I 4 2 a ) ( ^ l 4 + 2 ( t

I 14

in

36/

-^5s|exp(-/r2o)-i?ss
(5.24)
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-/?^ |ex p (-/T 2 o )-/?^

-R .
(5.25)

R[t,P = Q'’) =
4 ( 2 t - 2)^ I 4 + 15a 4

^

4 R„

With the determination o f the a and b order parameters together with k and À the
R(t,p=0°) data was fitted using equation (5.24) for single photon excitation, thereby
allowing T20 and Rss(p=0°) to be determined. Using c ground state order parameter, T20
and Rss(p=0°) were extracted from the two photon R(t,p=0°) data using a nonlinear least
squares fit based on equation (5.25).

Step 4
The single and two photon p=90° anisotropy decays are given by

(l-a )i^ 4 (2 i4 l)

5

I

7

( l - 2 a ) i ^ + 2(yt-l)
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+ ---- 1 Gxp( -
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The values for Rss(p=90°) and T22 were obtained by fitting the single photon R(t,p=90°)
experimental data to equation (5.26). With an allowed tolerance in the ground state
moments (calculated uncertainties in a b and c, from steps 1 and 2), the values o f Rss and
T22 for two photon excitation were calculated using a nonlinear least squares fit to
equation (5.27).

The order parameters, alignment relaxation times and diffusion rates, for both probes
are shown in Table 5.1.

Rhodamine 6G

Rhodamine B

Single Photon

Two Photon

Single Photon

Two Photon

X2 0 (Te) (x lO'^s)

10.61±1.5

10.710.2

9.2710.93

9.3611.36

l22(x lO'^S)

5.810.7

6.110.9

8.0410.98

8.3711.04

T*(x 10’’s)

4.710.65

4.9710.84

7.5410.92

7.9410.98

D_L(x 10V‘)

1.5710.23

1.5610.03

1.8010.18

1.7810.26

D||(x 10V‘)

3.5410.44

3.3510.61

2.2110.29

2.1010.24

2.2610.05

2.1410.35

1.22910.037

1.17710.035

0.3110.06

0.3410.05

0.09610.001

0.18110.003

0.2410.06

0.301.0.03

-0.001510.0007

0.005310.0002

-0.5510.07

-0.5310.08

-0.7810.93

-0.85710.065

—

-0.5110.09

--

0.29210.032

R„ = ( < ( « ) ) / V s

(a S (ss))s3 (/’, )
( a ^ ( s s ) ) ^ 4 Î 3 ( P ,)

Table 5.1: Orientational relaxation data and equilibrium order parameters obtained for rhodamine
6G and rhodamine B in 5CB. The cylindrically symmetric and asynunetric alignment relaxation
times (T2 0 and T2 2 ) were used to determine the intrinsic 0 and (j) diffusion coefficients (D^ and D||)
and the pure (|)-diffusion time T*. The ground state order parameters were obtained by fitting the
initial fluorescence anisotropies and the (3=90° anisotropy signals (see above). The equilibrium
excited state alignment values were determined from nonlinear least squares fit to the anisotropy
decays as set out in steps 3 and 4.
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5.5.2 Ground State Orientational Distribution Function

Substitution o f the normalised moments from Table 5.1 into the expansion o f the
orientational distribution function:

(5.28)
K)Q

yields the “raw” distribution functions for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B shown in
Figure 5.10(a) and (c) respectively. For rhodamine 6G, both distributions were peaked
in the vicinity o f 35°-45° degrees (the equivalent peak at 18O°-0 due to the even parity
o f the distribution function is not shown), whereas for rhodamine B single and two
photon distribution functions have maxima between 45° and 55° degrees. For both
molecules, the distribution functions exhibit regions o f negative probability, which is
physically unreasonable and indicates that higher moments are necessarily present in the
orientational distribution function. As discussed in Chapter 4, higher rank (K>4)
moments can be added to the initial distribution function sequentially but in decreasing
magnitude using the approach o f Durbin and Shen [3] to yield a physically reasonable
distribution function. Normally, order parameters up to K=12 are necessary in order to
obtain a meaningful orientational distribution function. Using this approach, the
resulting distribution functions are plotted in Figures 5.10(b) and (d) for rhodamine 6G
and rhodamine B respectively. The values for the measured and extrapolated moments
for both single and two photon excited fluorescence are shown in Table 5.2. From these
results, it is now possible to make a direct comparison between the measured and
extrapolated
the

(cc^(ss)^

[ssfj moments o f the ground state distribution function. For both dyes,
values are close: -0.513 (measured) in comparison with -0.461

(extrapolated) for rhodamine 6G, with the corresponding values o f 0.306 and 0.340 for
rhodamine B. It is interesting to note the change in sign o f /a g (ssfj between the two
distributions and also the low value o f

for rhodamine B. It will be seen that

the two complete distribution functions although well described by Gaussian functions
are substantially different; this observation supporting the conclusions o f Chapter 4 that
the two molecules occupy distinctly different environments in the nematic host. For the
individual dye molecules, the agreement between the single and two photon data
(measured and extrapolated) is close. The distributions are well described Gaussian
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functions yielding similar maxima ( 0m a x ) and widths for the individual distributions
resulting from the single and two photon fluorescence measurements. The difference in
the ground state ordering between rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B is clearly apparent.
For rhodamine 6G, 9m a x ~ 9a l k y l , whereas for rhodamine B, 9m a x at c.a. 53° is
significantly larger than 9 a l k y l , the widths of the two probe distribution functions are
however comparable (c.a. 24°). It is interesting to note that the low fluorescence
anisotropy for rhodamine B does not arise from a less ordered local environment but
from the global ordering o f the dye ‘domains’ in the laboratory frame.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Raw orientational distribution functions for rhodamine 6G in 5CB at 22.5”C and
(c) for rhodamine B. Both single photon and two photon data indicate a preferential molecular
orientation at 35°-45° for rhodamine 6G to the nematic director. However, both display regions of
negative probability with an unrealistic physical meaning. In the case of rhodamine B, the maxima
lie between 45“ and 55“ and similar regions of negative probability are present, (b) The
orientational distribution functions obtained by the addition of higher order parameters for
rhodamine 6G and (d) rhodamine B. The distributions are well approximated as Gaussian
functions. For rhodamine 6G the maxima are at 37.9“ (single photon data) and 37.5“ (two photon
results) with respective widths of 26.3“and 23.1“, respectively For rhodamine B the corresponding
maxima are at 53.7“ (single photon) and at 53.3“ (two photon) with corresponding widths of 24.4“
and 23.9“.
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It can be seen from Table 5.1 that, within experimental error, the ground and excited
state equilibrium degrees o f alignment are approximately equal. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the ground and excited state environments for rhodamine 6G
and rhodamine B in 5CB are broadly similar.

(<(M))/>/5 = {i»)
(a^iss)) = 3{P,)
{a^(ss)) = yfÏ3{P^)
{a^iss)) = ^^rf{P,^)

(«^(M)) = Æ(^oo)

Rhodamine 6G
Single
Two
Photon
Photon
0.242
0.297
-0.545
-0.528
-0.461(')
-0.513
0.096(')
0.14 9 C)
0.056(')
O.O5 9 C)
-O.OO4 C)
-O.OO4 C)

Rhodamine B
Single
Two
Photon
Photon
-0.0015
-0.0053
-0.789
-0.819
0.340
0.306
0.14 3 C)
0.197(*)
-O.O9 5 C)
-O.O9 5 C)
-0.001^*)
-0.001(')

Table 5.2: Measured and extrapolated (*) normalised order parameters used to construct the
rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B orientational distribution functions (plotted in Figure 5.10(b) and
(d)>

5.5.3 Orientational Dynamics

The cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric alignment dynamics show marked
differences for both rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B in the nematic phase o f 5CB (see
Table 5.1). The rate o f ^ diffusion with respect to 0 relaxation is more than double the
value for rhodamine 6G and close to that for rhodamine B. In an isotropic medium, xe
and T(|, are necessarily equal [14]. The range o f allowed orientations in the nematic 5CB
for both probes molecules, with respect to the director, was significantly constrained
(see Figure 5.10(b) and (d)) whilst motion in the ^ co-ordinate is unrestricted (section
1.4.1, Chapter 1). Both single and two photon measurements yield similar values for X20
and T22 for rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B. Two photon excitation leads to the direct
creation o f moments o f rank K=4 in the excited state distribution fimction, and the
possibility o f cross-relaxation, allowed on symmetry grounds between moments o f
different rank (K) but equal projection (Q) [14] would be maximised. The observation o f
equivalent alignment relaxation dynamics is a strong indication that cross relaxation
does not take place and that the assumption o f linear relaxation dynamics for both
cylindrically symmetric and asymmetric degrees o f probe alignment is valid.
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5.6 Conclusions

The combination o f single and two photon fluorescence anisotropy measurements has
been shown to provide new and detailed information on molecular probe motion and
order in a highly ordered environment. Single and two photon anisotropy decays are
seen to yield the same relaxation times (within experimental error) for both rhodamine
6G and rhodamine B in 5CB. Moreover, the intrinsic 0 and ^ diffusion times for both
molecular probes (within equilibrium order parameters) show, for single and two photon
excitation, that the order imposed by the nematic host is accompanied by restricted 0
diffusion.

For the first time, the “hidden” values o f the (a^Q{ss)^ moments o f the ground state
probe distribution function have been measured experimentally. They were found to be
in agreement (within experimental errors) with the values extrapolated from single
photon photoselection experiments thus validating the approach o f Durbin and Shen
which is necessary to extrapolate the remaining moments in order to create a physically
reasonable distribution function.

The increased order in the initially photoselected probe population does not lead to
cross relaxation and the orientational dynamics are seen to remain linear. Furthermore,
due to the higher angular precision inherent in two photon photoselection, the
displacement o f the initial degrees o f alignment from equilibrium was maximised; there
was a reduced error in the characterisation o f dynamical and orientational parameters.
However, accurate determination o f the K=2, 4 and 6 ground state moments in two
photon

fluorescence

does

require

the

equivalent

single

photon

anisotropy

measurements.

The results obtained in this Chapter’s experiments confirm the utility o f combining
single and two photon photoselection techniques in the study o f probe dynamics in
ordered environments. An extension o f these combined measurements to the study o f
probe dynamics in the locally ordered but globally isotropic environments that exist in
the ‘isotropic’ phase o f the cyanobiphenyls will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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6

Liquid Crystal Isotropic Phase Studies using Single and Two

Photon Photoselection Techniques

6.1 Introduction
In the nematic phase o f a liquid crystal, there is a direct relationship between the local
environment o f a molecular probe and the laboratory frame as can be seen from the
distribution functions obtained in Chapters 4 and 5. In a globally ordered medium, there
is a direct correspondence between laboratory frame 0 and ^ diffusion and motion
within the probe environment. It is clear that the angular diffusion o f a probe molecule
shows considerable departure from isotropic diffusion dynamics where the intrinsic
rates for 0 and ^ diffusion are necessarily equal. The imposition o f order resulting in a
constraint to the allowed range o f 0 orientations allowed for a molecular probe was seen
to be accompanied by a relative reduction in 0 diffusion rates compared to those for (|).
W ith increasing temperature, tq was seen to increase whilst t,|, was largely temperature
independent showing a small increase (slowing) in the approach to Tni. This was
attributed to increased viscosity due to entanglement o f the biphenyl alkyl tails as the
angular distribution o f the nematic became less ordered. At temperatures above the
phase transition, the liquid crystal is globally isotropic (xe and x,|) are necessarily equal
[1, 2]). However, there is evidence from previous single photon polarised fluorescence
studies o f probe dynamics in 5CB [3] that pseudo-domain structures persists over a
significant temperature range (c.a. 50°C) in the isotropic phase. The light o f these
results, it was decided to extend the study o f probe dynamics to the higher biphenyls.
This Chapter describes single and two photon time resolved fluorescence anisotropy
measurements o f probe dynamics in the isotropic phases o f 5, 6 and 7CB.

Molecular dynamics in the isotropic phase o f liquid crystals have been studied
extensively in recent years using time and frequency domain measurements [4-6].
Models o f isotropic phase dynamics have been based on a modification o f the mean
field phase transition theory introduced by de Gennes in the second order phase
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transition model developed by Landau [7]. The validity o f this approach has been
confirmed experimentally using techniques including the Transient Grating Optical Kerr
Effect (TG-OKE) [8], depolarised light scattering [9], dynamic light scattering [10],
magnetic birefringence [11] and electric birefringence [12]. Landau-de Gennes theory
(see Chapter 1) predicts the existence o f local order for liquid crystal molecules over an
interval above the nematic-isotropic phase transition (weakly first order phase
transition) temperature T ni. This order extends over a macroscopic scale Ç or correlation
distance, whose temperature dependence is given by

T -T

( 6 . 1)

where Ço is related to the molecular length and T is the so called virtual temperature
whose value is slightly below the phase transition temperature (around 1-2° C). The
correlation length extends over a few molecular lengths immediately following the
phase transition (typically around 10 or 20nm) creating what is referred to a
pseudonematic domain structure. This consists o f small ‘pockets’ o f nematic order each
with a local director, where the overall orientations o f the domains are uncorrelated.

Despite the predicted existence o f pseudonematic domains (i.e. locally ordered
structure) in the isotropic phase o f liquid crystals, the Landau-de Gennes formalism is
not able to account for the intra-domain molecular dynamics with an increase in
temperature above Tni. This chapter explains the generally accepted theories about
rotational diffusion in local ordered systems and subsequently applies them to the
globally isotropic phase o f the related dye doped cyanobiphenyl series, using single and,
where possible, two photon excitation time resolved spectroscopy techniques.

Compared to the single exponential decay that characterises single axis probe diffusion
in homogeneous isotropic liquids, in locally ordered systems the fluorescence
anisotropy whilst decaying to zero (the medium being globally isotropic) is
characterised by fast but restricted (incomplete) rotational diffusion mediated by a
slower overall orientational averaging. This behaviour has been extensively observed in
biological fluorescent probes [13-15] and in the isotropic phase o f 5CB [3]. In this latter
study the temperature dependence o f the slow overall diffusion time exhibited a
behaviour compatible with predictions o f mean field theory for the isotropic phase of
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nematic liquid crystals. The fast diffusion time (attributed to orientational averaging
within the local environment o f the probe) was seen to be largely temperature
independent as was the relaxation time associated with (|) diffusion in the nematic phase.
Interpretation o f the probe anisotropy decays was undertaken using the model o f
restricted rotational diffusion within a cone from which a local order parameter can be
extracted together with an estimation o f the cone angle (angular width o f the local
orientational distribution) [16].

6.2 Orientational Dynamics in Restricted Environments

6.2.1 Cone Model for Restricted Probe Diffusion

Studies o f probe fluorescence anisotropy in (globally isotropic) biological systems such
as membranes are characterised by (nanosecond-picosecond range decay) a non-zero
steady state (or very slowly varying millisecond) anisotropy. This was explained in
terms o f restricted rotational diffusion within a fixed or very slowly moving
environment. The cone model o f Kinosita et al [16] has been widely used to interpret
fluorescence anisotropy arising from restricted rotational diffusion o f cylindrically
symmetric probe molecules in a locally ordered but globally isotropic environment.
Restricted rotational diffusion is modelled as diffusion or ‘wobbling’ restricted to a cone
defined by the angular limits O<0<0c where 0c is the maximum angle o f the cone as
shown in Figure 6.1.

The cone model has been applied to a diverse range o f molecular systems including the
dielectric relaxation o f molecules in glassy matrixes [17], depolarised light scattering by
a small molecule in an amorphous polymer [18] and segmental motions o f fatty acids in
phospholipid bilayers [19].

In the cone model, fluorescence anisotropy can be described using a formalism that
relates the emission to the motion o f molecule fixed transition dipole moments within
the local environment, which is taken to remain static. The extension o f this approach to
systems where the isotropic diffusion o f the local environment is on a longer timescale
is straightforward as long as the two diffusive processes are uncorrelated [20].
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Figure 6.1: Restricted rotational motion of a probe in terms of the free rotation set by the limits of
the cone angle and defined by the angle ±0c

In this approach, the fluorescence anisotropy as defined by equation (3.2) is given by
[2 1 ].

( 6 .2 )

where P 2 is the second order Legendre polynomial relating to the angle between the
initial orientation o f the probe transition dipole moment and its orientation at time t,
w^(Pg) is the (equilibrium) distribution o f probe orientations at t=0 (there being no net
photoselection within the local environment due to the initial isotropic ordering of the
molecules with respect to the excitation polarisation), g (p g ,0 |p g ,t) is defined as the
probability that the molecule with orientation ji'e at time zero will rotate into a new
orientation pc at time t. Finally, Ro refers to the initial anisotropy for an isotropic
medium that for single photon excitation is given by Rq = R(0) = O.4 P2 (cosf^), where 5
is the angle between the emission and absorption dipolar moments of the probe
molecule.
At long times t—»oo the dynamical probability g(pg,01 Pg,oo) becomes identical to
w^(Pg) and (6.2) becomes

(6,3)
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Wg(pg) remains symmetric for all directions around the normal (n) to the system and
only the first term remains after integration yielding

R ./R -o = [ J P 2 (n .^ e ) W s ( n .)d n . J

Equation (6.4) is a measure o f the anisotropy o f the stationary distribution (

(6.4)

), that is,

a maximum when the emission dipole is parallel to the local director n.

At short times approaching the initial photoexcitation (t—>0), the wobbling diffusion
constant may be defined as

where 0 denotes the angle between

and pe- Essentially, the integral represents the

average o f 0^ at time t over all possible orientations. For an axially symmetric molecule
the wobbling diffusion constant becomes the rotational diffusion constant, whereas a
molecule o f arbitrary shape Dw(pe-) corresponds to a weighted average o f the principal
diffusion constants. For small t, the angle o f rotation 0, can also be considered small and
therefore

= l/2(3cos^ ^ - 1) = 1-(3/2)^^ and substitution in equation (6.2) can be

written as.

R(t)sR
5 R« [ l - 6t

( X ).dX ]

(6.6)

where (D^) is the wobbling diffusion constant averaged over the stationary distribution
Wg. The result is equivalent to the small step Debye diffusion model for a cylindrically
symmetric molecule (see section 2.4.3, Chapter 2). From equation (6.6), the quantity
R ^ /R q represents the degree o f confinement o f the fluorescent probe imposed by the
local environment.
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Assuming therefore that the probe motion is described by the wobbling o f the emission
dipole orientation pe (long axis) in a cone around the director n, fluctuating with a
diffusion coefficient De, the diffusion o f the total distribution probability

W g(t)

can be

solved. Assuming that the molecule is in a cylindrical reference frame (with 0 and ^ the
polar and azimuthal angle respectively), the diffusion equation is

1

d

sin ^ Ô6

sin^

Ô0

+

1
sin^ 0 d(j)^

t) with 0 < ^ < 0 ^ ^

(6.7)

with the boundary condition ô ^ J ô 0 = 0 at 0=0max, which for the case o f the emission
dipole moment parallel to the long axis o f the molecule results in an infinite sum o f
exponentials for R(t) as follows:
H ‘) =

exp(-£>^^/c7,)

( 6 .8)

1= 1

where

Aj

and Oj are constants which depend solely on 0max- The cone angle is related to

the degree o f constraint Aoo defined as:

(6.9)

For the specific case o f the emission dipole being parallel to the symmetry axis o f the
molecules, equation (6.2) can be approximated by the expression

( 6 . 10)

where ^ is the characteristic lifetime with which the initially photoselected distribution
of orientations approaches the stationary distribution, and A» is the degree o f constraint
defined in (6.4). The closed form approximation is only exact in the limits o f t=0 and
t=oo.

The initial cone angle model uses an orientational distribution function Wg(0) chosen to
be a stationary function with non-zero values for the angular intervals O°<0<0max and
180°- 0max^0^18O° and zero for 0max^0^180°-0max. A more realistic distribution

probability was proposed [22] by
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w, « e x p ( ^ 7 2 ) e x p ( - ^ ^ ^ 7 4 )

(6.11)

where q is a parameter that determines the width o f the distribution. This form of
distribution is similar to that observed for probe alignment in the nematic phase o f
liquid crystals (see Chapters 4 and 5). However, a comparison between the models
shows that the cone angle extracted from the Kinosita model is close to that for the full
width o f the Gaussian model.

The extension o f the Kinosita model to restricted rotational diffusion within an
isotropically diffusing environment is straightforward. If the internal and external
motions are uncorrelated, the overall alignment correlation function can be described in
terms o f a product o f the two individual correlation functions [7, 23], giving rise to two
independent rotational relaxation times

R{t) = i?(0)[(l - F ) e x p ( - r /r „ ) + F ] e x p ( - / / r , )

(6.12)

where R(0) represents the global initial anisotropy, Tw is the relaxation time for the probe
rotation within the cone and Zc is the reorientational time for overall motion o f the cone.
F = [0.5cos^;i^(l + cos^;i^)]^ for transition dipoles parallel to the molecular axis. This
approach has been successfully applied to the studies o f TRP-214 in HAS [24] and the
probe fluorescence dynamics in the isotropic phase o f 5CB [3].

6.2.2 Molecular Dynamics of Isotropic Liquid Crystals

Extension o f Landau-de Gennes theory to the isotropic phase o f nematic liquid crystals
predicts that the ordered structure in the nematic phase persists into the isotropic phase
extending over a microscopic distance scale 0<S<^(T) where Ç(T) is the correlation
length. The local order gives rise to what are termed pseudo-nematic domains with each
domain being uncorrelated with the next (see Chapter 1). Measurement o f the
correlation length from dynamic light scattering [10, 11] and electric birefhngence
experiments [25] have confirmed the existence o f local order, or pseudo domains, and
yielded values o f typically 200Â in the liquid crystals 5CB and MBBA [26].
Immediately above the phase transition, the local order extends over 10-20 molecular
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lengths with diameters o f the order o f 10-20nm. Time resolved transient grating
measurements (TG-OKE) in the isotropic phase o f 5CB [27] have suggested that the
domains cease to exist at temperatures o f c.a. 70° above T ni. TG-OKE measurements
reveal two distinct relaxation times. Nanosecond dynamics show a Landau-de Gennes
temperature dependence (consistent with domain reorientation). This is contrasted by a
fast (picosecond) temperature independent (from Tni to c.a. T n i+ 7 0 °C ) relaxation
identified as intra-domain molecular motion. At temperatures greater than T n i+ 7 0 °C , the
conventional temperature/viscosity dependence associated with isotropic rotational
diffusion is observed. The apparent temperature independence has been explained by
Sengupta et al [28] as a consequence o f the temperature independence o f the wave vector
q o f the modes o f the domains. This represents the fluctuating order parameter, which
becomes energetically favourable in the isotropic phase. A more recent extension to this
work has been carried out by Gottke et al [29].

In this approach, fast time dynamics and slow time Landau-de Gennes behaviour in the
isotropic phase are attributed to short and long distance length scales respectively. The
model assumes fluctuation modes o f the pseudonematic domains with wave vectors q
related to length scale from molecular size to domain correlation length (Q. When the
average o f the fluctuation modes is taken over all q for large values o f the wave vector
(|q|^D 1), fast time values are almost temperature independent (this being universal
behaviour in the isotropic phase o f liquid crystals [28]). The physical meaning o f this
temperature independence for fast molecular motion is related to the preservation o f
local pseudo-nematic order during the relaxation time.
Both fast and slow components o f reorientation motion are explained using the Landaude Gennes expansion o f the nematic free energy as a function o f the order parameter
(Chapter 1 Section 1.5.3). It is important to remember that the nematic-isotropic phase
transition is a weak first order transition. As a result, the phase transition temperature
occurs slightly into the nematic phase as is denoted with T* (1-2° C below T ni). In order
to account for the fluctuations o f the macroscopic order parameter Q (tensor o f rank 2)
it is necessary to include spatial derivatives involving contributions to the free energy
due to the variations in local order:
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F = F n .n + lA ( Q ^ ,) ^ L
aPr

(6.13)

J

where a, p and y are indices referring to the fixed space reference frame, Fmm is the free
energy at the minimum, L is an elastic constant in the isotropic phase, which is weakly
dependent on temperature and A is a temperature function such that A = a ( l
where a is a constant. Fluctuations o f the order parameter can be expanded as the sum
o f normal modes, which are dependent on the wave vector q as follows:

=

(6 1 4 )

Thus, the free energy associated with the fluctuation o f the order parameter (fq) is given
by
/,

= AQ l{t) + Lq^Q](t)

(6.15)

The relaxation o f the fluctuation (Qq) is given by the derivative o f the free energy with
respect to Qq

where

= l/zy, (q^ +

is the dispersion formula using the substitution o f Ç = ( L /A ) '.

This approach, besides recovering the fast component o f the reorientation, reproduces
the approach by Landau-de Gennes theory for {\q\^ « 1), the orientation depends solely
on the critical length Ç according to:
F,

(6.17)

The orientational relaxation lifetime x = 1/F„ is given by:

10)
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where r|(T) is the bulk viscosity which is highly temperature dependent and y~l [30].
This slow relaxation can be physically visualised as randomorientational diffusion of
the pseudonematic domains resulting in the globally isotropic behaviour of the liquid
crystal above the phase transition.
In the limit o f | g | ^ » l , the fluctuations are described as intra-domain relaxation. The
wave mode relaxation rate is given by:

r ,= ^

(6.19)

The fast orientational dynamics are representedby anrotational relaxationthat is almost
temperature independent. L, the isotropic elastic constant is weakly dependent on
temperature. The viscosity at high wave vectors and high frequency is temperature
independent [31]. It should be noted that mean field theory does not apply as the fast
orientational relaxation is dominatedby large qcontributions.
6.2.3 Fast Relaxation Intra Domain Dynamics

It was demonstrated in the previous section that fast rotations in the isotropic phase of
liquid crystals cannot be explained using the mean field theory approximation. Different
attempts to explain this behaviour have been undertaken on the basis of single particle
correlations [32] reproducing the temperature independence. However, this should only
be applied for extremely short times. Gottke et al [29] developed this hypothesis using
collective correlations for short times. Collective time correlations are functions of
second rank spherical harmonics Y2m(f^i(t)) where Qi(t) is defined as the orientation of
the ithnematogen at time t [33]:
Y2n.(k,t) = X e '"'‘“X ( « i ( t ) )

(6.20)

where the sum is extended to all molecules in the system. The orientational time
correlation function is defined as:

^2m

“ (^2m

(^ ’O)

(6-21)
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where the angular brackets denote an ensemble average. Due to axial symmetry in the
molecules, the only term with a non-zero contribution is C 2 o(k,t). It is convenient to
work in the Laplace frequency domain [29] as follows:

C j(|(k.z) = f e‘“C j„ (k ,t)d t

(6.22)

Applying hydrodynamic considerations [34], an expression for C 2 o(k,z) can be found as
follows:

where

(k ,z ) is the generalised coefficient o f diffusion, given by,

z

fk z ^ =
’

^^6^^220(k )
[z + r R ( k ,z ) ] /

kgTk Î220(k)
[z + r y ( k ,z ) ] m

where kg is Boltzmann’s constant, / represents the molecular moment o f inertia and m
the molecular mass. FR(k,z) and FT(k,z) are the rotational and translational rates
respectively and f22 o is the orientational “caging” parameter, defined as follows:

_ 1
T " ^220 = %
\^ T J
C>220

^

(6.25)

where C220 is the (220) component o f the wave vector and the orientational dependent
direct correlation function and p is the number density o f nematogens. Landau-de
Gennes theory can be recovered in this formalism by replacing
Z2o(k = 0,z = 0 ) and

Fr

Z 2o (k,z) by

by its single particle limit, that is, the rotational friction

Çr .

In

this case, orientational correlation function dynamics are represented by a single
exponential decay with a characteristic time equal to

6 0 ^ /8 2 2 0

(k ).

However, for fast relaxation, Z 2o(k,z) experiences a high variation with frequency (z)
in the vicinity o f the phase transition temperature (approached from the isotropic phase)
due to the coupling o f the rotational velocity to the orientational density fluctuation.
Rotational friction (F r) can be split into two terms: F q represents the short time part
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determined by short range interactions and Fsing in the case o f collective orientational
fluctuations, calculated using Kirkwood’s formula

r^g(k) =

[35],

f k 'c:,,(k )C ,„(k ,t)d k

(6.26)

Near the phase transition, Fsing is dominated by long wavelength (small k values) modes
allowing the approximation o f C 2 o(k,t) by

C j„(k,t) = Sj2„ (k )e x p (- 6 DRt/S 22„(k))

where

D r

(6.27)

is the rotational diffusion coefficient o f the nematic molecules. Approaching

the phase transition CjjoCk = 0) « (4;r/p)^ and Sjjofk ^ 0) « l/B^k^ [36] where B is
defined as.
B=^
4;r

d c,,„(k)
220
■'

'

(6.28)

dk'

Integrating over all k values, Fsing can be calculated giving

(6.29)
with Aq =
Fsi„g(z) = a /V z where

. A Laplace transformation o f equation (6.29) gives
For small z, Fsing dominates and leads to the

following expression:
(k = 0, z) D ’^BTfz2^ k = 0 ) ^y;

(6 ,3 0 )

From equation (6.29) € 20 (2 ), for small z, can be written as.

^20

where a = pB^ ( 6 D^
(6.30) yields

( 2 ) ^ 2 + azi/2

42o(^ = 0 ) /3 . Inverting the Laplace transformation in equation
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^20(t) =exp(a^t)erfc(at^/^)

(6.32)

where erfc is the complementary error function [37]. Equation (6.31) shows that there is
no temperature dependence for fast time dynamics due to the collective correlations.
This is a direct consequence of pseudonematic time domain formation when the
isotropic-nematic transition is approached fromthe isotropic phase. The domains give
rise to slow local orientational distribution fluctuations that affect the orientational
friction via torque coupling. The influence of the domains formation is reflected in the
strong frequency dependence of rotational friction in the low frequency range, which
cancels the rotational viscosity inthe fast regime.

6.3 Fluorescent Probe Orientational Dynamics

Previous time resolved polarised fluorescence work in the group on the orientational
relaxation o f oxazine 4 and rhodamine B in the isotropic phase o f 5CB showed the
anisotropy, whilst decaying to an isotropic background departed significantly from the
(single exponential) behaviour observed in isotropic solutions. The fluorescence
anisotropy was well described by restricted rotational diffusion in an isotropically
diffusing environment.
/
i?(r) = exp

{R (0 )-R ^)e x p

t

\
( 6 .3 3 )

T,
The fluorescence anisotropy is characterised by two diffusion times: a fast decay
component tf and a slower overall rotational diffusion time
50°C above

T

n i,

At temperatures o f c.a.

a single exponential decay is recovered for both dyes. In oxazine

4

the

temperature dependence o f Tf was seen to mirror the behaviour o f intra domain
relaxation and Ts showed a typical Landau-de Gennes temperature dependence.
Applying the analysis o f the Kinosita cone model, the angular width o f the restricted
rotational diffusion characterised by tf could be calculated. In this work the study o f
probe dynamics in the isotropic phases o f nematic liquid crystals is extended to the
higher biphenyls (6 and 7CB) together with a wider range o f probe molecules using
both single and two-photon fluorescence anisotropy measurements. Figure 6.2 shows
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typical single photon fluorescence anisotropy decays for rhodamine 6G in the isotropic
phase of 5CB showing the two types of orientational relaxation. At temperatures close
to Tni (6.2(a)) the anisotropy corresponds to a bi-exponential decay o f the form of
equation (6.33). At 90°C, (6.2(b)) single exponential orientational relaxation shows a
characteristic of isotropic rotational diffusion. These results were not confirmed by
other studies of probe diffusion in the isotropic phase o f liquid crystals

[38].

This

anomaly may be due to the fact that the sample was prepared using unaligned cells; in
this study homogeneously aligned cells were used as in earlier study by Bryant

[3].

A

comparison between probe dynamics in aligned and unaligned sample preparations was
made.

0.40
0.35

Rhodamine 6G

0.30
0.25
0.20

x = 1 3 . 0 6 ±1 . 2 1 ns
T = 5 . 2 3 ± 0 . 9 1 ns

0.15
0.10
0.05

X = 0 . 9 7 ± 0 . 0 1 ns

0.00
-0.05

Time ( ns )

F ig u re 6.2: (a) F lu o r e sce n c e a n iso tro p y o f rh od am in e 6G in th e iso tr o p ic p h a se o f 5 C B at 35.6°C ,
and (b) 90" C . T h e d e c a y in (a) is fitted to a b i-ex p o n en tia l fu n ctio n , r e flec tin g restricted rota tio n a l
d iffu sio n w ith in a m o re slo w ly d iffu sin g en v iro n m en t (% §=!3.06+1.2In s and x ,= 5 .2 3 ± 0 .9 1 n s).
F lu o resce n c e a n iso tr o p y d ata in (b) co rresp o n d s to iso tro p ic r o ta tio n a l d iffu sio n (sin g le ex p o n en tia l
d eca y ) and d em o n str a te s th e d isa p p ea rin g o f p seu d o n em a tic d o m a in s stru c tu r e in th e n em atic host.

6.3.1 Experimental Results: Single Photon Fluorescence Anisotropy.

Measurements o f single photon fluorescence anisotropy in the isotropic phase of 5, 6
and 7CB were undertaken in aligned dye doped (5x10^ M) cells prepared as outlined in
Chapter 4 for temperatures close to, and above, the nematic temperature.
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Fluorescence anisotropy measurements for each probe (oxazine 1, oxazine 4 rhodamine
6G and rhodamine B) as a function of the excitation polarisation angle (3 were made for
temperatures approaching to T ni; allowing the phase transition temperature to be
identified. The loss of nematic alignment was evident by the sudden disappearance of
scattered laser light from the sample and confirmed by R(t,p) decays of the form shown
in Figure 6.3. Irrespective of p, the fluorescence anisotropy was seen to decay to zero
and in particular R(t,p=45°) is necessarily zero at all times for a globally isotropic
medium.

0.4

R hodam ine 6G in 5CB
T = 50.0" C

0.3-

0.2

0.0

-

0.2 -

-0.3-

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

T im e ( n s )

F ig u re 6.3: F lu o re sc e n c e a n iso tr o p y d eca y s fo r rh o d a m in e 6G in th e iso tr o p ic p h a se o f 5C B
(5 0 .0 “C ). Iso tro p ic p h a se is rep resen ted by th e co n v e rg e n c e o f th e d e ca y cu rv es to w a rd s zero (in itial
a lig n m en t is ze r o ). T h e co n sta n t zero v a lu e o f R (t,4 S “) at all tim es in d ica te s th e p resen c e o f the
iso tro p ic p h ase.

With the equivalence of 0 and (\>diffusion in an isotropic environment variation in the
excitation polarisation angle P was not undertaken. Moreover, R(t,p?^:0°) decays are
necessarily more complicated as the same rotational diffusion terms appear both in the
numerator and denominator for R(t) (equation (3.7)). R(t,p=0°) decays were analysed
by nonlinear least squares fitting of the data to equation (6.33) yielding fast (z/) and
slow (r^) relaxation times.

Within a temperature region extending from Tni to c.a. T n i+ 5 0 °C all probe fluorescence
anisotropies were well described by (6.33). The variation in z/^and z} with temperature
in the isotropic phases of 5,6 and 7 cyanobiphenyl are shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependence of the fast and slow orientational relaxation times for oxazine
4 (a) rhodamine 6G (b), rhodamine B (c) and oxazine 1 (d). Open symbols refer to fast
reorientational lifetimes and solid symbols represent fast decay times. Squares, circles and uptriangles represent 5CB, 6CB and 7CB respectively.

The slow overall diffusion times show a Landau-de Gennes dependence o f the form:

To =

(6.34)

(T -T -)

where C is a constant of proportionality and T* is the virtual temperature (typically 12°C below

T ni

in pure liquid crystals

[7])

discussed in Chapters 1 and 4. Values of T n i -

T* for the dye probes in 5,6 and 7CB are shown in Table 6.1.

The values of

T n i -T *

were found to be in good agreement with the hypothesis of de

Gennes, within the range of errors.
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Oxazine 4
T’
Tni-T’

Rhodamine 6G
T'
Tni-T ’

Rhodamine B
T’
Tni- T ’

Oxazine 1
T'
T ni- T

5CB

303.6±3.5

1.66

310.5±6.4

1.84

308.8±7.1

0.74

305.715.5

0.04

6CB

303.6±3.5

0.76

310.5±6.4

2.265

308.8±7.1

2.03

305.715.5

2.61

7CB

301.6±4.1

1.86

298.0±4.3

3.06

300.313.9

2.86

299.615.2

0.36

’

Table 6.1: Values of the virtual phase transition temperature T (in Kelvin) and comparison with
the phase transition temperature (Tni) for the dye doped n-cyanobiphenyl samples. A variation of 1
to 3" with respect to the T ni was found from the fittings, giving a good agreement with the expected
values.

The slow rotational time variation with temperature is related to a temperature
dependent shear viscosity o f the liquid crystal in the isotropic phase [32]:

eff

+ Tn

(6.35)

kB (x-r)

where Veff is the hydrodynamic volume o f the dye molecule, Tq is the free rotor
correlation time (the reorientation time at zero viscosity [39]) and ke is the Boltzmann
constant. A straight line representation o f the reorientational slow rotational time versus
r|(T)/(T-T*) was predicted by theory. The results o f these calculations are displayed in
Figure 6.5. T* values were taken from Table 6.1 and the shear viscosity temperature
dependence was used from [40].

In general, a linear dependence o f Ts on r|(T)/(T-T*) is observed with oxazine 4 showing
the closest linear dependence in all three cyanobiphenyls. Values o f Veff in this case
vary between 249A^ and 303

in reasonable agreement with the Van der Waals

calculation o f 283 A^ for oxazine 4. It is noteworthy that the linear behaviour predicted
by (6.35) is more closely followed with increasing alkyl tail length.
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Figure 6.5: Behaviour of t* with r|(T)/(T-T*) and linear fits for dye probes used in this work in all
the liquid crystals. This demonstrates the good agreement of the slow rotational time decays to the
Landau-de Gennes theory. T was taken from Table 6.1 for each dye. Viscosity data for nCB was
taken from (40).

5C B

6C B

7C B

v . „ ( A ’)

v , „ ( A ’)

v . „ ( A ’)

Oxazine 4

249.21 ±9.44

257.01 ±4.08

3 03.50± 12.42

Rhodamine 6G

24 4 .9 8 + 2 9 .5 0

2 7 9.71± 12.56

4 00.07± 21.43

Rhodamine B

187.61+16.61

2 0 6.52± 11.19

4 1 8 .6 3 ± 3 2 .8 0

Oxazine 1

172.43±29.53

242.41±9.12

3 7 9.78± 13.77

Table 6.2 A comparison between probe Van der Waals volumes and the values of Veff obtained by
fits of the slow relaxation time to (6.35)

The explanation for the fast reorientational lifetime observed experimentally is
particularly complex. Payer et al (see section 6.2.2) proposed a model in which the
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intra-domain viscosity was temperature independent [27]. This model was restricted to
the case in which fluctuations in the domain size were characterised by high frequency
fluctuationmodes q suchthat |q|^□ 1 (i.e. intra-domaindynamics).
It is clear from the results o f this work that the fast probe relaxation time shows a linear
temperature dependence (see Figure 6.4) across the temperature range studied.
Recently, Payer and co workers presented a revised model in which longer temporal
scales are considered (see section 6.2.3). Using analysis based on density functional
theory as previously proposed by Bagchi

[35]

a linear relationship between

“intermediate time” (of the order o f nanoseconds) and viscosity has been established:

(6.36)

eff

kgT

Table 6.3 shows the effective volumes calculated by taking the slopes o f the linear
fittings in Figure 6.4 relating Vf and T. Volumes deduced from this model are smaller
than the theoretically predicted volumes calculated using Van der Waals increments

[41].
Oxazine 4

Theory
5CB
6CB
7CB

283.1Â"
127±20
194±12
221±15A^

Rhodamine 6G

417.7A^
303±24A^
324±16A^
371±14A^

Rhodamine B

419.2A"
314±21A^
339±20A^
361±15A^

Oxazine 1

267.7A^
131±11A^
184±15A^
237±8A^

Table 6.3: A comparison between the Van der Waals probe volumes and those calculated by fits of
the fast relaxation time to the revised Fayer theory given by (6.36).

Close to 90°C the domain structure collapses into a globally isotropic liquid. Fast and
slow relaxation times converge to an approximate value for all spatial directions in the
laboratory frame; a single exponential decay o f the fluorescence anisotropy consistent
with probe diffusion in isotropic solvents is recovered.

6.3.2 Local Ordering in the Isotropic Phase: Cone Model Analysis

An application o f the Kinosita cone model adapted to rotational diffusion within a
slowly diffusing environment

[16, 24] to the anisotropy decays

analysed using equation

(6.33) was used to extract information on the local ordering o f the probe molecules. All
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the molecular probes used in this work have approximately parallel absorption and
emission transition dipole moments aligned along the molecular symmetry axis; in these
circumstances the cone angle is related to the local (second) order parameter S by [16]:

S =

0 „ „ (l + COS0„„)]

(6.37)

S is determined from the pre-exponential factors in (6.33) by [42]

5 ^ = ^

(6.38)

The temperature variation o f the full angular width o f the distribution 20max (=A0max) for
the four dye probes in the isotropic phases o f 5,6 and 7CB is shown in Figure 6.6.

In addition the full width half maxima o f the Gaussian fits to the probe distribution
functions in the nematic phases are shown. Across the phase transition temperature
there is clear evidence o f a discontinuity (a small “jum p”) in the angular width o f the
probe environment that is characteristic o f a weak first order phase transition (as
proposed by de Gennes [7]).

For oxazine 1, rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B the isotropic cone angle remains
approximately constant or slowly increases with temperature until c.a. 50°C above T ni.
At this point, there is a rapid collapse to a wholly isotropic environment. In 6 and 7CB,
oxazine 4 however shows a consistent decrease in the angular width with temperature
until at c.a. 50°C above T ni- A similar rapid collapse to an isotropic distribution occurs.
In contrast, in 5CB a slow overall increase in AGmax similar to that observed in the other
probe-nCB systems is observed. An explanation o f this anomalous behaviour is not
immediately apparent, an increase in local order with increasing temperature would
appear counter intuitive. O f the probe molecules investigated, oxazine 4 most closely
mirrors the order and dynamical behaviour o f the three cyanobiphenyl hosts in the
nematic phase. Entanglement o f the alkyl tails was postulated as a mechanism for the
observed reductions in

in the approach to the isotropic transition. In the case o f

oxazine 4 it is notable that the change in the cone angle (angular width o f the local
environment) is less substantial at Tni than for the other dye probes and is similarly
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accompanied by a lower value of AGmax (c.a. 60°) in the isotropic phase. These
observations indicate that the local ordering o f nCB molecules around oxazine 4 is
clearly different to that in the other probes and the apparent change local structure at the
phase transition is less sharp. There may thus be ‘scope’ for further alkyl tail
entanglement into the nematic phase which in the case of 6 and 7CB may lead to further
restrictions in local motion for the probe.
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Figure 6.6: Cone angles for oxazine 4 (a), rhodamine 6G (b), rhodamine B (c) and oxazine 1 (d) as a
function of the reduced temperature in both the isotropic and nematic phases of the nCB liquid
crystals used in this work. Cone angle values have been doubled to allow comparison with the
FWHM angle dependence measured from the orientational distribution determined in the nematic
phase (Chapter 4).
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6.4 Two Photon Fluorescence Anisotropy

6.4.1. Isotropic Phase Dynamics and Local Order of Rhodamine 6G and
Rhodamine B in 5CB.

The two photon probe anisotropy measurements o f Chapter 5 were extended to the
study o f rhodamine probe motion and local order in the isotropic phase o f 5, 6 and 7CB.
As discussed in Chapter 5, in two photon excitation there is increased precision in
angular photoselection over that afforded via the single photon route. In isotropic
samples, the initial anisotropy is larger and thus the accurate experimental determination
o f rotational lifetimes and the pre-exponential factors in (6.33) should be readily
accomplished. Two photon fluorescence anisotropy measurements were carried out in
heated aligned cells as described in Chapter 4. Procedures similar to those described
above were used to identify Tni (e.g. R(t,p=45°) measurements). Unlike photoselection
in nematically aligned samples, isotropic phase two (and single) photon photoselection
does

not preferentially

select molecular orientations

within

the

local probe

environments, which are randomly distributed with respect to the laboratory axis (laser
polarisation vector).
The orientational dynamics o f both single and two photon excited probes should both
follow the form o f (6.34). This is bom out by least squares fits o f the anisotropy decays
using (6.33), these yielded fast and slow correlation times which are displayed in Figure
6.7 (rhodamine 6G) and Figure 6.8 (rhodamine B) together with the results obtained
from single photon data.

To within experimental error (uncertainties arising from the least squares fitting
process) the relaxation times are identical. Values for the local order parameter S and
hence AGmax were calculated from the two photon least squares fits and a comparison
between the single and two photon results for both dyes is shown in Figures 6.9 and
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The temperature dependence of AGmax for both dyes is largely similar. For rhodamine B
in 7CB AGmax for two photon absorption appears to be consistently larger than in single
photon excitation and the reverse is seen in 6CB above 45°C. It should be noted,
however, that the measurements for 7CB are equivalent within the uncertainties
calculated by the fitting procedure. Two photon excitation at 800nm is equivalent
(energetically) to absorption of a photon at 400nm, there is therefore a greater effective
Stokes shift than in the single photon route (575nm excitation). The non-radiative
relaxation in two photon excited fluorescence will necessarily result in a greater heat
deposition to the medium. In isotropic fluids non-radiative heating effects are well
known and can be detected by changes in rotational diffusion times with excitation
wavelength [43], there is no measurable difference in either the fast or slow rotational
diffusion times obtained by the two techniques although given the weak temperature
dependence o f the local diffusion time {rj) it is doubtful whether local heating would be
detectable. On sample, two photon laser powers were kept at a minimum (see Chapter
5) and the lower repetition rate of the excitation source (250Khz in comparison with 3.8
MHz) would mitigate against the build up of a significant temperature change within the
sample.
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6.5 Isotropic Probe Dynamics in Unaligned Cells

Prior to the isotropic phase studies undertaken in our group previous attempts to observe
Landau-de Gennes type behaviour in fluorescent probe rotational dynamics in the
isotropic phase o f dye doped liquid crystals had proved unsuccessful. From the
available (published) details of the experimental methods employed it appears that
unaligned cells were used (i.e. no net alignment direction imposed in the nematic
phase).

From the work described here and from initial experiments [3, 44]

homogeneously nematic aligned cells are prepared and heated to above T ni to produce
an isotropic dye doped solution. The cell temperature is slowly raised from T ni to
c.a.90°C with fluorescence anisotropy measurements taken at regular temperature
intervals (c.a. 5-10°C). In the light of our (reproducible) results for four different probes
in three cyanobiphenyls it was decided to investigate the fluorescence anisotropy of
non-surfactant coated and unaligned oxazine 4 doped 5CB cells. The fluorescence
anisotropy decays obtained using single photon excitation were analysed as detailed
above to obtain ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ diffusion times. A comparison between the results
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taken from a 100|j.m homogeneously aligned cell and an otherwise identical cell but
with no rubbed surfactant coating is shown in Figure 6.11. The fluorescence anisotropy
decays in the unaligned cell are characterised by ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ diffusion times, the
fast c.a 3ns diffusion times are comparable with those observed in the aligned cell and
show the same temperature dependence.
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Figure 6.11: Rotational relaxation times (fast and slow) found in an aligned sample (solid points)
and in the unaligned cell (open points) for oxazine 4 in 5CB. Slow relaxation times in the unaligned
cell do not show the typical Landau-de Gennes behaviour in the isotropic phase of the liquid
crystal.

The ‘slow’ diffusion time is larger than that obtained for the aligned cell and does not
show a temperature variation compatible with Landau-de Gennes theory. Analysis of
the fluorescence decays to produce values of the apparent width of the local distribution
yield values of A0max as shown in Figure 6.12 together with those for oxazine 4 in an
aligned cell. The temperature variations in AGmax are significant and although there is an
overall upward trend in AGmax and a single exponential decay is recovered at the same
temperature as in the aligned cell it is clear that if a domain structure is present it varies
rapidly with temperature. A possible explanation for the differences between the two
sample cells might lie in the distribution o f domain sizes present in the two nematic
phases. The maximum path length over which surface induced nematic alignment can
be achieved in 5CB is c.a. 3G0pm. This is greater than the path length used in our
studies (IGGpm), so for an aligned cell just above Tni it is possible that although the net
domain ordering introduced at the cell walls does not persist into the body of the cell,
the average domain size is somehow stabilised leading to a steady gradation in
correlation times and cone angle as the temperature is raised.
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Figure 6.12: Cone angle variation with temperature for oxazine 4 in 5CB in aligned and unaligned
sample cells.

6.6 Conclusions

Single and two photon fluorescence anisotropy measurements o f rhodamine and oxazine
probe motion in the isotropic phases o f 5, 6 and 7CB reveal rotational diffusion
dynamics that are far from the isotropic (single axis mono-exponential decay) behaviour
that they exhibit in non-mesophase forming solvents such as 3CB (see Chapter 2).
Characteristic bi-exponential decays are observed corresponding to fast restricted
rotational diffusion mediated by a overall (slower) angular averaging in the laboratory
frame. The lifetimes associated with these two processes Zf and Ts are seen to follow
distinctly different temperature dependences: Ts is consistent with the Landau-de
Gennes behaviour attributed to inter-domain rotational diffusion in pure nematic hosts.
However the linear dependence of ^ o v e r the 50°C temperature range above Tni cannot
be explained by Landau-de Gennes theory. In recent years experimental work, notably
that of Payer’s group, has identified a range of fast (picosecond-subpicosecond),
intermediate (a few nanoseconds) and slow (nanosecond-millisecond) relaxation
processes in pure liquid crystals. To date a number o f theoretical models have been
advanced to account for these observations. Fast and intermediate time dynamics are
related to intra domain relaxation processes and slower timescale processes to inter
domain relaxation. To date the application of these models to probe dynamics in the
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isotropic phase o f liquid crystals had not been attempted. In this work the predictions
for both Tf and Ts are seen to be in broad agreement agree with the experimental results,
the correspondence between theoretical predictions and experimental observations was
seen to improve with increasing alkyl tail length.

A comparison between the local ordering in the nematic and isotropic phases indicates a
weak first order phase transition between the isotropic and the nematic phases in all the
systems studied. The apparent increase in local order for oxazine 4 across the isotropic
phase (prior to the characteristic ‘isotropic collapse’ at c.a. 90°C) is unique and
indicates that the ordering o f the dye relative to that o f the domain is different to that for
the other probes. A limitation o f conventional (single and multiphoton) fluorescence
anisotropy measurements is that it is impossible in an isotropic medium to photoselect
within the local environment, although recent advances in excited state modification
through stimulated emission depletion [45, 46] indicate that this restriction can be
removed. An extension o f these techniques to globally isotropic but locally ordered
systems would help shed light on such ‘anomalous’ behaviour.

A comparison between probe dynamics in homogeneously aligned cells and those
without surfactant treatment, whilst showing a similar fast linear temperature
dependence, yielded slow diffusion times and cone angles indicative o f a rapidly
varying domain structure. This may be due to differences in domain size distribution
between the two samples; additional experiments such as Rayleigh scattering would
help in clarifying this issue.
It is clear that as with the nematic phase polarised fluorescent probe studies are capable
o f revealing detailed information on liquid crystal structure and dynamics in the
isotropic phase. This work together with the initial studies o f Bryant [3] represents the
first successful investigation o f molecular probe motion and order within the nematic
phase o f the cyanobiphenyls.
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7

Surface Alignment Studies in the Nematic Phase o f 5CB via Total

Internal Reflection

7.1 Introduction

The studies o f probe motion and order described in Chapters 4-6 involve photoexcited
populations o f probe molecules that extend throughout the 100pm path length o f the
sample cell. In the nematic phase, molecular alignment at the surfactant treated cell
walls is carried through to the body o f the sample; the major contribution to the
polarised fluorescence intensities arises from regions o f the cell that are distant from the
cell walls. The degree o f order and orientational dynamics o f probe molecules at or near
to the cell surfaces may be substantially different to the bulk behaviour described
previously. It was decided to develop polarised resolved evanescent wave fluorescence
techniques to allow the investigation o f probe molecule alignment and motion in the
vicinity o f the nematic cell surface.

The structure and dynamical behaviour o f matter on surface interfaces is generally
considered to be different from its bulk characteristics. Surfaces represent a break in the
symmetry o f materials and are often accompanied by completely new chemical,
physical and technological characteristics. An interface describes the boundary
conditions between homogeneous immiscible phases. However, an “interface” cannot
be considered as a geometric plane; rather, a three dimensional region with a certain
depth.

A number o f techniques are available for the study o f surfaces and interfaces, including
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [1], low electron diffraction (LED) [2] and
scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STM) [3], all o f which need to be undertaken in high
vacuum conditions and destroy the samples. However, the clear advantage in the use of
photon related surface techniques is that light processes are non-destructive. In this
context second-harmonic generation [4], diffusive reflection [5], attenuated total internal
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reflection infrared (ATR IR) [6] are some of the photonic techniques that have been used
in surface analysis. Time resolved total internal reflection (TIR) fluorescence [7] has
been demonstrated to be a reliable technique for surface research. Under TIR
conditions, electromagnetic waves propagate in a material with a smaller refractive
index than the material they are coming from. Propagation is via evanescent waves that
are used as excitation beam in TER fluorescence.

When a nematic liquid crystal is placed in contact with a surface it induces a
perturbation of the nematic order near it. Anisotropic interactions between the surface
and the bulk molecular system often depend on molecular relative alignments. The
molecular orientational order varies from induced alignment on the surface to the
orientation in an interfacial region of thickness Ç that is of the same order as the nematic
coherence length that characterises the bulk region. Macroscopic orientation of the
liquid crystal in contact with the surface is called anchoring (Figure 7.1).
bulk
liquid crystal

anchoring direction

surface layer

interfacial region

Figure 7.1: Schematic drawing of a liquid
crystal in contact with a substrate. The
surface layer and interfacial region are
also shown. The arrows indicate the
director orientation in the bulk region[8J.

microscope
anchoring condition

7.2 Fluorescence Anisotropy for Surface Photoselection

As discussed in Chapter 2, the transition probability operator for a normally incident
laser with a polarisation angle P is given by:

(7.1)
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where

are the reduced rotation matrix elements given in section 3.4.1. Rotation

o f the angle o f incidence through a , in the XY plane, modifies the spherical harmonics
[9] giving:
D (a ,0 ,0 )

(7.2)

For non-normal incidence, the excitation operator becomes

(y^) Y22 (^,^){cos2cr - i sin 2 a j

+
yfÂTC

+ ^ d o i (j0 ) Y 2 i (û ,^ ){ c o s a - isin a}

(7.3)

+ ;|do_i (>^) Yj.i (û ,^ ){ c o s a + isin«}
+ ^ d o 2 (j^) Y 2 - 2

{cos l a + i sin l a \

Total internal reflection implies that the propagation through the experimental medium
is initially at an angle a=7i/2 with respect to the normal incidence throughout the surface
(see section below). Substituting in equation (7.3) gives.

{P)^22
( ^ ) Y2-I

{P)Y2\

(7.4)

” ;|-^02 {P)Y2-2

For doQ(>^) = -do_Q(>0) and assuming cylindrical symmetry o f the molecules, the
excitation probability can be written as.

yfÂTt

(7.5)

From equation (3.14), the excited state moments can be expressed as a function o f the
polarisation excitation angle P and the normalised ground state order parameters

,

giving,

■>Js

14- n{^3cos^/? —1j

(7.6)
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{(gg (0)) + {at, (0))}

+ V,
(7.7)

V3Ô

l + a (3 c o s ^ )0 -l)

where a = (a|o)/V5 and b = (a^'^. Fluorescence anisotropy emission does not depend on
the photoselection process. However, corrections in highly anisotropic media due to
local field effects and reflection losses (k) and from depolarisation o f fluorescence by
the optics (À) must be accounted for, yielding

R{t) =

+ 1) - ^ { g g , (t) + gf_, (,)}

^h

i± -=A

A

(7.8)

( ^

_

_ 2) +

(t) + g g , (,)}

Time evolution o f the non-equilibrium excited state is described by the Debye small
step diffusion model modified for anisotropic media (section 3.4.2). Substituting
^afo(ss))y/V5 by Rss, anisotropy decays for the characteristic polarisation angles p=0°
and p=90° are:

'( ^ d
A

+ 2a)

+(2k + 1)

exp(-t/r2o) + Rss(l + 2a)
(7.9)

R (t,^ = 0‘') =

+ (2 k -2 )

| +^

+ ^ - R s s ( l + 2a) exp(-t/r2o) + Rss(l + 2a)

A
+(2k + l)1 10a
5 35

exp(-t/r2o) + R ss(l-a)
b
exp(-t/T22)
35

— I-----------1---------

R(t,y^ = 90°) =

(7.10)

A
+(2k —
1 10a b
I-----------1----- expf-t/Tzz)
35 35

-2 —
5
V

exp(-t/T2o) + R ss(l-a)
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Initial values o f the anisotropy for these two excitation polarisation angles yield the
ground state order parameters related to the surface (described in section 7.4).

7.3. Experimental Realisation

The experimental setup for the surface experiments is similar to that used in the three
beam experiment. Instead o f using the two non-normal incidence optical paths, only one
is necessary to achieve the surface excitation via TIR. The apparatus was also modified
to obtain the required propagation angles (see section 7.3.1).

7.3.1 Prism Coupling

According to SnelTs Law for an incidence angle Gair, light will be refracted in the
sample and propagate with an angle a with respect to the normal given by
^air

thus for a=90®,

. f\

Sin Q . = sin a

< 1 when incident from air (na,r=l). That means that it is

impossible under normal conditions to propagate any incident beam, in spite o f any
refractive index value, with an angle o f 90°. The only suitable arrangement to achieve
these conditions is to utilise prism coupling to the sample [10].

7.3.1.1 Isotropic media

Consider the passage o f a light beam incident at an angle G, to the surface o f a coupling
prism o f refractive index n? with a wedge angle y as shown in Figure 7.2. Light
propagating along the prism arrives at the index matching fluid (Cargille Labs nL=1.45)
and is refracted with an angle G? with respect to the sample surface. The beam is
refracted again in the sample cell wall glass (borosilicate glass nG=L52) at an angle Gl
to the sample cell surface and finally, laser light arrives to the sample at an angle Gq
propagating at 90° into the material. The isotropic solvent used for characterisation o f
the surface experiment was ethylene-glycol that has a refractive index o f 1.431 at room
temperature [11].
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Figure 7.2: Coupling of a polarised light beam to a sample via prism coupling with wedge angle y to
achieve total internal reflection on the sample surface, np is the refractive index of the prism, n^ is
the index matching fluid refractive index and nc and ng represent the sample cell wall and the
sample refractive indices respectively.

The relation between the angle of incidence at the prism (0i), the wedge angle y and the
angle of propagation within the sample a is given by Snell’s law and geometric
considerations based on the prism shape:

sin a = —^ s m

n.

sm sm

nn
I
• -1
— sm<^/ + sm
"L

'A I R

sin6>,

(7.12)

where n§ represents the refractive index o f the solvent. For total internal reflection the
propagation angle is a=90°, therefore the external angle of incidence 0j is given by

(9: = sin -1

n A IR

sm sm -1

n,

sm sm -I

V i

•
•
-1
—sm<sm
n,

nc
n.

>-r

(7.13)

The prism had a wedge angle y=45° and the allowed range of external angle of
incidence for total internal reflection was achieved using prisms o f different refractive
indices with the restriction to have a bigger refractive index than the sample (i.e. 1.431).
A sapphire prism (Leysop) was therefore chosen (np=1.84) in which the necessary angle
of external incidence (0j) for a sample propagation angle a=90° is close to 11°. The
dimensions and arrangement for the coupling to the sample are shown in Figure 7.3.
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7.3.1.2 Anisotropic Media. Nematic Phase of 5CB
Using the same arrangement for the prism eoupling as that for ethylene-glycol, surface
total internal reflection measurements were undertaken for different dye probes
(rhodamine 6G, rhodamine B, oxazine 1 and oxazine 4) in the nematic phase of 4pentyl-4 '-cyanobiphenyl (5CB). In this case it is necessary to split the calculation
between the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices (ne=1.71 and no=1.53 for 5C B
at 25° C). It is important to ensure that there is an increase in the refractive indices in all
the media from the air to the sample in order to achieve total internal reflection on the
sample surface. It is therefore necessary to build sample cells with a higher refractive
index wall in contact with the index matching fluid.

With a coupling prism of refractive index np=1.84 it was necessary to use a higher
refractive index matching fluid than for the initial experiments involving isotropic
solutions of dyes dissolved in ethylene glycol (n=1.43). The index matching fluid with a
refractive index ( n j of 1.73 was used in combination with an SFio glass microscope
cover slip (no=1.728 for l=600nm and 25° C) for the sample cell wall. The SFio glass
was spin coated with PVA (section 4.3.1) to achieve homogeneous alignment of the
liquid crystal in the sample.

The external angle of incidence

(0j)

can be calculated for both extraordinary and

ordinary refractive indices using equation

(7 .1 3 )

giving

0i,ne=46.7°

and

0j,no=21°.
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7.3.2 Principle of Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence

7.3.2.1 Non-absorbing Media

In internal reflection experiments a sample is in optical contact with an internal
reflection optical element that is optically denser than the sample itself (i.e. ni>n2),
where ni and n2 are the refractive indices of the external medium and the sample
respectively. The electric field amplitudes of the plane waves (to a first approximation)
near the ni-n2 interface can be determined by consideration of total internal reflection.
The boundary between the two non-absorbing media is assumed to be isotropic and
homogeneous.
Reflection andrefractionbetween different media is governed by SnelTs law [12]. From
acritical angle 0g(or larger values), there is no light transmitted so the incident beamis
completely reflected accordingto
0 o=sin-‘(n,/nj)
(7 ,4 )
where n2 has only real values (non-absorbing refractive index). Despite the non average
flow of energy transferred into the sample the amplitude of transmitted wave is non
zero. Aphase factor is introducedinthe wave propagation, giving:
xsin^i^
exp - i o ) \ t-------!
- exp
I *1^2 j

(7 .1 5 )

where 0j is the angle of incidence, v z is the velocitypropagationthroughthe sample and
n=ni/n2 . Using FresneTs equation [12] for the reflection coefficients, in the case of total
internal reflection (i.e. applying equation(7.14)) yields.
_

n^cos^j -iyjsin^O^ -n^
A
n^cos^j +iyjsin^d- -n'

Ri =

cos^j
-n^
cos^i +i^sin^^i -n^

(7 .1 6 .a )

(7.16.b)
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For each component, the intensity of the light that is totally reflected is equal to the
intensity of the incident light. For light propagatedalong the Z-axis (by convention), the
transmittedcomponents of the electric field canbe writtenas:
.2

e1‘* = - - J - ^ - l [ T o e x p ( - i r » ) - T o e x p ( i r “)]

(7 .l7 .a )

E<;' = i[T j. exp (-ir“) + t ; exp(iT»)]

(7 ,l7 .a )

where T is the Fresnel transmission coefficient and

=<w(t-xsin^i/nv2 ). The

inhomogeneous evanescent wave has perpendicular components of constant amplitude
and constant phase (planes normal to the boundary). The transmitted electric fields of
these phase constant planes canbe writtenas:
E, =Eoexp(-z/dp)

(7.18)

where Eo is the amplitude of the incident wave and dpis the depth of penetration in the
less optically dense medium. This is defined as the distance required for the amplitude
to be attenuatedto 1/e of its initial value intheboundaryby:
dp=---- ------ ^
2;rn, [^sin^6^ - (n,/n^)^^

(7.19)

where Xo is the wavelength of the incident light. The Fresnel transmission coefficient
has a discontinuity at the critical angle. The penetration depth becomes indefinitely
large as the incident angle approaches angle of the total internal reflection, giving rise to
atransmittedwave at GoT.3.2.2 Absorbing Media

A necessary consequence of fluorescence is the absorption of the incident light. This
condition gives rise to attenuated total internal reflection. Fresnel’s interpretation of
Snell’s law remains valid although further improvements are necessary in the physical
interpretation of the propagation parameters. In absorbing media refractive indices are
representedby complex numbers:
“ 2

=

+ Z/c)

(7.20)
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where 112 is the real index of refractionand (absorptionindex) is linkedto the intensity
absorptioncoefficient a by
k

K =

log,, - —2 .

(7 .2 1 )

The transmission coefficient inanabsorbingmediumcanbe expressed as [12]
Ts =

2«iCos^,
_
2n,cos^,
« , COS 6 I +«2 cos0^
«1 cos 6 I +Re+zlm
i Im
Y
Tm
^
Im
2r \ cos^y
exp -ftan-1
y»; cos^, +Re
^ ( « 1 cos^. +R
e)^ +Im^

(7 .2 2 )

where 0t is the complex refracted angle andRe and Imrepresent the real andimaginary
parts of n2cos0 t, defined as

« 2 (1

) - nl sin ^

-

0 ^+

^

« 2 (1

-

) - n l sin ^

0^

'+ 4 « 2 V
(7 .2 3 .a )

R e = R e(M 2 c o s ^ , ) = \
2

- « 2 (1

-

) + nl sin ^ 6^ + y j

«2

(l -

) - «? sin ^

0 ^j

+ 4«2^'
(7 .2 3 .b )

Im = I m ( « 2 c o s ^ , ) =

A consequence of (7.22) is that now the critical angle does not imply total internal
reflection. The transmission coefficient in absorbing media is a continuous magnitude
where critical angle is rounded off whilst the absorption is increased, meaning a loss of
sensitivitynearthe critical angle.
The field distribution of the transmitted wave in the sample can be derived fromthe
boundaryconditions betweenthe two media:
Ej = E

q

2«i cos0^
^ ( « 1 cos^, +Re)^ +Im
^
(7.24)

exp

— I C O 'S t —

sin^, +yRe +tan-1

Im
M
]cos^, +Re

y 2 ;r h n
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where co is the angular frequency and c is the speed of light in vacuum. From equation
(7.24), the direction of propagation 0t’ is determined by the perpendicular direction to
the constant-phase planes, yielding

V2rt, sin 6).

^;=tan-‘

(7 .2 5 )
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F ig u re 7.4: A n g le o f refra ctio n as a fu n ctio n o f th e in cid en t a n g le fo r an a b so rb in g m ed iu m . D ash ed
lin es rep resen t th e o rd in a r y refra ctiv e in d ex o f 5 C B , and th e so lid lin es are related to the
e x tra o rd in a ry r e fr a c tiv e in d ex o f th e liq u id c ry sta l, (a) rh o d a m in e 6 G , (b ) rh o d a m in e B , (c) ox a zin e
4 and (d) o x a zin e 1. A b so rp tio n in d ices and r efra ctiv e in d ex o f m ed iu m 1 (n (S F io )= 1 .7 2 8 ) are
q u oted for each m o lecu le.

Figure 7.4 shows the relationship between the angles of incidence and refraction for
rhodamine 6G, rhodamine B, oxazine 4 and oxazine 1 dye molecules. It can be seen that
as the incident angle approaches 90°, 0t’ increases asymptotically to a value less than the
critical angle. The constant amplitude and constant phase planes are not perpendicular
but are skewed in the sample due to the transmission term in equation (7.24).
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Absorption by the probe molecules disturbs the electric field in medium 2, resulting in a
damping of the field. The penetration depth in this case is [13]

tan '

(7.26)

-n] (l -

) + «f sin^ <9,. + ^ n ] (l -

sin^ 6^ j + An\K"
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The penetration depth, with respect to the incident angle, has been calculated from
equation (7.26) for all the dye molecules used in this work. The penetration depth is
finite under the external reflection condition due to absorbance in the sample. In highly
absorbing samples, the smaller excitation volume results in an improved depth
resolution of the total internal reflection experiment.
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7.4. Measurements
For the initial demonstration of total internal reflection in an isotropic medium a sample
of oxazine 4 in ethylene-glycol was used following the single photon photoselection
procedure described in Chapter 4. These measurements were used to establish the
experimental setup. The technique was then applied to the nematic phase of 5CB
containing rhodamine 6G, rhodamine B, oxazine 4 and oxazine 1. Total internal
reflection measurements with variable excitation polarisation angles were studied and
compared with normal incidence angle dependent photoselection experiments. New
information was obtained for the surface orientational dynamics of molecular probes in
an aligned host.

7.4.1 Isotropic Sample
The first step in the measurement process involved the excitation of the sample with
variable polarised pulse trains normal to sample surface (a=0°) as in Figure 7.6. The
excitation wave length was 610nm with a lOps temporal profile at a repetition rate of
3.8MHz. Although only the excitation polarisation angle p=0° is relevant in isotropic
media, p=90° was also measured to analyse the surface evanescent wave decay with the
same initial polarisation. For an isotropic sample, anisotropy decays related to a single
exponential were obtained:

R(t) =Ro(t =

=0°,y?)exp(-t/r„,)

(7 .2 7 )

0 .5

O x a zin e 4 in E th y len e-G Iy co l
0 .4 -

0 .3 -
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ca
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=1.41±0.01 ns

0.0
0 2
Prism

4
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14

T im e (n s)

F igu re 7.6: S tra ig h t th ro u g h m e a su rem en ts. T h e o rien ta tio n a l life tim e Xrot and in itia l flu o rescen ce
a n iso tro p y o f o x a z in e 4 in eth y le n e -g ly c o l w ere o b ta in ed fo llo w in g e x cita tio n w ith p=0" p olarised
pulse.
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The second step was to determine the propagation angle for which the critical angle is
achieved on the sample surface. The initial incident angle 0j (with respect to the prism
surface) of the variable polarised beam necessary for 90° propagation within the oxazine
4 in ethylene glycol sample was determined as shown in Figure 7.7.

Prism

Sample

/ Incident
Beam
F igure 7.7: T h e a n g le o f in cid en ce 0j to th e n orm al (A B ) to th e p rism is o b ta in ed b y im a g in g the
reflected b ea m (A C ) o n to a p in h o le. T h is fo rm s th e tria n g le A B D and m ea su rin g th e len gth o f each
sid e a llo w s 0j to b e d eterm in ed b y th e co sin e rule.

The angle of incidence was measured approximately using the triangle formed by two
pinholes and the prism surface; the reflected beam on the prism surface was imaged
onto a first pinhole and positioning the other pinhole formed a triangle with the prism
surface. The cosine rule

[14]

was used to determine the angle as shown in Figure 7.7.

The angle for the ethylene glycol (ns=1.431) was found to be 11.1°±0.5° in the positive
direction. The penetration depth

[15]

(dp) of the evanescent wave into the oxazine 4 in

ethylene-glycol sample excited by a 610nm wavelength source was calculated to be
20nm using equation (7.26) for the experimental arrangement described in section 7.3.2.

The initial fluorescence anisotropy R(0) was used to obtain an approximate initial
setting of 0j. This angle was adjusted by monitoring the anisotropy decay. The variation
of R(0) with 0j was obtained from the excited state moments [16]

(3cos^ ^ -\).

.

(^ex \ _ f~<gs , \ ______L___\
'-0
0/ —'-000 ^ V/T
F \'-20 /

Q; ) =

(C„*; ) + {l + f (3 cos:

p_

i)

(7.28.a)

)

(7.28.b)
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(cr^ ) + ( c r - 2 ) = 2 ^ s i n V cos 2 a |(C S ) -

)+i(c - )

(7.28.C)

The initial fluorescence anisotropy R(0,a,P) in terms of the normalised ground state
moments (« kq)

obtained by substitution of equations (7.28) into equation (3.7).

- jSin' >?cos2a|l

+ ^ ( < )|

(7.29)

R{0,a,/3) =

1+

^^(og) +|sin^P co&i J a - : ^ ( < ) +\ { <

)

For vertical polarisation in isotropic media, equation (7.29) yields the same initial
anisotropy as the straight through beam: R(0,a=0°,P=0°)=0.4. However, for a horizontal
polarisation vector (P=90°), equation (7.29) reduces to.

35

2 5 ^ -7 -6 (a S )

35

cos(2a)
^ ^

R (0 ,a ,/? = 90°) =

(7.30)

l - ^ ^ + ^ c o s(2 a )- 7 - 1 0 ^ ^ + (a |’)

VF

In this experiment an isotropic sample is used, yielding

r(o,„) = z H

E ! M

5 + 2cos(2a)

(7.31)

For a propagation angle of 90° the initial anisotropy excitation is zero. Variation of the
initial values of the anisotropy with a, for an isotropic ground state distribution, is
shown in Figure 7.8. This treatment has assumed parallel absorption and emission
transition dipole moments. To test of the validity of this step in the procedure, the
external angle of incidence was varied and R(0) measured. Equation (7.31) was fitted in
conjunction with equation (7.12) in which the variable quantity was the refractive index
of the material. The value obtained was ns=1.42±0.02, which is consistent (within the
range o f uncertainties) with the accepted value of 1.431 . It should be noted that this step
was not possible for an anisotropic medium or for incident angles with values greater
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than c.a. 11°. Furthermore, the propagation angle was fixed to 90° giving a zero value
for the initial anisotropy, and therefore total internal reflection on the sample surface.
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F igu re 7.8: P lo ts o f th e R (0) fo r a sin gle b ea m as a fu n ctio n o f th e in cid en t an g le on th e p rism
su rface. O p en sq u a res r ep resen t th e in itial v a lu es o f th e a n iso tro p y for a v ertic a lly p olarised beam .
R (0) w a s ex p ected to b e 0.4 fo r all valu es o f a (sectio n 7 .3 .1 ). O p en circ les rep resen t the initial
an isotrop y for h o riz o n ta lly p o la rised e x cita tio n . A t th e c r itica l a n g le ( 0 c ~ ll" ) th e R (0 ) va lu e is zero,
as exp ected fro m e q u a tio n (7 .3 1 ). T h e solid lin e is a fitted fu n ctio n th a t is a c o m b in a tio n o f eq u ation
(7.31) and eq u a tio n (7 .1 2 ). T h e fittin g p a ra m eter w a s th e sa m p le refra c tiv e in d ex , giv in g a valu e o f
1.42± 0.02 th a t is in go o d a g reem en t w ith th e v a lu e o f eth y le n e -g ly c o l refra c tiv e in d ex 1.431.

Measurements of the straight through beam (beam 1) were eompared with the total
internal reflected beam (beam 2). Fluorescence deeays, in both cases, were fitted by
single exponential decay and, as expected, there was no difference in the rotational
times measured for this isotropic sample giving 1.41±0.02ns for vertical excitation
polarisation of beam 1 and 1.43±0.02ns for the same polarisation of beam 2.
Experimental data and fits are shown in Figure 7.9.
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F igu re 7.9: F lu o r e sc e n c e a n iso tro p y R (t,P ) cu rv es o b ta in ed fro m an iso tr o p ic sa m p le u sin g the
va ria b le p o la risa tio n ex cita tio n tech n iq u e (C h a p ter 3 ). C lo sed p o in ts r e p resen t d eca y s o b ta in ed
from b eam 1 and o p e n p o in ts th e d a ta o b ta in ed fro m to ta l in tern a l reflectio n u sin g b eam 2. Solid
lines are fits to sin g le e x p o n en tia l fu n ctio n s.
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7.4.2 Nematic Liquid Crystal Samples

Nematic liquid crystals are characterised by a high birefringence (Chapter 1).
Depending on the polarisation o f the beam the effective refractive index is different for
the extraordinary and ordinary components. Total internal reflection experiments have a
critical dependence on the refractive index of the sample and on the absorption of the
probe molecule used in the medium. The incident angle for the corresponding critical
angle (assuming a non-absorbing medium) for the extraordinary refractive index of 5CB
(ne=1.716 at 25°C) was found to be

0,,ne=46.7°

using the prism coupling setup described

in section 7.3.1. In the case of the ordinary refractive index of 5CB (no=1.532 at 25°C),
the angle of the incident beam was measured as 0i,no=21.O°.

Assuming a non-absorbing medium as a first approximation, the penetration depth of
the evanescent wave in the sample for these angles was calculated from equation (7.19).
For the extraordinary refractive index, oxazine molecules were excited using the same
wavelength (610nm) giving dp=195nm; rhodamine dyes excited with 575nm laser
radiation gave dp=184nm. For the ordinary refractive index dp=60nm in the case of
oxazine dyes and dp=57nm for rhodamine molecules.

In order to avoid total reflection in other interface surfaces before the sample and to
minimise the penetration depth for both extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices, an
incident angle

0i=5O .5°

was chosen. The penetration depth at this angle for the 5CB

extraordinary refractive index is dp=201nm for an excitation wavelength of 610nm
(oxazine samples) and dp=189nm for 575nm wavelength (rhodamine samples). The
ordinary refractive index of 5CB yields penetrations depths of 60.6nm and 57.1nm for
oxazine and rhodamine probe molecules respectively. This external angle gives an angle
of 88° in the interface between the SFio glass and the sample. Table 7.1 shows the
values o f the penetration depth in an absorbing medium for the molecular probes used in
the experiment. Extinction coefficients for the excitation wavelengths of the dye probes
were taken from literature

[1 7 -1 9 ]

and a 5x1

concentration was used throughout.

The refractive index of the sample cell wall glass SFio was no=I.728 at 625nm and
25°C.
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Fluorescence decays were recorded for the four dyes in the nematic phase of 5CB at
23°C, using excitation polarisation angles of (3=0° and (3=90°. Figure 7.10 shows the
plots for the experimental data for beam 1 (straight through beam) and beam 2 (total
internal reflected beam).
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e x tra o rd in a ry ( n e = 1 .7 1 6 ) and o r d in a ry ( n o = 1 .5 3 2 ) refra ctiv e in d ices o f 5 C B .
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7.5. Experimental Results: Dye Probes in the Nematic Phase of 5CB

7.5.1 Dynamics Comparison between Surface and Bulk Regions of 5CB

Single photon normal incidence (a=0°) fluorescence anisotropy decays were analysed as
explained in Chapter 4. The correction parameters k and À were determined and found
to agree with values calculated previously for dye doped 5CB samples at this
temperature. Ground state order parameters, a =

(ss)^V5 and b =

(ss)^, and

rotational relaxation times T2 0 and T22 were found using the fitting procedure (see section
4.5.1). Values obtained for the straight through beam were compared to those found for
the surface total internal reflection fluorescence measurements. Values for all probe
molecules in 5CB are shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3, plus the excited state steady state
alignment Rss-

The total internal reflection fluorescence decays were analysed using the same
procedure adopted for obtaining straight through beam data. Initial values of the ground
state order parameters were determined from time zero anisotropies at the excitation
polarisation angles p=0° and p=90° using equations (7.9) and (7.10) (with Rss equal to
zero). By applying a dynamical fitting fimction (equation (7.9) and (7.10)) for vertically
polarised excitation, T2 0 and Rss(P=0°) were determined. The values for the noncylindrically symmetric rotational relaxation time T22 were obtained using equation
(7.10) to fit the horizontally polarised excited fluorescence data using the previously
calculated X2 o.The results are shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 together with the bulk
excitation experimental parameters.

In Table 7.2 the K=2 and K=4 moments of the ground state distribution (a and b) for the
bulk and the surface in the rhodamine molecules are different. No significant
differences are observed for the oxazine dyes, however with an excitation wavelength of
610nm the penetration depth is c.a. 50 nm greater than for the rhodamine doped
samples. As explained in Chapter 4, consideration of the first two moments of the
ground state distribution fimction does not provide a complete picture of molecular
order within the ground state and the construction of the full distribution fimction is
necessary; this is considered in section 7.5.2.
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Rhodamine 6G (k = 1.14 À = 0.90)
R(0,(3=0®)

R (0 ,p = 9 0 °)

a

0.391
0.047
0.265
0.387
0.307
0.304
Rhodamine B (k = 1.13 À = 0.92)
0.208
-0.159
-0.006
0.218
0.072
0.050
Oxazine 4 (k = 1.125 À ==0.89)
0.407
0.210
0.350
0.437
0.264
0.325
Oxazine 1 (k = 1.13 À = 0.88)
0.388
0.055
0.224
0.379
0.267
0.288

B eam 1
B eam 2

B eam 1
B eam 2

B eam 1
B eam 2

B eam 1
B eam 2

b

-0.684
-0.796
-0.632
-0.796
-0.629
-0.525
-0.544
-0.740

T a b le 7.2: G r o u n d sta te o r d e r p a r a m e te r s c a lc u la te d fr o m th e in itia l a n is o tr o p y v a lu e s [R (0 ,P = 0 ”)
an d R (0,|3=90")]. B e a m 1 h a s n o r m a l in c id e n c e w ith r e sp e c t to th e sa m p le su r fa c e , w h e r e a s b e a m 2
c o r r e sp o n d s to th e to ta l in te r n a l r e fle c tio n b e a m .

Rhodamine 6G
PO
B eam 1
B eam 2

B eam 1
B eam 2

B eam 1
B eam 2

B eam 1
B eam 2

0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90

T2o ( n s )
T22 ( n s )
—
14.23±2.59
15.31±1.81
5.1312.239
—
9.49±1.03
9.57±1.04
5.7611.21
Rhodamine B
—
8.13±1.11
8.5411.73
7.6511.33
—
7.3510.74
7.8611.11
6.6910.73
Oxazine 4
—
16.1212.58
15.2112.41
4.9811.54
10.0910.97
—
9.8410.52
6.4212.70
Oxazine 1
—
9.4712.53
9.0211.78
3.0411.04
—
4.0810.70
4.6611.03
3.8911.97

Rss

0.29710.017
0.20710.051
0.27010.006
0.27010.017
0.06710.007
-0.01510.002
0.03310.005
0.02710.003
0.35310.025
0.38010.027
0.38010.004
0.37710.009
0.32010.010
0.32210.021
0.33210.003
0.28210.009

T a b le 7.3: D y n a m ic a l d a ta e x tr a c te d fr o m fitte d fu n c tio n s fo r all d y e p r o b e s u sed in th is ch a p ter .
D e fin itio n s o f B e a m 1 a n d B e a m 2 a re m a d e in T a b le 7 .2 .

Differences were observed in the rotational dynamics in the surface and bulk region of
the dye doped 5CB. All of the probes show a increase in 0 diffusion relative to the bulk
sample, whereas ^ diffusion is largely unaffected (within experimental error). This latter
observation is not unexpected as it is reasonable to assume that at apart from the
immediate vicinity of the cell walls uniaxial symmetry is preserved (i.e. no net ordering
in the XY plane) throughout the sample.
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7.5.2 Comparison of the Orientational Distribution Function between the Bulk and
Surface of the Sample

The calculation of the ground state steady state orientational distribution functions for
beam 1 and beam 2 was undertaken using the technique explained in Chapter 4. In a
single photon photoselection experiment, only the two initial order parameters
(proportional to < ? 2 > and <? 4 >) can be determined experimentally. It is necessary to
add higher rank (K) order parameters in order to obtain a physical meaningful
distribution function [20]. This approximation applied to a set of order parameters up to
rank K=I2 were necessary to describe the orientational functions of the dye probes
within the nematic phase of 5CB in both straight through and total internal reflection
excitation processes. Table 7.4 shows the numerical values of the order parameters and
Figure 7.11 shows the orientational distribution functions of the dye molecules for both
bulk and surface measurements.
0 .2 4 1
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F igu re 7.11: O r ien ta tio n a l d istr ib u tio n fu n ctio n s for th e n o r m a lly in c id e n t b ea m (o p en sq u ares)
and th e to ta lly in te r n a lly reflected b ea m (o p en circles). F itted c u rv es (G a u ssia n fu n ctio n s) fo r each
o f th e ex p erim en ts a re sh o w n b y so lid lin es. G a u ssia n m a x im a and fu ll w id th at h a lf m a x im u m are
sh ow n for ea ch b ea m e x cita tio n p ro cess for (a) rh o d a m in e 6G , (b ) rh o d a m in e B , (c) o x a zin e 4 and
(d) o x a z in e 1 in 5 C B .
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R h o d a m in e 6 G
(< (« ))

(< (« ))

(< (» ))

(< (« ))

B eam 1
B eam 2

0.593
0.680

-0.683
-0.796

-0.250
-0.430

0.150
0.255

0
0.110

0
-0.035

B eam 1
B eam 2

-0.127
0.112

-0.632
-0.796

0.015
0.153

0.030
0.001

-0.025
-0.025

B eam 1
B eam 2

0.782
0.727

-0.629
-0.525

0.125
0.050

0.100
0.050

-0.01
-0.005

B eam 1
B eam 2

0.500
0.644

-0.544
-0.734

0.010
0.195

0.001
0.090

-0.001
-0.001

R h o d a m in e B

0.230
0.166

O x a z in e 4

-0.501
-0.410

O x a z in e 1

-0.150
-0.397

T a b le 7 .4 : O r ie n ta tio n a l o r d e r p a r a m e te r s fo r all d y e p r o b e s, c a lc u la te d (fr o m r a n k 6 to r a n k 12)
fo r th e n o rm a l in c id e n t b e a m (b e a m 1) an d th e to ta l in te r n a l r e fle c te d b e a m (b e a m 2 ).
(ss)^
an d

^ss )^ w e r e o b ta in e d e x p e r im e n ta lly fr o m th e in itia l v a lu e s o f th e flu o r e sc e n c e a n iso tr o p y a t

P=0° a n d p=90".

The results for the orientational distribution function denote a small variation in the
orientational angle maximum of the rhodamine molecules (c.a. 4°) with respect to
surface and bulk measurements. Almost no change was observed in the case of the
oxazines; this may be due to the greater penetration of the evanescent wave in the
absorbing medium which is related to the wavelengths needed to excite these probe
molecules. Cone angle apertures (full width at half maximum) were observed to vary
between 4-7° in the case of the rhodamine probes, but were unchanged for the oxazines.

7.6 Conclusions

Chapter 7 has been concerned with the study of surface orientational dynamics in
isotropic and anisotropic media using the total internal reflection evanescent wave
technique. The prism coupling technique from the three beam experiments has been
adapted to achieve the propagation of the polarised beam exclusively in the surface of
the sample for the appropriate external angle of incidence. For the isotropic sample the
critical angle was established by measuring the initial anisotropy variation as a function
of the external angle of incidence for a beam linearly polarised and orientated at 90°
with respect to the Z-axis in the laboratory frame. This method was not suitable for
anisotropic sample due to the initial alignment and the birefringence of the liquid
crystals.
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Analysis of surface orientational dynamics was undertaken by combining polarised
photoselection with the total internal reflection technique. Surface alignment of
rhodamine dyes is seen to be greater than that in the bulk nematic phase (i.e. a smaller
FWHM), the equivalence of bulk and surface alignment data for oxazine 4 may arise
form the greater penetration depth resulting from the longer excitation wavelength
relative to the rhodamines (610 vs. 575nm). However all the dye probe distributions
close to the surface show an apparent increase in 0 diffusion over that in the bulk. It is
clear that molecular order and motion close to the cell walls does differ from that
averaged across the full path length of the cell. At present it is not possible to achieve a
lower penetration depth o f the sample which would help clarify the position, in
particular the penetration depths for p=0°and P=90° are different (see Table 7.1). The
combination of the polarised photoselection techniques discussed above with ultra-thin
(sublOOnm) dye doped liquid crystal films would be an obvious development.
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Appendix I:
Trigonometric Expansions in Spherical Harmonics

cos^G

Given that
YJQ,

(1.1)

y2oi^>

(1.2)

(1.3)

then

1671

cos^ G = ~

(1.4)

~5

Thus

(1.5)

cos^ G =

sin^G cos^(|)

I 15

Given that

3271
f 15

Then

yje.

3271

sin^ G[co52(1) - i sin 2(|)]

f 15

so

3271
¥22 ( 0

(1.6)

sin^ G[coj2(|) + / 5/«2(|)]

I 15

and

or

3271

5z«^Ge.x/7(±2/(|))

sin^

, + T2_2(g,(1)) = 2 ^ 1 ^

g[co52(|)]
e[ 2c os ^

(j)- 1]

(1.7)
(I.S)

(1.9)
(I.IO)
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32n

Hence

15

= sin^ ©[2 cos^ <|>- 1]

XJ©,d)) + K.,! ©,(!)) 32n
sin^Qcos^^=

. 2n

sm Qcos

2

15

sin ©
2

^-2^,4)) 32:1+---l-co s Q
*, =--------+---------J—
----

(111)

(1.12)

(1.13)

Insertion of (1.5) into (1.13) gives

sin^^cos^^

Y A o,(f)-\-Y .S 6,ô]

\327 t

1 1

15 "^2

2

3

which finally gives

sin^^cos^^=

^00

^20

{^22

+^2-2(^,^)}

(1.15)

cos'*©
Given that
Y44 00 V

' T /

cos'*0

then

-

3 1
= -g Vj 4—^ V (35cos' ^ - 30cos" 6>+ 1))

+—cos^

(1.16)

(1.17)

Insertion of equation (1.5) in (1.17) and using equation (1.1) before rearranging gives,

cos'* 6 =

yf^TT

(1.18)
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Appendix II: W igner Coefficients
In n

II

{0,<f)Ax,eded^ =

4 ,a

00

(II.1)
[K ,K ^ K ^ '\{K ,K ^ K

a a Q.37V0 0 0
= -y]2K^ +1 and the following restrictions hold

where

(II.2)

lo 0 0

J = 0 unless Kj+K 2 +K3 is even

Wigner 3-j Symbol

abc^

Cbca')

.aPyj VPyaV

I p « yJ

Algebraic form for

a

a

I

a

-a

0

a

a +\

a

-a -\

=(-r“
=(-r
=(-r
1

0

a

a

I

a

-a

0

a

abc

a+2

2

d

—ct —2

Q,

Û! 4" 2

2

a

-a

0

a
[a{a + \ ^ a + 1)]^

(ü+(%
+l)(a+df+2 )
[(2 d+1)(2 ûe+2 )(2 fl +3 )]
3 a '- 2 ( a + l)

{ q. + CC

2

i X ^ + CX +

2 X ^3+

CX + B X ^ ï 4- 6% 4-

Yi

4)

= ( - r “

=(-r

_ [{2a 4- 5\2a + 4 X 2 a

4- 3 X 2 a 4- 2 X 2 a + 1 ) ] _

3ûf(ût 4- df 4- iX ^ f 4- dJ 4- 2 X ^1 —CX +
[(<2 4- i X ^ d 4- S X ^ d 4-

iX ^ —

4 X 2 ^! 4- 3 X 2 ( 2

4-

4 - 1) ]

2)
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Values of

.0 0 0 ;

An asterix denotes a negative symbol.

1/3*
1/5
2/15
2/35*
2/35
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Appendix III: Derivation of the excited state moments prepared by a linearly
polarised pulse

III.l Single Photon Photoselection

The excited state moments from equation (3.15) are given by
' K

(C“e(0)) =^ E
J

-Q

K'Q'Q"

K'^ ' K

2

Q” Q'. . 0

0

2

^0-6" { - P )

/VA
K K +Sj^,j^0gfQ

(III.l)

The integration over three spherical harmonics may be written in terms of Wigner 3-j
symbols (APPENDIX II). The excited state moments thus become

{ c m )

(c„“ (0))= c

(III.2)

which upon substitution for ^/qo(P)

values for the Wigner 3-j symbols from

Appendix II gives

(C (o ))= c

(III.3)

Vs 2

(C(o)) =^ ( ^ S ) + (] cos^ p - l ) ^ ( C g )

(III.4)

{ c m )

+
{cm )=c

^202^(202
\000y \000y
Vs

( ^ ) \0 0 0 y \0 0 0 y

222 ^222^
5^5 (eg)
000 yOOOy

(III.5)
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( e s (0)) = C (CS)^(3cos^ ^ -

1)+ (CS)y(l 1-6 sin ' p ) + (C g )^(3cos^ /? -

1)

(in.6)

Q“2(0))

dl2{P )

^202^f202'
V5V5(cg)+
^000/ 000

(cs,(o))=c

2 22V222^

+

202 000
^242^ 242'
15
\ 0 0 0 / \000,

(III.7)

(C:(0)) =(C:,(0)) =C (C:)^sin:;g-(c:):^sm:)g +(cs)l^sm:yg

(III.8)

III.2 Two Photon Photoselection

Using the same scheme than in single photon, excited state moments are.

"K

20

(C K Q (0 ))

=|l(cr.o(ss))
^ K'

^KK'<^QO+—

cQ

2 K'' "K 2
q o> .0 0

r K 4 K'YK 4 K
-Q q

0

0

0

0

o>

KK'ÆQq

KK'&Qq

With the use of the selection rules it can be known which of the reduced matrix
element of Euler rotation have a non zero contribution to the three spherical harmonics
sum;

K = 0 and Q = 0. As Q’ = 0 the Q” = 0 (Q + Q’ + Q” = 0).
K + K ’ + K” has to be even and \K' + K ”\ < K < \K ' - K ”\ so.
If K ’ = 0 then, K” = 0
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K ’ = 2 th e n ,K ” = 2
K ’ = 4 then, K” = 4, that gives

ro 0 oVo 0 0
:>

0 0 0 y V0 0 0

f2 2 0V2 2 0
0

0 0

0 0

^4

4

O'

4

O'

,0

0

0; l o

0

0,

(III. 10)

V9V9(cS)

Substituting the values for

and values for Wigner 3-j symbols

(Appendix U),

( C “ (0 )) = C { C Z ( s s ) ) +

{p){c^(ss)) +

{P){CZ(SS))

(cS(o))
The selection rules that are applied in this case are,

K = 2 and Q = 0. As Q ’ = 0 the Q” = 0 (Q + Q ’ + Q” = 0).
K + K ’ + K” has to be even and \K' + K"\ < K < \K ' - K"\ so.
If K ’ = 0 th e n ,K ” = 2
K ’ = 2 th e n ,K ” = 2 an d K ” = 4
K ’ = 4 then, K” = 2 and K” = 4,
K ’ = 6 then K” = 4, that gives

(III.l 1)
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'

20 r2

2 0Y 2 2 0

^^()g)V5V5(CgM)
0 0 0 0 0
0 2 V2 0 2^yJSyfS +

lyfs[0
'2

0 0 oJ[o

0 0

2 2 Y2 2 2 ,/^(;g)5V5 +
vVsto 0 oj. 0 0 0
8 2 4 2 Y 2 4 2 |^^()g)V5V5V9
20 ( 2

(c,“) = c

21 0

0 0
V,

+

0 0 0

2n 4/i\/i2 12 4/i\
i/ool5+
^5 0 0 0 0 0 0
{CZ(SS)) +
8 ^2 4 4 Y 2 4 4
/ 12
y^v/

21 0

V/

0

0

0

0

0

9N/5rf,00

8 f2

4 6)f 2 4 6
U^(^)V5V9V|3(C:W)
21 0 0 0 0 0 0

( 111. 12)

^(3cosV-l)(CS(^ +
|l +^

( 3

cos" j9 -l) +^

( 3 5

cos" ^ - 30 cos" /?+3 )| (CS(ss))
(m.l3)

(C“ (0)) = C

f 60

—

20V 5

( 35

cos" ^ -3 0 c o s"/î + 3)

(sj)^

(^“2 (0 ))
Selection rules limited the rotational operators that have to be calculated,

K = 2 and Q = 2. As Q ’ = 0 the Q” = -2 (Q + Q ’ + Q” = 0).
K + K ’ + K” has to be even and \ K' + K " \ < K < \K' - K"\ so,
If K ’ = 0 th e n ,K ” = 2
K ’ = 2 th e n ,K ” = 2 a n d K ” = 4
K ’ = 4 then, K” = 2 and K” = 4,
K ’ = 6 then K” = 4, that gives
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2 0 2 Y2 0 2

20

0 -2 0 0
20 ^2 2 2 V2 2 2
” d l{P )5 S
?VF -2 0 2 0 0 0
8 r 4 2 2 V 4 2 2\

+

tVsU
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"

21 -2

0 2

20 ( 2
7
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+
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V 2 4 2l
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(III.14)
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V5 I- 2 0
4
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V4 4 2
2/V0 0 0
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sin^^
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(C“ ,(0)) = C
H Jlsin V -

49 V10

^ (7

«V3Ô-sin^>^(7cos^>^.
539

cos^
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Appendix IV: n-Cyanobiphenyl Liquid Crystals

Chemical structure of the n-cyanobiphenyl liquid crystals studied in this thesis is
shown in figure (IV. 1). Two benzene rings are directly connected and one of the is
linked to a cyano group (C=N) whereas the other is bounded to an alkyl tale (table IV1)

N=C-^
F ig u r e I V .l: S tr u c tu r e o f th e n -c y a n o b ip h e n y ls c h e m ic a l g r o u p

Name

X

Nematic Range

5CB
6CB
7CB

CeHia
C7H15

2 3 .0 -3 5 .r C

C9H19

30.0-42.8 °C

14.5-30.0 °C

T a b le I V .l: C o m m e r c ia l n a m es o f th e n -c y a n o b ip h e n y l c o m p o u n d s, a lk y l c h a n g e th a t fo rm s ea ch
liq u id c r y sta ls an d n e m a tic te m p e r a tu r e r a n g e fo r all

Cyanobiphenyls were synthesised in the 1973 and posterior year by G.W. Gray an co
workers [1]. There were discovered in the research to find more reliable material for
displays. Due to that they have a wide nematic range for temperatures between 25 and
40°C, a big birefnngence properties, good photo stability and relative low viscosity
(compared with other existent liquid crystals). Some of the relevant physical properties
of these liquid crystals are collected in this appendix.

Refractive indices

4-alkyl-4’-cyanobiphenyls are the most widely study nematic mesogens and there exists
a big number of measurements of their refi^active indexes that are mostly in good
agreement. Most differences in the data come from the use of different samples and the
control o f the temperature. Results quoted here [2] should be accurate at worst to ±1%.
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( T - T n i ) / ”C

Ho

He

( T - T n i )/® C

Ho

He

-3 4 .2

1.5304

1.762

-10.5

1.5345

1.715

-3 2 .6 4

1.5305

1.759

-8.93

1.5355

1.711

-3 0 .8

1.5307

1.757

-8 .4 4

1.5 3 5 9

1.71

-2 9 .5 7

1.5308

1.755

-7 .4 8

1.5 3 6 7

1 .706

-2 8 .0 2

1.531

1.752

-6 .5 2

1 .5 3 7 6

1.703

-2 6 .1 8

1.5311

1.749

-5 .8 8

1.5383

1.7

-2 4 .3 3

1.5312

1.746

-5.61

1 .5 3 8 6

1.699

-2 2 .7 9

1.5314

1.743

-4 .2 8

1.5 4 0 4

1.693

-2 0 .9

1.5 3 1 7

1.74

-3 .7 9

1.5 4 1 4

1.691

-19.1

1.5 3 1 9

1.736

-2 .5 9

1.544

1.687

-17.03

1.5323

1.732

-2

1 .5 4 5 6

1.684

-1 5 .2 8

1.5326

1.729

-1.1

1 .5 4 9 4

1.676

-1 3 .5 8

1.5331

1.724

-0 .5 8

1 .5 5 3 2

1.706

-12.1

1 .5336

1.721

1

1.583

T a b le IV .2 R e fr a c tiv e in d ic e s o f 5 C B as a fu n c tio n o f sh ifte d te m p e r a tu r e (X.=589nm )

( T - T n i )/® C

Do

Be

( T - T n i )/® C

Bo

Be

-1 3 .3 5

1.5301

1.6978

-4 .0 5

1 .5 3 6 6

1.6698

-12.75

1.5305

1.6954

-3 .6

1.5373

1.6677

-1 1 .8

1 .5309

1.6930

-3 .1 5

1.5381

1.6655

-1 0 .7 5

1.5313

1.6909

-2.7

1 .5 3 8 9

1 .6629

-9.8

1.5318

1.6883

-2 .2 5

1.5 3 9 8

1 .6604

-8.8

1.5 3 2 4

1.6859

-1 .5 5

1.5 4 1 9

1.6548

-7.8

1.5331

1.6832

-1 .2

1.5 4 3 2

1 .6 5 1 6

-6.8

1.5 3 3 9

1.6801

-0 .6

1.5 4 6 8

1.6432

-5.8

1.5347

1.6768

-0 .1 5

1.5 4 9 9

1.6355

-4 .9

1.5355

1.6734

0.9

1.5773

T a b le IV .3 R e fr a c tiv e in d ice s o f 6 C B as a fu n c tio n o f sh ifte d te m p e r a tu r e (X = 633n m )

( T - T n i ) /" C

Bo

Be

( T - T m )/® C

Bo

Be
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-18.6

1.5157

1.6991

6.2

1.5194

1.6736

-17.4

1.5158

1.6974

-5.05

1.5205

1.6697

-15.95

1.5160

1.6949

-3.95

1.5215

1.6657

-14.5

1.5162

1.6925

-3.2

1.5230

1.6604

-13.35

1.5165

1.6903

-1.7

1.5242

1.6553

-11.7

1.5169

1.687

-1.05

1.5267

1.6503

-10.4

1.5172

1.6842

-0.65

1.5278

1.6473

-8.9

1.5179

1.6808

-

0.2

1.5297

1.6427

-7.65

1.5186

1.6773

0 .85

1.5652

1.6432

-

T a b le IV .4 R efra c tiv e in d ices o f 7C B as a fu n ctio n o f sh ifted te m p e r a tu r e ((A,=633nm )

Shear Viscosity in the Isotropic Phase

Shear viscosity of homologous series of n-alkylcyanobiphenyls have been measured
recently [3] and are shown in. Figure IV.2
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F ig u re IV .2 T e m p era tu re d ep en d en ce o f th e sh ea r v isc o sity o f n -a lk y lcy a n o b ip h en y l, w h ere n
d en o tes th e n u m b er o f ca rb o n atom s in the a lk yl ch a in o f th e m o lecu le. T h e so lid lin es rep resen t the
b est fittin g o f eq u a tio n ;;(T) =
fittin g co n sta n ts

e x p [DT^/T - ]

to the ex p erim en ta l v a lu e s.

D and To are
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Order Parameters
In the case of pure liquid crystal samples of n-cyanobiphenyls it has been noticed that
<? 4 > turn out to be negative in the vicinity of the nematic-isotropic phase transition.
posses positive values in all the temperature ranges where it has been measured

< ? 2>

(figure rV.3)

0.8

0.6

(N

0.0

-

0.2

-16

-1 2

-8

F igu re IV .3: <?%> an d < ? 4> v e rsu s te m p era tu re from p o la rised R a m a n sc a tte r in g 5C B (closed
circles), 6C B (o p en c ircles), 7 C B (+ ), 8 C B (x ) and 9C B (op en tria n g les).
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